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Abstract
The noise generated by aircraft can be easily heard by those living under the
flight path of passenger or cargo carriers. It is considered an environmental pol-
lutant and is treated as such by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) who monitor and review noise levels. The ICAO imposes substantial
fines on those carriers who do not adhere to the decibel limitations. With the
new limit or ‘stage’ enforced in 2006, aircraft manufacturers (including jet engine
manufacturers) are seeking ways to reduce the noise created by an aircraft.
A 1/150th scale model, based on the exit geometry typically found on commer-
cial jet engines, was designed and manufactured at Warwick. The laboratory
jet flow conditions operated at 0.7 Mach. The work presented in this thesis
looks at the noise generated in a subsonic, co-flowing jet, with particular focus
given to the distribution sound sources from 5 kHz to 80 kHz (0.375 St to 6.0 St).
An acoustic mirror mounted on a motorized 3-way traverse measured radiated
sound in the co-flowing jet to produce 2D sound source maps. This is done using
combinations of smooth cowl and chevrons for the core and bypass nozzles. For
frequencies less than 30 kHz, a reduction of noise was observed using the bypass
chevron nozzle compared with the bypass smooth cowl nozzle.
iii
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) was used to reveal the 2D flow dynamics of
the jet, supporting the acoustic distribution results with velocity profiles of the
flow. The change in the flow dynamics with different nozzle combinations is dis-
cussed and different regions of the flow were identified.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In the research community, jet noise is a fascinating area of research combining
applied mathematics, statistics and engineering to advance our understanding of
the sound source mechanisms. However this is not just of academic importance;
jet noise is very relevant to the aeronautics industry and on a wider scale, has
social, economic and subsequently political effects.
1.1 Background and motivation
The first commercial jet airliner was the 36 seat Comet 1, which was built for the
British Overseas Aircraft Corporation (the national British carrier at that time)
by De Havilland, a British aviation manufacturer based in Hatfield, UK. Its test
flight was on 27th July 1949, followed by an inaugural indirect passenger service
flight from London to Johannesburg on the 2nd May 1952 as detailed by Boyne
& Lopez. (1979).
Coincidentally, in the same year Sir James Lighthill, then the Beyer Professor
of Applied Mathematics at Manchester University, gave rise to the new field of
Aeroacoustics with his publication in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of
London entitled “On sound generated aerodynamically. I. General theory”. This
was the opening paper that proposed the notion through mathematical analysis,
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that sound is a by product of flow dynamics. This remarkable conclusion formed
the basis for future aeroacoustics research both by academics and aviation indus-
try specialists.
Since the time of Lighhill’s proposition, the aviation industry has grown phe-
nomenally and has become a significant commercial presence, which in part is
due to the considerable advances in technology, which has made it easier and
cheaper to manufacture aviation products and parts. Its growth has also been
fuelled by a strong demand for flight by the worlds population. Even states who
have recently emerged through political change such as Uzbekistan, have set up
a national carrier, to generate a state income and satisfy the demand of their
population for long haul flights.
More and more people can afford to travel and are doing so. Which is why air-
ports such as London Heathrow Airport have had to change and develop to cope
with passenger and civil aviation demands.
From its humble beginnings as a small aerodrome in 1946, to its current standing
as one of the world’s busiest airports, Heathrow has become a land mark in civil
aviation. It is home to 90 airlines, who fly 67 million passengers a year through
its terminals to over 180 world wide destinations. Note, the entire UK population
as recorded by Brown & Redgwell (2006) was 60.6 million.
With the recent completion of the fifth terminal and now a sixth terminal and
third runway in conception, B.A.A. Ltd (the owners of Heathrow) are certainly
anticipating an increase in air and passenger traffic; that is more aeroplanes, more
flights and more noise.
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1.2 Noise, the community and the law
There are millions of people, in this country alone that live in areas under the
flight path of aeroplanes. Jet noise affects their physiological and psychological
health as described by Skeen (2006). Some of these effects include hypertension
(leading to cardiovascular problems), high stress levels (leading to memory loss),
annoyance, aggression, and even panic attacks.
In addition to these particular effects there is also a general impact on quality of
life of the community and the environment. In densely populated regions such as
the areas surrounding Heathrow in Greater London, many people are subjected
to high decibel aircraft noise every few minutes throughout the day.
LAeq (dB), the equivalent continuous sound level, is an international measure of
aircraft noise which averages the noise levels during the day and night and is
commonly used by the UK Government. It is calculated by averaging 16 hours
of noise levels from 0700 to 2300 over a 92 day period from 16th June to 15th
September as described by Monkman & McMahon (2007).
These noise levels represent the far field noise levels, away from the noise sources
of the aircraft (near field and far field is discussed later in Chapter 2). The UK
Government considers 57 dB and above to be annoying to a far field observer on
the ground and have produced noise contour maps to indicate the affected areas.
An example of the far field footprint of noise emissions at Heathrow can be seen
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in Figure 1.1. The contour noise map was generated by the Environmental Re-
search and Consultancy Department (ERCD) using the Aircraft Noise Contour
Model (ANCON) a semi-empirical model, which takes into account noise prop-
agation on the approach and at take off, runaway modal split between the east
and west runways, air traffic movement, flight paths and glide scope as described
by Rhodes & Beaton (2007).
The map shows contours in steps of 3 dB from 72 dB to 57 dB as is conventional
with ERCD, where 57, 63 and 69 dB represent low, medium and high observer
annoyance. The contours are elongated due to higher noise levels at the ends
of the runway (where aircraft approach and take off) than at the sides. The
area covered by the contours can be seen in Table 1.1 as well as an estimate of
the population and households affected using the 2001 Census data. An average
reduction in noise levels of 3 dB, which in the case of jet noise emissions could
potentially be achieved by the using chevron nozzles instead of smooth cowl noz-
zles, would reduce the area affected of 57 dB or more from 126.6 km2 to 71.7
km2. This corresponds to a 52% reduction in the population affected.
Figure 1.1: Noise contour map for Heathrow Airport, contour values in dB (BAA
plc - reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of HMSO)
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LAeq (dB) Area (km
2) Population
(000’s)
Households
(000’s)
> 57 126.6 257.8 107.6
> 60 71.7 123.3 50.1
> 63 43.8 64.2 25.6
> 66 28.8 29.7 11.6
> 69 16.3 8.6 3.3
> 72 8.4 3.0 1.2
Table 1.1: Population and household count, Rhodes & Beaton (2007)
The UK Government supports enterprize and growth and as Heathrow already
contributes 1% of the UK GDP (a figure that will almost certainly grow once the
developments are complete, along with employee numbers, revenue and tax con-
tributions), approval for Heathrows development plans were granted in a white
paper by the Department for Transport, DfT (2003), on the condition that cer-
tain environmental limits are met.
“The further development of Heathrow is supported, including a further new run-
way and additional terminal capacity to be delivered as soon as possible (within
the 2015-2020 period) after the new runway at Stansted, but only if stringent
environmental limits can be met”.
One of the key aims stated in the white paper was to reduce the number of people
significantly affected by aircraft noise, by actively taking measures such as:
• limits on the size of the area around major airports affected by significant
noise levels.
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• promoting research into low-noise aircraft.
• strengthening existing rules, applying international regulations and chang-
ing the law where we need to.
• making more use of noise-related landing charges, and using the money to
reduce the effects of noise.
• stronger measures by airport operators to insulate properties against noise.
A subsequent white paper, DfT (2006), built on these measures by imposing a
”no more noise than in 2002” condition, for Heathrow to continue with its ex-
pansion plans. The government set up a body to manage this called the Project
for the Sustainable Development of Heathrow (PSDH).
Other existing government policies on noise include specific flight paths for air-
craft when ascending or descending at Heathrow (when under 4,000 ft). These
routes are called Noise Preferential Routes (NPR) and are in place to minimize
flights and noise over densely populated areas.
Acceptable noise standards for aircraft are also set by the International Civil
Aviation Organization and are published as a technical annex to the Conven-
tion on International Civil Aviation (Chicago, 1944). Annex 16 - Environmental
Protection, volume 1, chapter 4 is the latest regulatory standard for subsonic jet
noise and came into effect in 2006.
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1.3 Aircraft noise
The noise from aircraft predominately occurs from airframe noise and engine
noise. Noise from aircraft systems such as cabin pressurization system, air con-
ditioning systems and auxiliary power unit are also apparent but less so than
airframe and engine noise.
Airframe noise arises from the airflow around the body of the aircraft and its
control surfaces such as elevator, rudder and ailerons. This includes ‘bluff body
noise’ caused by vortex shedding from either side of the bluff body such as a
landing gear and ‘edge noise’ caused by the airflow passing over an edge such as
a slat. These noise sources are most significant during the approach (as shown
in Figure 1.2) and are difficult to reduce without considerably affecting the gen-
eral performance of the aircraft. Clarke (2000) suggested using noise abatement
procedures such as using slower, steadier decent as this reduces the use of wing
control surfaces and thereby lowers airframe noise.
At take off, engine noise is more dominant than airframe noise (also shown in
Figure 1.2). The noise sources here can be subdivided into internally generated
noise from the fan, turbine blades and other aeromechanical movements and ex-
ternally generated noise from the mixing of exhaust gases (jet noise).
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Figure 1.2: Breakdown of noise components typically produced by engines circa
1992 NASA (1999)
Figure 1.3: Radiated noise from a typical modern turbofan NASA (1999)
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Figure 1.4: A typical modern turbofan NASA (1999)
The characteristic noise radiation from a typical turbofan engine is shown in Fig-
ure 1.3.In a typical turbofan engine as shown in Figure 1.4, air is sucked into
the front of the nacelle duct by rotating fan blades and is then pushed through
resulting causing noise and a swirl in the air flow. The air then enters either the
fan duct or core duct.
The fan duct contains stators to straighten the flow but in doing so they interact
with the wakes of air expelled from the rotating fan blades. This interaction
or ‘slapping’ is dependent on the rate of blades passing by and generates a tone
called blade passage frequency (BPF). The non-uniformities in the flow can cause
high frequency tones of the BPF to occur. These tones are often heard as a pierc-
ing noise. The fan/stator interaction also generates broadband noise caused by
the unsteadiness in the flow which can be heard as a low rumbling sound.
In the core duct, the air is further compressed by a series of small rotors with
stators between them and in doing so generate noise. Once the air is compressed,
it is mixed with fuel and is ready for combustion which is another source of noise.
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The high pressure combusted air is then sent downstream to the turbine which
drives the fan and compressor rotors causing additional noise. The compressed
air finally exits from the core nozzle generating thrust. Upon exit the core flow
meets with the bypass flow (from the fan duct). Their interaction with each
other and the ambient air generates broadband jet noise. There are a number
of noise sources and mechanisms in the exhaust flow which will be discussed in
more detail in Chapter 2.
Internally generated noise can be reduced to some extent by using noise-deadening
materials for the engine body and inlets. Reduction in externally generated noise
can be achieved by changing the nozzle geometry such that turbulent mixing in
the exhaust plume is reduced. The reduction of jet noise is a challenging prob-
lem in the aviation industry with results that directly impact the public. It is an
environmental concern to the government as well as being of academic interest
to mathematicians and engineers.
1.4 CoJeN project
One particular project that combined the interests of academics and industry was
the Coaxial Jet Noise (CoJeN) project. This was a 5.7m Euro EU funded project
comprising of 24 industry and academic partners across Europe, one of which
was the University of Warwick. It was the 6th framework research programme
in ‘Aeronautics and Space’ and was managed and coordinated by QinetiQ. The
principle aim of CoJeN was,
‘To develop and validate prediction tools which can be used by the aerospace in-
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dustry to assess and optimize jet noise reduction techniques.’
This was achieved through three technical objectives,
• To identify and improve optimal CFD techniques for the prediction of jet
flow development from co-axial nozzles of arbitrary geometry.
• To develop aeroacoustic codes which can predict the acoustic fields from
the CFD results.
• To acquire aerodynamic and acoustic data with which to validate these
codes.
Warwick contributed to the third technical objective through its large scale op-
tical operation at the Noise Test Facility (NTF) at QinetiQ in Farnborough, the
results of which were used to validate CFD techniques from the first objective.
1/10th scale coplanar and short cowl jet nozzles were used at the NTF. The
short cowl nozzles were modelled on the Rolls-Royce Trent engine, with a core
diameter of 135.86 mm and bypass diameter of 273.42 mm giving an area ratio
of 3:1 as described by Almeida (2008). The test operating conditions can be seen
in Figure 1.5, where V is the jet velocity, M is the Mach number and T is the
total temperature for the primary and secondary flows denoted by subscripts of
p and s respectively.
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Figure 1.5: CoJeN operating conditions (Skeen (2006))
Skeen (2006) performed 2D PIV exhaust mapping and volumetric PIV on the
flow, making it the largest PIV survey done for a 1/10th scale jet. The results
lead to time resolved PIV and time space correlations of a hot jet.
1.5 Co-axial jet noise project
This thesis was funded by the EPSRC to study jet noise. The scale model inspired
by the EU funded CoJeN programme was used as the basis of its experiments.
Although in principle, both the CoJeN and the scaled laboratory co-axial project
are working on jet noise research, there are some differences in their aims and ap-
proaches. Warwick’s involvement in CoJeN focused entirely on the flow dynamics
using PIV where as the focus of the co-axial project is the acoustic distribution
of the jet, with supporting results of flow dynamics using LDA. Also the co-axial
project uses an unheated jet whilst CoJeN used a hot core jet. This is due to
a restriction in the budget as the costs of safely running a hot jet or simulating
one using a lower density flow such as a helium/air mix, are substantially more.
However, there are still similarities between the CoJeN arrangement and the co-
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axial project. The flow velocities in both projects generate a subsonic jet and
the nozzle geometries are based on the Rolls-Royce Trent engine, with the short
cowl co-axial nozzles at Warwick being 1/15th scale of the CoJeN nozzles.
Following on from this introductory chapter, jet noise source mechanisms are
introduced in Chapter 2 and theoretical explanations proposed for the sources
are reviewed. Computational and experimental observations are also discussed,
leading to comments about the appropriateness of using scaled jet models for jet
noise research.
The experimental design and equipment for the co-axial jet noise project are
outlined in Chapter 3 with the suitability of the acoustic and optical techniques
chosen described in Chapter 4.
Once the experiment was assembled, preliminary testing of the equipment and
the jet rig was conducted and can be seen in Chapter 5. The testing extends to
Chapter 6 where the acoustic asymmetry of the jet is accounted for using cross
correlation techniques and the flow asymmetry is revealed using circle fitting and
contour methods. Chapter 7 furthers the work on acoustic asymmetry with the
derivation of a new statistical approach to support existing traditional engineer-
ing methods.
With satisfactory preliminary tests, Chapter 8 moves on to the principle inves-
tigation of the co-axial jet noise project using an acoustic mirror to produce 2D
sound source maps and a LDA system to provide 2D velocity profiles of the flow
dynamics. The results are also discussed in Chapter 8 before concluding the
project in Chapter 9.
CHAPTER 2
Review of jet noise
Over the past fifty years the field of aeroacoustics has grown and developed,
providing a more in depth understanding of noise sources, their generation and
occurrences. Advancements in experimental measurement technology such as
microphones and data acquisition systems and in analysis techniques such as
beamforming, has broadened our understanding in this field. Gains have also
been made with numerical simulations, which have also improved our under-
standing of the physics of aeroacoustic sound. In this chapter, an overview of
experimental and numerical progress is detailed.
The chapter starts with an introduction to jet noise, quoting common formulae
and highlighting the physics involved. The section on source mechanisms builds
on the physics described and is succeeded by an account of our understanding
of jet noise to date. The theory and analytics stem to computational and ex-
perimental work which are also reviewed. In the case of experimental work, the
effects of using scaled nozzles is discussed and the chapter concludes with final
remarks.
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2.1 Introduction to jet noise
2.1.1 The speed of sound and dimensionless quantities
The speed of sound is a dependant variable. Under the ideal gas law (non-
interacting point particles) it is defined as Equation 2.1,
c =
√
γRT
Mm
(2.1)
where T is the temperature in Kelvin, γ is the adiabatic index which varies with
temperature and is usually accepted as 1.4 at International Standard Atmosphere
(ISA), R is the molar gas constant approximately 8.3145 Jmol−1K−1 and Mm
is the molar mass in kilograms per mole which for dry air is about 0.0289645
kgmol−1.
At typical cruising altitudes of 33,000 feet, the ambient temperature is ∼ −50 ◦C
making c ≈ 300ms−1. This is lower than the speed of sound in a normal labora-
tory with a standard room temperature of 20 ◦C giving c ≈ 340ms−1.
Because of this difference in speed, flight conditions are better matched using a
dimensionless quantity called the Mach number. The Mach number Ma is a ratio
of speed of the jet flow or body vc to the speed of sound of the ambient flow or
medium uc, as shown by Equation 2.2.
Ma =
vc
uc
(2.2)
A typical fleet such as that of Air-France (2009) for example has a range of carri-
ers that cruise from ∼0.7 Ma (Fokker 100 with Rolls-Royce Tay 620 engines) to
∼0.85 Ma (Boeing 777-300ER with General Electric GE90-115B engines). The
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majority of their fleet cruise at 0.8-0.85 Ma. Under normal laboratory conditions,
a jet flow speed of 240 ms−1 produces 0.7 Ma which within the range of in flight
conditions.
Other dimensionless quantities that are significant to jet noise include the Reynolds
number, Strouhal number and Helmholz number. In accordance with Timmer-
man et al. (2009), Skeen (2006) and CoJeN, non dimensional numbers were cal-
culated using the core jet velocity and the bypass nozzle diameter.
The Reynolds number (Re) of the flow is a measure of inertial forces to viscous
forces and helps characterize the different flow regimes, such as laminar (low Re)
or turbulent (high Re). It is defined by Equation 2.3,
Re =
VreDre
νre
(2.3)
where Vre is the mean fluid velocity, which in the case of the laboratory co-axial
core jet flow at Warwick is 240 ms−1, Dre is the aperture diameter which is 18
mm for the bypass nozzle and νre is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid which for
air at standard atmospheric pressure at room temperature is about 1.45 × 10−5
m2s−1. This gives a high Reynolds number of ∼300,000.
The Strouhal number (St) describes the oscillating flow mechanisms and is defined
by Equation 2.4,
St =
fstLst
Vre
(2.4)
where fst is the frequency of vortex shedding and Lst is the characteristic length.
This important dimensionless number is essential when comparing sound spectra
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from different scaled nozzles (including full scale). Frequency alone cannot be
used to compare jet noise from different sized nozzles as the frequency spectra
is dependent on the scale of the jet model. As the jet model scales down, the
frequency spectra scales up.
The Helmholz number (He) helps understand the radiated noise in terms of broad-
band levels. It is defined by Equation 2.5,
He =
Dre
λhe
(2.5)
where λhe is the acoustic wavelength.
2.1.2 Jet noise regions
The co-axial jet noise project used 1/150th scale core and bypass nozzles in
short cowl design with smooth and chevron nozzle lips. The short cowl design
is modelled on the typical exit geometry of full scale commercial carriers, an
example of which can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Rolls-Royce Trent 800 engine on a Boeing 777 (photograph is repro-
duced with the permission of Rolls-Royce plc, copyright Rolls-Royce plc 2006)
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In the jet flow, there are different noise producing regions as shown in Figure
2.2. The primary potential core emanates from the core nozzle of the jet and
the secondary potential core comes from the bypass nozzle. Both potential cores
are high velocity flows with relatively low turbulence, which contribute to the
formation of shear layers. That is, since the edge of the primary potential core
is travelling faster than the neighbouring flow, this causes an inner shear layer
to form which encourages the roll up of small vortices as described by Schram
(2003). The same process occurs with the secondary potential core and the am-
bient. Generally, the greater the difference between two flows (in terms of their
velocity and density) the sharper the interface will be. As the end of the primary
potential core slows down, it enters the transition region where turbulent mixing
begins. This mixing continues downstream to the developed region where it de-
velops into large scale turbulent mixing.
Figure 2.2: Jet noise mixing regions Skeen (2006)
The shear layer also acts as an interface for refracting sound waves. The amount
of refraction depends on the frequency (or rather wavelength), jet flow velocity,
and interface composition (temperature, velocity difference). The stronger the
interface, the greater the refraction.
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Sound is produced from all areas of the jet flow, such as potential core, tran-
sition region, fully expanded region and shear layers. The occurrence of high
and low frequencies span the jet flow. However, as will be shown in this thesis,
high frequencies show larger SPLdB values near the jet exhaust and shear layers,
and lower frequencies are more profound downstream in the transition and fully
expanded regions.
The flight stream (also shown in Figure 2.2) is a parallel air flow generated from
the ambient air that passes around the plane which includes the jet engine ex-
haust. This interferes with the exhaust flow dynamics. Work by Grosche &
Stiewitt (1983) and Michalke & Michel (1979) show that general regions in the
jet (such as the turbulent mixing region) are stretched or elongated due to the
flight stream.
Most laboratory jet noise experiments (as is the case with the co-axial jet noise
project) are done without a flight stream. This is mainly due to the experimental
difficulties in getting a separate considerably larger compressor to run a parallel
air flow of a different (cold) temperature, density and pressure to that of the
jet exhaust. There is also the added difficulty of safely extracting this extra
mass of airflow out of the anechoic chamber. The associated costs in simulating
this in-flight air stream can easily double the monetary requirements for a project.
2.1.3 Source mechanisms
As shown previously in Figure 2.2, there are a number of defined regions in a jet
flow, some of which have their own turbulent characteristics, and so we would
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intuitively expect there to be a number of different sound producing mechanisms
in place. Theoretical, experimental and computational work have confirmed this
expectation.
The mixing layer near the nozzle exit is a highly sheared region and contains im-
portant sound sources as identified experimentally by Bridges & Hussain (1995)
and Tinney et al. (2006) for a high Reynolds number, high Mach number co-axial
jet and numerically by Viswanathan et al. (2006a). An important factor here in
the production of sound is the presence or close proximity of the nozzle to the
mixing layer. As Bogey & Bailly (2004) discovered, when the nozzle is removed
from simulations, the sound source is not as strong.
The potential core has been shown by Fuchs & Michel (1972), Lau et al. (1972),
Chan (1974) and Armstrong et al. (1977) to have characteristic wavelike in-
stabilities. The wavy wall mechanisms induce spatially stationary, directive
sound sources as shown analytically, experimentally and numerically by Ffowcs-
Williams & Kempton (1978), Laufer & Yen (1983), Mankbadi & Liu (1984),
Crighton & Huerre (1990) and Colonius et al. (1997). In the case of excited,
low Reynolds number flows, it has been strongly suggested by Stromberg et al.
(1980), Laufer & Yen (1983) and Sandham et al. (2005), that the sound pro-
duction mechanisms are non-linear. In unexcited flows, the sound production
mechanisms were observed by Coiffet et al. (2006) and Jordan et al. (2007) to be
linear.
The transition region starts just past the end of the potential core where the
annular mixing layer occurs and shows wavelike instabilities/coherent structures
which undergo a intense transition. This has been described as an ‘intermittent
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volcano effect’ by Jung et al. (2004) who attributed this to the collapse of the low
order azimuthal coherent ring like structures. Early causality methods by Lee
& Ribner (1972), Siddon & Rackl (1972), Scharton & White (1972), Seiner &
Reethof (1974), Juve et al. (1980) and Schaffar & Hancy (1982), show the tran-
sition region to be a dominant sound production region. A linear relationship
was found between the turbulent velocity fluctuations and the far field pressure.
However Laufer & Yen (1983) found this to be applicable in the case of unexcited
jets, as it agreed with his results on excited jets; implying different sound source
mechanisms exist in this region for excited and unexcited jets.
In high Reynolds number flows, the existence of an additional source mechanism
which relates to the fine scale random turbulence has also been suggested by Tam
(1998). In this flow, there are no obvious length and time scales in the mixing
layer in the core and the transition region downstream. This means the mean
flow and the turbulence statistics of the flow must follow a similar profile. By this
reasoning, the two independent turbulent mixing noise components also share a
similarity in spectra. Viswanathan (2002) showed that the proposed similarity
spectra by Tam (1998) fits subsonic jet noise data, which supports the existence
of this additional sound source mechanism. Furthermore, Bogey & Bailly (2004)
implied this mechanism is responsible for the differences in their results between
high Reynolds and low Reynolds number flows. Understanding and explaining
the underlying physics for this sound mechanism is an important area for future
work.
2.1.4 Near field and far field measurements
Experimental jet noise measurements can fundamentally be classed as either near
field or far field measurements. Near field regions lie inside the jet flow or very
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close to it. Far field regions lie outside the jet flow only.
In terms of acoustic measurements, microphones placed too close to a noise source
have considerable errors in their measurement. This is because near a noise
source, the dominating pressure is due to hydrodynamic fluctuations (pressure
fluctuations dominated by inertial effects) and not acoustic pressure (attributable
by compressibility). Therefore at this region, the sound waves propagating to the
far field can not be accurately measured. To overcome this, it is generally ac-
cepted as described by Mueller (2002) that the source to microphone distance
should be at least one acoustic wavelength and two source dimensions. This
places the microphone outside of the geometric near field and beyond hydrody-
namic fluctuations.
Ribner (1964) showed the total pressure fluctuation p′ comprises of the pseudo
sound generated by the hydrodynamic fluctuations p′h plus the acoustic pressure
p′a. The hydrodynamic pressure is governed by Equation 2.6 as described by
Roger (2006) and has a 1/r3 drop off where r is the distance from the source.
∆p′h = −ρ
∂2(UiUj)
∂xi∂xj
(2.6)
The acoustic pressure is governed by Equation 2.7 and has a 1/r drop off.
∆p′a −
1
c2
∂2p′a
∂t2
=
1
c2
∂2p′h
∂t2
(2.7)
Given the small size of the scaled jet in the co-axial project, even 1/4” micro-
phones are too large to be placed in the near field and will certainly signifi-
cantly obscure the natural acoustics of the jet. In addition, as the flow is seeded,
this would damage typical condenser microphones which are cased and vented
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for ordinary measurement conditions and therefore specialist (and more expen-
sive equipment) would have to be purchased which lies outside of the co-axial
projects microphone budget. With respect to the public community, far field
measurements are of more interest as they represent (in a real case scenario) the
propagated sound from a jet to an observer.
2.2 Jet noise to date
2.2.1 The beginning
The field of aeroacoustics began with the work by Lighthill (1952) on aerody-
namically generated sound. There were other researchers at the time, such as
Moyal (1952) who were also exploring this field, by way of the spectra of turbu-
lence in a compressible fluid media, but Lighthill’s particular attention to sound
generation led him to rearrange the fluid equations of motion (conservation of
mass and conservation of momentum) to form an inhomogeneous wave equation
as shown in Equation 2.8,
∂2ρ
∂t2
− c2∞∇2ρ =
∂2Tij
∂xi∂xj
(2.8)
where ρ is the density, c∞ is the ambient speed of sound and Tij is the Lighthill
stress tensor defined by Equation 2.9,
Tij = ρνiνj + (p− ρc2∞)δij − τij (2.9)
where νi is the velocity, p is the pressure, τij is the viscous stress and δij is the
Kronecker delta.
Equation 2.8 shows how an acoustic field or rather propagating linear distur-
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bance is dependent on a non-linear term. The left hand side represents the
acoustic wave propagation and the right hand side represents noise generating
sources. The source terms are second spatial derivatives and are referred to as
quadrupoles.
Lighthill identified this to be applicable to noise produced by jets, in which a
freely propagating sound field is induced by a heavily rotational region domi-
nated by non-linearity. With this, the Acoustic Analogy Theory was established.
The noise scaling law is an important result obtained from the Acoustic Analogy
Theory by solving Equation 2.8 using the Green’s function of the wave equation.
Lighthill found, by applying dimensional analysis, that the acoustic power radi-
ated from a jet, scales with the eighth power of jet velocity, namely P ∼ V 8j .
The quadrupole sources are acoustically compact, meaning that cancellations in
sound wave emissions (due to time differences) from the same eddy are ignored.
They are moving sources and are convected downstream by the mean flow for
which Lagrangian dynamics predict the sound field. Ffowcs-Williams (1963) in-
vestigated the effect source convection has on the directivity of jet noise and
found by extending Lighthill’s dimensional analysis work, that for high speed
jets the power of the radiated noise P follows the third power of the jet velocity.
That is P ∼ V 3j .
As the sound field is convected downstream it is refracted away from the jet axis.
This is because the wave front is dependent on the local speed of sound and the
local flow velocity. As the centre flow of the jet is faster than other regions, a
wave front emanating from the mixing layer for example, will tilt and bend out-
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wards. This leads to the next development in this field regarding flow-acoustic
interaction, where sound is refracted away from the jet axis.
With the refraction of quadrupole sources, Lighthill determined a cone of rel-
ative silence which exits the nozzle at small angles to the jet axis. This is a
relatively quiet region in which the sound pressure levels drop by more than 20
dB as shown by Atvars et al. (1965). However, when reviewing this analytically
by collecting together all the non-linear terms (from the flow equations) on the
right hand side of Lighthill’s equation, the flow-acoustic interaction terms are
not obviously placed. Ribner (1962) started a discussion on this topic and upon
inspection, Lilley (1974) separated the flow-acoustic interaction from the pro-
duction mechanisms to produce a modified wave equation. He proposed the use
of linearized Euler equations as the wave operator. This improved the under-
standing for many researchers of sound mechanisms in free jets from compact,
convected noise sources.
However, a source term representing temperature fluctuations was also believed
to exist by Fisher et al. (1973), for which Tester & Morfey (1976) found ana-
lytical solutions and did further investigations on the scattering of turbulence
pressure fields by density inhomogeneities, which they claimed were temperature
dependent. Their far field solutions for sound, gave way to outlining the shape
of radiated sound at the sidelines, based on a master spectrum and dipole term
which scaled to the sixth power of velocity.
These findings were widely accepted until recently when Viswanathan (2004a)
questioned the experimental data that was used to show a dipole master spec-
trum and a sixth power velocity term. Viswanathan showed that the ‘hump’
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in far field spectra is not due to the dipole master spectrum but is based on
the Reynolds number. By keeping the Mach number constant, he compared the
spectra of a cold jet with a high Reynolds number, to that of a hot jet with a
lower Reynolds number, which showed that temperature alone does not alter the
profile of the sideline noise radiation or side lobes. Because of these discrepancies,
further work is needed for clarity on the effects of hot jets.
The heating of the jet does however, affect the sound field radiated at small angles
to the jet axis. It also increases/decreases the sound power levels of the jet flow,
for the respective heating of jets with low/high velocities, as also described by
Tanna et al. (1975) and Tanna (1977), with the effects of heating being reversed
at a critical point of Mach 0.7.
There have also been a number of significant acoustic theories proposed, such as
Powell (1964), Howe (1975) and Mohring (1978) who expressed the source term,
in terms of the vorticity of the flow, which is simpler to deal with mathematically
than the double divergence of the stress tensor. This analogy is supported by
Ewert & Schroeder (2003), Cabana et al. (2006) and Schram et al. (2005).
These analogies differ to Lighthill and Lilley, in that they use an implicit lin-
earization about a given base flow. In Lighthill based analogies, the base flow is
homogeneous and uniform, and with Lilley the base flow is parallel and sheared.
In each case, the source is defined such that it holds the position of driving or
exciting the base flow. But as the source definitions are different, there is some
lack of agreement regarding the noise mechanisms. There is also a degree of
redundancy in each in the dynamics of the noise mechanisms. In Lighthill’s anal-
ogy, the flow-acoustic effects are largely ignored. With Lilley, these effects are
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accounted for by the mean flow-acoustic effects of the base flow, however some
information is still lost. This is where controversy lies, in which approach to use
to describe the physics of sound production. Although in both cases, the solution
to the base flow is found using the Green’s function.
Goldstein (2003) believed the Lighthill and Lilley analogies are particular cases of
a more general solution to the production of noise. He showed the linearization
of any base flow can be done on a generalized basis. In a later paper Gold-
stein (2005a), proposed an acoustic analogy showing no redundancy in the sound
source term, however this would not be practically possible in a periodic, homo-
geneous, unsteady flow system where it would contradict locality constraints as
described by Jordan & Gervais (2008).
2.2.2 The emergence of coherent structures
Developments in the understanding of flow dynamics have changed since the early
ideas of randomly distributed eddies which radiated into the mean-flow. The tur-
bulence community identified more coherent structures in the shear layers of the
flow, which made the aeroacoustic community believe that the coherent struc-
tures affect the sound production mechanisms. Early work by Bradshaw et al.
(1964) showed the existence of organized eddies near the nozzle exit, but it was
after the work of Crow & Champagne (1971), Lau et al. (1972), Fuchs & Michel
(1972) and Brown & Roshko (1974), that coherent structures were recognized as
being notably involved in sound production of the jet.
Based on Lighthill’s analogy, Michalke & Fuchs (1975) used analytical techniques
to recast the source terms into azimuthal Fourier modes, of which the lowest or-
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der modes were considered to be the most highly efficient producers of sound.
These modes are dependent on a strong azimuthal coherence in the sound field
of the jet, which along with the work of Maestrello (1977) and Juve et al. (1979),
gave rise to the idea that azimuthal vortex ring-like structures may exist. Bonnet
& Fisher (1979) showed that both coherent and incoherent ring-like structures
could produce an azimuthal coherent sound field with the more dominating factor
being the Helmholtz number. The presence of azimuthal coherent structures in
the flow was further supported by Armstrong et al. (1977) and Chan (1974) who
showed the growth and decay of pressure disturbances adhere to linear hydrody-
namic stability theory as outlined by Michalke (1964).
A similarity between the flow dynamics of coherent structures and the linear in-
stabilities in laminar flows, lead to a discussion in using linear stability theory to
predict jet noise, as first shown by Tam (1972) who focused on the linear instabil-
ity of an infinitely thin shear layer in a parallel mean flow. This was subsequently
followed by Liu (1974) who used a spreading mean flow to sustain the large scale
instability when mixed with fine grained background turbulence, which induced
dissipation. The flow components comprised of time averaged, phase averaged
and random components which reflected the mean flow, large scale instability
and fine scaled random turbulence respectively.
Ffowcs-Williams & Kempton (1978) furthered this work by studying the effects
with a wavy wall instability and vortex mergers. In both of these scenarios, a
rapid amplification, saturation and decay of the fluctuations was observed, in-
dicating their importance in the sound production. The importance of coherent
structures in jet noise was also supported by Moore (1977) and Dahan et al.
(1978) who showed in experiments with jets, that half of the sound radiated to
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the far field is due to coherent structures.
At the end of the 1970’s, the existence of coherent structures and their influence
in jet noise was established; although this contested the validity of earlier ideas
of randomly distributed convected quadrupoles as described by Fuchs (1978b).
2.2.3 Acoustic radiation inside and outside of the jet
The work of Saric & Nayfeh (1975) and Crighton & Gaster (1976) who used a mul-
tiple scale expansion method to explain the slow divergence of the mean flow, was
also contested. Tam & Morris (1980) showed the instability wave solution (based
on a multiple scale expansion) was not applicable in the mixing layer or outside
the jet. Hence, no acoustic radiation could be accounted for by this solution.
Tam & Burton (1984) then used a method of matched asymptotic expansions to
produce an instability wave solution that was valid both inside and outside of the
jet. The inner solution comprised of the multiple scales instability wave solution
which was valid inside of the jet and immediately outside of the jet. It captured
the mixing layer region of the jet. The outer solution was derived from the acous-
tic wave equation and was valid from just outside of the jet through to the far
field. The change over from instability wave solution to acoustic wave solution
occurs just outside of the edge of the jet and is accounted for in the outer solution.
In a supersonic flow, sound generated at the edge of the jet, takes the form of
Mach wave which is a highly directional radiated sound front. For supersonic hot
jets, Mach waves are a distinct noise generator. Although Mohensi et al. (2002)
showed that linear stability theory does not adequately account for all Mach wave
mechanisms, especially with the more subtle radiations.
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In subsonic cold jets, the presence of Mach waves is significantly reduced, giv-
ing way to fine scale turbulence as the more dominant noise source. Mankbadi
& Liu (1984) worked on subsonic jets and used the work of Michalke & Fuchs
(1975), which in turn was based on Lighthill’s theory, to derive source terms
from a combination of local inviscid linear theory (giving the shape function)
and non-linear theory (giving axial amplitude function). This gave predictions
of the radiated acoustic field from spatially stationary coherent source mecha-
nisms. These predictions were supported by experimental results, in which the
axisymmetric and helical source modes were observed to resemble longitudinal
and lateral quadrupoles. The largest radiated noise was detected at small angles
to the jet axis, with a Strouhal number of about 0.3 suggesting the presence of
dominate shear noise mechanisms.
Although energy transfers between the mean flow, large scale instability and the
fine scale turbulence were reasonably quantified by this model, there were still
some differences in between the predictions and the empirical results.
Tam et al. (1996) investigated at supersonic jet conditions, the large scale coher-
ent component and the small scale turbulent component co-existing and outlined
two related spectra for these mechanisms, which agreed with a large number of
supersonic jet experiments. This was also shown to agree with the subsonic case
by Viswanathan (2002). However, for subsonic jets, the mechanisms are still un-
clear, causing difficulties in modelling large scale coherent/small scale turbulent
source duality mechanisms.
Goldstein & Leib (2005b) interpreted the source duality mechanism as a low fre-
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quency response, occurring most often at small angles to the jet axis, and a high
frequency response, dominating at the larger angles to the jet axis. From an
experimental perspective, more work is needed developing a way to separately
identify the coherent component and the random turbulence component from a
moving frame, two point space-time velocity correlation tensors. At present, the
correlation tensor is largely expected to be dominated by the large scale coherent
flow dynamics.
There is no real consensus as to the actual underlying mechanisms involved.
Early research suggested vortex pairing and/or wavy wall like instabilities which
is supported by Coiffet et al. (2006) who found these mechanisms upstream of the
potential core. However Kopiev & Chernyshev (1997) have shown analytically
the presence of another mechanism, an octupole sound production mechanism
generated by eigen-oscillations of a single vortex structure.
There are also a number of experimental and numerical results suggesting the
end of the potential core houses the most dominate sound producing mecha-
nisms. Juve et al. (1980) investigated this region of the jet and found a high
level of intermittency in the sound production at the end of the potential core
due to fluid entrainment from the upstream. Hileman et al. (2005) also found
intermittent noise producing events in this region experimentally and Bogey et al.
(2003) and Viswanathan et al. (2006a) concluded the same with their numerical
simulations.
In summary, there are a number of different propositions for sound production
mechanisms such as a small scale random flow of eddies which are convected, com-
pact, quadrupole sources; or coherent flow dynamics induced by vortex pairing,
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vortex eigen-oscillations and wavy wall like mechanisms; or even an intermittent
flow dynamic at the end of the potential core. The subsequent sections in this
chapter further discuss these mechanisms and their analysis.
2.3 Computational work
High precision computing started to become more widely accessible in the 1990’s.
Prior to this, results from numerical simulations were heavily restricted by the
computational power required and the cost of equipment. Simulations at best
would be dependent on a coarse grid with few data points and would therefore be
unable to resolve the small scales of the flow. And even these course simulations
would take months of processor running time to produce results. Because of this,
early simulations were limited to low Reynolds number flows, 2D flows, focusing
on coherent vortex dynamics.
However, with the development of CPU power, clusters and their affordability,
more detailed numerical simulations such as direct numerical simulation (DNS)
were able to provide more accurate depiction of the flow dynamics. It allowed
the small scale flow dynamics to be resolved which consequently permitted the
exploration of complex sound source mechanisms which would not be possible
using current experimental arrangements.
This lead to a number of advancements in aeroacoustic research. For example
Mitchell et al. (1995) looked at compact and non compact co-rotating vortex pairs
and their sound generation, and found the field to have a quadrupole profile while
the far field was cylindrical. Colonius et al. (1997) found vortex pairing events
to dominate in a 2D mixing layer. The sources were spatially stationary, non
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compact with a highly directional sound field. This is consistent with experimen-
tal evidence of large scale, spatially stationary, non compact, sound production
mechanisms and supports the hypothesis that the direction of sound from a jet
is not dependent on convection but is dependent on the actual directive profile
of the sound source itself as concluded by Laufer & Yen (1983). Freund (2001)
extended the work on 2D simulations by performing 3D simulations using a 0.9
Ma jet with Re = 3.6 × 103. He found, by analyzing the Lighthill source term
and its radiating profile, the peak turbulence levels and the peak Lighthill source
levels are not indicative of the regions of source activity. Furthermore, he showed
the radiating sound source structure followed a wavy wall profile.
This concurs with low Reynolds number experimental results by Stromberg et al.
(1980) who suggested a possible source mechanism from wavelike instabilities and
high Reynolds number experimental results by Coiffet et al. (2006) who found a
linear wavy wall sound source mechanism.
Laufer & Yen (1983) also showed experimentally that the sound fields being pro-
duced by the linear instability waves of the 2D mixing layer. This was supported
computationally by Sandham et al. (2005) who confirmed similar DNS results.
Where as Wei & Freund (2006) used a number of optimized procedures to control
the mixing layer and its flow dynamics and observed reductions of 5 dB to 11 dB.
More recently, Eschricht et al. (2007) showed how this control only very slightly
modifies the space time flow structure.
DNS with high Reynolds number jets are harder to perform and with the in-
clusion of nozzle geometry, become impossible with current technology. A way
around this is to use Large Eddy Simulations (LES), which uses a coarser space
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time grid. The large scale turbulence structures are calculated, and anything of
subgrid scale is modelled or ignored. This is an important numerical method
as large scale structures are important in sound production, and with LES, high
Reynolds number flows (which are representative of the real physical conditions of
a jet engine exhaust) can be achieved. This is of great practical interest to indus-
try. Especially as by modelling more realistic flow conditions, there is a greater
agreement with computational and experimental results. For example, Bogey &
Bailly (2005) found through numerical simulations important intermittent sound
production at the end of the potential core. This was observed by experiment by
Juve et al. (1980), Guj et al. (2003), Hileman et al. (2005) and Panda et al. (2005).
Andersson et al. (2005) and Jordan & Gervais (2005a) had agreement with their
respective numerical and experimental results of two point space time correla-
tions. Viswanathan et al. (2006a) found sound sources in both the nozzle exit
and at the end of the potential core, which was supported by the experimental
findings of Tinney et al. (2006).
Groschel & Schroeder (2005) identified a dominant source mechanism in a high
Mach number, high Reynolds number flow which was also seen by Cabana et al.
(2006) in his computationally derived results.
There are a number of good computational and experimental agreements, and
with improvements in computing technology more agreements on realistic mod-
elling of industrial jet flow conditions are expected.
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2.4 Experimental work
2.4.1 Approach to experiments and far field acoustics
Although advances in computing technology over the past ten years have allowed
considerable progress to be made in solving flow equations using numerical meth-
ods, they are still restricted by the range of Reynolds numbers they can use and
the precision in resolving heat conducting viscous compressible flows. With re-
gards to jets, the upstream boundary layers are very thin and the shear layers
need a very large number of mesh points to be accurately modelled, which is
again restrictive for numerical simulations, especially in terms of the run times
needed to acquire fully converged statistics. Experimental results are in demand
for their suitability in solving flow equations, improving our understanding of
sound production mechanisms and supporting and validating CFD results.
Early acoustic analogies of sound radiation comprise of randomly distributed,
compact, convected quadrupole sources that are subject to the fourth order of
the velocity correlation tensor. Although Reynolds decomposition of the velocity
field reveals second, third and fourth order terms, the third term is considered
negligible, since its integral is zero. The assumption here is that the turbulence is
reasonably homogeneous and isotropic. The second and fourth order terms rep-
resent the shear and self noise mechanism terms as described by Lighthill (1954)
and Ribner (1969).
The fourth order term can be expressed in terms of the second order velocity
correlation tensor on the assumption that turbulence statistics follow a quasi-
normal joint probability distribution. This was supported experimentally by
Siener et al. (1999) and numerically by Freund (2003), which gave validity to the
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two point velocity correlation that was used in earlier experiments by Davies et al.
(1963) and Chu (1966) in determining source mechanisms from turbulence mea-
surements. However due to limit in experimental resources, such measurements
usually only noted the axial component of the correlation tensor. The remain-
ing eight component terms were modelled based on the assumption of isotropic,
homogeneous turbulence. The jet in reality is not this, but for the purposes of
simplification and modelling, these assumptions are used.
This approach has been used in a number of experiments in measuring two point
tensor, which includes the use of PIV and LDA, such as the work by Bridges
(2002) and Chatellier & Fitzpatrick (2005).
Improvements are being made in providing a more realistic model, such as Jordan
& Gervais (2005a) who have used the findings of Devenport et al. (2001) to ac-
count for the inhomogeneity of the jet structure, for which a direction dependent
length scale was proposed to deal with the anisotropy of turbulence. This work
continued by way of jet noise predictions based on two point LDA measurements.
The profile of the temporal element of the two point velocity correlation is usually
deemed to be of Gaussian form, however Khavaran & Bridges (2005) showed the
exponential distribution is a more appropriate form.
Another approach to help add clarity in finding sound production mechanisms
is to experimentally take synchronous recordings of flow and acoustic measure-
ments. The flow readings include both rotational and irrotational regions and
the acoustic readings in the far field record the sound source signatures. The flow
dynamics can be related to the acoustic sound field by way of correlation and/or
signal processing techniques. A causal relationship as described by Jordan &
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Gervais (2008) can be found depending on what information and acoustic anal-
ogy is used, for the flow dynamics. However, the full spatial-temporal dynamics
of the jet can not be accounted for by just one causal method. Different tools
and techniques are applicable for different flow regions.
In its earlier form, the causality method was first noted in 1970’s through two
variants in the source description. The first description was based on Lighthill’s
analogy of linear and quadratic sources (shear and self noise), for which Siddon &
Rackl (1972) used cross correlations of in flow pressure fluctuations with the far
field measurements. The second, by Lee & Ribner (1972), correlated Reynolds
stress fluctuations with the far field pressure.
The significance of the causality method lies in its ability to quantify sound en-
ergy radiated from the flow (i.e. the far field pressure autocorrelation) and relate
this to the source-far field correlation, which in turn can be used to determine
the source-source correlation. This last correlation refers to the integrand in the
far field solution of Lighthill’s wave equation. In this case, the two point source
far field correlation is 〈S(xk, t)p(yf , t+ τf )〉, which measures the local sound con-
tribution S(xk, t) at a point xk in the jet at time t, and the far field readings at
t + τf later at yk. The integral of source-field correlations over the jet volume,
provides the total sound radiated by the jet. Hence the causality method is a
precision source localization technique that identifies the mechanisms emanating
the sound to the far field.
One of the first experiments using the causality method was conducted by Lee
& Ribner (1972), who performed a hot wire and hot film experiment to correlate
the fluctuating velocity with far field pressure for a subsonic Mach 0.3 jet, us-
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ing a far field microphone placed 40 ◦ to the jet axis. Scharton & White (1972)
correlated the pressure measurements in a rotational region of a jet and the far
field measurements at 30 ◦ to the jet axis. From this and the work of Seiner &
Reethof (1974), high frequencies were found to radiate from upstream (nozzle
exit) positions in the jet, where as downstream, lower frequencies dominated. It
was also shown that sound measurements from the linear (shear noise) mecha-
nism were 13 dB greater than the quadratic (self noise) mechanism, and that
the transition region at the end of the potential core held a dominant position in
sound production.
Schaffar (1979) measured the axial component of a 0.97 Mach jet, using LDA
and correlated the linear source component and far field pressure. His results
agreed with Seiner, in that nearly all of the measured noise at 20 ◦ and 30 ◦ to
the jet axis is attributable to linear mechanisms that are present in the transition
region, about 5 to 10 diameters downstream.
Hot wire experiments by Juve et al. (1980) with microphones placed 30 ◦ to the
jet axis, also showed dominant sound sources in the transition region at the end of
the potential core. These were identified as non compact and highly intermittent
with 50% of sound generation occurring in 10-20% of the time. This observed
intermittency was an important result, as it suggested statistical source models
such as that of compact turbulent eddies in an isotropic, homogeneous flow (re-
call the third order term was considered negligible) is not sufficient in prescribing
the complete dynamics of the source mechanism.
Schaffar & Hancy (1982) furthered work on the directivity of source mechanisms
by placing far field microphones 30 ◦, 45 ◦ and 60 ◦ to the jet axis and by taking
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velocity components using a LDA system. At 4 to 11 diameters downstream,
both linear and quadratic components were found. 70% of the sound emissions
from the linear components occurred at angles less than 45 ◦; for quadratic com-
ponents, this was 15%. At angles greater than 60 ◦, the emissions by the linear
term were negligible, and the quadratic terms only contributed a few percent.
Similar experiments have been conducted by Panda et al. (2005) where simul-
taneous measurements of both unsteady density ρ and velocity u, v were taken
using a technique based on molecular Rayleigh scattering. Flow measurements of
both subsonic and supersonic jets on the jet axis and the far field acoustics at 30 ◦
and 90 ◦ to the jet axis, were taken at the same time. The correlation levels of
the subsonic jet were found to be lower than the supersonic jet, particularly with
regards to v, which implied the axisymmetric instability waves were significant
sound producers in supersonic jets. The highest correlation in the subsonic case,
was found slightly downstream from the end of the potential core. Measurements
in the mixing layer region were also taken, but the correlations were considered
negligible as the sound from random turbulence in the flow overshadowed the
mixing layer. We do know however, from theory and other experiments, that the
mixing layer does contain sound production mechanisms.
Experimentalists such as Moore (1977), Arbey & Ffowcs-Williams (1984) and
Fleury et al. (2005) looked at the coherent motion in flows by applying an acous-
tic excitation that holds jets with low Mach numbers in a regular flow pattern.
From this coherent vortex structures, with almost periodic roll up and pairing
phases were produced by forcing the most unstable frequency in the flow.
Flow measurements in both excited and unexcited jets were also taken with si-
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multaneous acoustic measurements by Laufer & Yen (1983), who related the flow
and sound measurements by observation without applying any particular under-
lying acoustic analogy. They found that within one diameter downstream from
the nozzle, the near field pressure holds a linear relationship with the turbulent
velocity and a quadratic relationship with the far field pressure. A more contro-
versial finding was the acoustic sources were not being convected despite being
generated by ‘moving disturbances’ in the jet. This implied that the non lin-
ear saturation of unstable wave amplitudes could account for the sound source.
This along with the observations contradicts original sound source models, that is
if the source is not convected, there will be no amplification and no Doppler shift.
The contradiction in the linear relationship of near field flow dynamics and far
field acoustics, and the causality approach which suggests the linear source term
is the largest sound producing mechanism, gives rise to the idea that non-linear
instability waves or vortex pairing, may not lead to the dominant sound pro-
duction mechanism in flows with a high Reynolds number. The unsupported
explanation by Jordan & Gervais (2008) is that the coherent dynamics in the
flow may not be coherent enough to generate distinctive quadratic interactions.
The results from synchronous flow-acoustic measurements have provided valu-
able insights in noise production mechanisms, with dominant sound producing
regions being in the transition region, which contains both linear and quadratic
mechanisms. Non compact, spatially stationary, intermittent sound mechanisms
have also been observed and identified. Guj et al. (2003) looked at the unsteady
intermittent structures in the transition region of the jet and the radiated far field
sound, by using synchronous flow-acoustic measurements. Intermittent sources
were located between seven and nine diameters downstream, and were in the
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form of a cusp, which was also observed by Juve et al. (1980) and Hileman et al.
(2005). Hileman used a PIV system to record high speed flow visualizations, and
used the far field acoustic measurements to separate the flow images into noisy
and quiet categories. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was used as a
signal processing tool on both categories, to affiliate characteristic features in the
flow with high noise production.
Synchronous flow-acoustic measurements have broadened our understanding of
sound production regions and noise source mechanisms. Although these experi-
ments look at the acoustics in the far field, work has also been done on near field
pressure measurements.
2.4.2 Near field experiments
Near field microphones placed in the irrotational region just outside the jet can
provide significant information. However there are some difficulties in the inter-
pretation of the measurements. The small turbulence scales in this region are
too weak to drive the pressure field and hence, sound emitted by large coherent
structures filter out the weaker signals, as found by Tinney et al. (2006). This
leads to an uncertainty in how much of the signals from the actual region have
been measured. A further complication is that both hydrodynamic and acoustic
measurements are recorded by the microphone, which have different governing
equations.
One of the first researchers to explore near field properties was Franz (1959) and
Ollerhead (1967) who looked at the near field solution to Lighthill’s wave equa-
tion and found a very energetic reactive pressure field near the acoustic source,
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which due to its non-progressive nature, doesn’t radiate sound to the far field.
The jet exit is abundant with such irrotational pressure fluctuations which have
a rapid spatial decay. Howes (1960) used an alternative approach in accounting
for these pressure fluctuations by treating them as incompressible. He outlined
the characteristics of the near field pressure by using the Poisson equation and
also derived the rms. Howes also used two point measurements, as did other
researchers such as Mayes et al. (1959), Keast & Maidanik (1966), to obtain two
point pressure correlations. However Howes was one of the first to find amplifi-
cation, saturation and decay of near field pressure fluctuations.
Mollo-Christensen (1963) derived space time correlations based on his results
from his two point pressure correlations and found the presence of a harmonic
travelling wave and an exponential axial decay. He also observed an important
near field characteristic; the near pressure field acted like a filter which extracted
coherent flow dynamics from a background of random turbulence. This observed
filter is not completely understood at present, which causes difficulties in ex-
plaining sound source mechanisms. A more detailed account of the difficulties
in interpreting near field pressure measurements has been written by Keast &
Maidanik (1966).
Arndt et al. (1997) improved our understanding of near field pressure fluctuations
by predicting its spectral character, which was derived analytically using the un-
steady Bernoulli equation and the quadrupole solutions to the wave equation.
These predictions were for subsonic jet conditions and showed good agreement
with experimental results of the hydrodynamic and acoustic regions. Arndt con-
cluded that a Helmholtz number of kHrH = 2, where kH is the wave number
and rH is the nozzle radius, marks the transition pathway from a dominance in
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hydrodynamics to acoustic. In subsequent experiments, Harper-Bourne (2004)
and Coiffet et al. (2006) found respective values of kHrH = 1 and kHrH = 1.3.
Coiffet also found an approximate relationship between the hydrodynamic and
acoustic components using an axially aligned linear near field microphone array.
He showed the flow dynamics responsible for the hydrodynamic component, gen-
erate sound by a linear process and that the near field is comprised of convective
hydrodynamics and propagative acoustic mechanisms.
A number of microphones in large azimuthal arrays have been used to investigate
near field structures by researchers such as Harper-Bourne (2004) and (Tinney
et al., 2006a; 2007). Guerin & Michel (2006) and Jordan et al. (2005b) found the
first three Fourier azimuthal modes dominating the near field pressure. By plac-
ing microphones in the axial direction, further results revealed axial coherence is
also present for axisymmetric and helical modes.
Suzuki & Colonius (2006) also focused on the azimuthal plane but with multiple
azimuthal arrays and used the beamforming technique to acquire information
on the instability wave amplitudes; while Tinney et al. (2006) used a filtering
operation to differentiate the hydrodynamic and acoustic components. These
types of measurements and analysis are aiding the understanding of coherent
flow dynamics, however they do present a number of difficulties such as quanti-
fying the information lost in the radial distance between the microphone and the
sound source region. Although Suzuki & Colonius (2006) touched on resolving
this issue, further reduction of this uncertainty can be achieved by comparing
synchronous measurements of the near pressure field and the turbulence.
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It is difficult to obtain sufficient information about the mechanisms which drive
the non linear rotational flow dynamics and induce the near irrotational pressure
field. This is because there is a short distance between the rotational centre of
the flow and the irrotational near and mid fields and in this short distance the
characteristics of the flow change from predominately elliptic to hyperbolic be-
haviour. However, a connection between the physics in the near field and the
underlying turbulence can be found by pairing near field pressure measurements
with velocity measurements in the shear layer. Laufer & Yen (1983) showed that
the near field pressure amplitudes and velocity fluctuations have a linear rela-
tionship for the first diameter downstream of the jet. Picard & Delville (2000);
Picard (2001) further showed pressure-velocity correlations through his work on
an unexcited jet at 0.15 Ma and Re = 1.5×105. This was done using a 16 micro-
phone array and 12 X-wire probes. Ricaud (2003) showed similar results for a jet
at 0.3 Ma and Re = 3×105 using an 18 microphone array which was synchronous
with LDA measurements. Tinney et al. (2006) also tallied these measurements
for a jet at 0.6 Ma and Re = 6×105 using an azimuthal pressure transducer array
with LDA measurements and found correlations between the near field pressure
and the linear and quadratic mixing layer velocity terms.
2.4.3 Empirical data reduction
Advancements in measurement technology has allowed researchers to use a larger
number of microphones in their arrays and more detailed spatial-temporal turbu-
lence measurements using LDA and PIV. With developments in computational
power and data storage, large acoustical and optical data sets can be saved di-
rectly to a hard drive, however the task of post processing the optical data sets
is still onerous. With these huge data sets, it is often the case that specific data
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extraction is needed to reduce the data set in order for post processing to be
carried out. The techniques used to compress the data set must be such that
they optimize data storage while still retaining significant information about the
underlying physics of the flow. Two such techniques that perform this task and
help interpret the thousands of cross correlations, are Proper Orthogonal Decom-
position (POD) also known as Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear
Stochastic Estimation (LSE).
The PCA technique calculates the sum of eigenmodes from two point statistics
of a flow such as pressure or velocity. The eigenmodes represent the fluctuations
in energy and in most cases, the majority of these fluctuations are represented
by small number of eigenmodes. The dynamics of the flow can be prescribed by
these small number of eigenmodes with the remainder of the eigenmodes holding
information that is not as significant. Hence the flow can be represented by this
low order, allowing a reduction in the data set and time taken for post processing.
The eigenmodes have both spatial and temporal components. The spatial com-
ponent provides information on a given feature of the flow and the temporal
component reflects the amplitude of the spatial component fluctuations relative
to each other.
The LSE technique looks at two fields such as pressure and velocity and relates
them through multi point correlations. This gives important information regard-
ing the underlying physics of the flow, for example the reconstruction of the
underlying velocity dynamics were done from the near field pressure measure-
ments by Picard & Delville (2000), Ricaud (2003) and Coiffet et al. (2006).
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Extended techniques combining both LSE and PCA have been used by Bonnet
et al. (1994) by correlating the PCA coefficients from multi point measurements
in one field of interest, with single point field measurements in another field of
interest.
Although these techniques reduce post processing time and provide good insight
to the underlying physics, there are a few occasions where problems with the
techniques have to be addressed. For example Tinney et al. (2006; 2007) took
near field pressure measurements of a jet at 0.6 Ma and Re = 6× 105 and corre-
lated them with LDA measurements from the mixing layer. LSE was then used
to reconstruct the velocity field using the near field pressure data, from which the
source term can be computed using Lighthill’s analogy. However, Samanta et al.
(2006) showed that having an incomplete representation of the source term, makes
it more susceptible to errors. Schram (2003) proposed an improved definition of
the source term based on the vortex sound theory. They used the momentum and
kinetic energy conservation laws to formulate a conservative form of vortex sound
theory which is less subject to experimental error. This proposal was validated
by using PIV measurements of a jet to create a sound source term which would
then predict far field radiation. The predictions agreed well with the actual far
field measurements.
This technique along with LSE and PCA are important in low dimensional anal-
ysis. Although there is a redundancy in most of the source term definitions,
Goldstein (2003; 2005a) as mentioned earlier in this chapter, presents a way to
significantly reduce or possibly even remove the redundancy. For experimental
source analysis, both these techniques should be considered.
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2.5 Scaling effects
Full scale jet noise tests are extremely expensive to conduct. The cost of ma-
terials, construction, increased man power, large suitable test facilities and high
running costs prohibit many jet noise research groups from large scale testing.
Experimental investigations on jet noise are almost always conducted using scaled
models of the nozzle. The validity of using scaled models has been confirmed by
researchers, including Viswanathan (2008) who compared test results from dif-
ferent sized nozzles, for both single and dual jet streams, for a frequency range of
200 - 80,000 Hz with full scale results. In conclusion the scaled model results were
applicable to full size jet engines. However, there are a number of considerations
that need to be accounted for.
In full scale flight tests and engine static tests, the frequencies of interest are less
than 10 kHz. However when using scaled models, sound interests lie at higher
frequencies as there is a linear relationship between the scaling down of the model
scaling up of the jet noise frequencies. This means that spectral measurements
at high frequencies are needed in comparing data with full scale results.
The effect of atmospheric absorbtion is also a point for consideration when com-
paring scaled model data with full scale data. Shields & Bass (1977) showed
under normal atmospheric conditions of 25 ◦C and 70% relative humidity, that as
the frequency under review increases, so too does the coefficient of atmospheric
absorbtion. Full scale data sets are often hard to acquire and may not be directly
comparable with laboratory results as their set up may be different. Therefore,
most scaled model laboratory jet noise experiments, for simplicity, cost and con-
sistency with other comparable laboratory results, use standard day conditions.
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Also, full scale tests outdoors are subject to some variation in weather conditions,
the wind, temperature, air density, relative humidity and the ambient noise levels.
Where as in an anechoic chamber, these conditions are fairly controlled allowing
repeatable tests and results to be performed.
The scaling of jet noise spectra from a scaled model is another point to consider
when comparing with full scale data. In full scale tests, far field microphones
are placed further away from the noise source (usually at 150 ft or 45.7 m as
described by Viswanathan (2008)), than those in a limited laboratory space such
as an anechoic chamber. As a 6 dB reduction occurs when the distance between
the noise source and microphone is doubled, the acoustic intensity recorded by
the laboratory microphones, with all things being equal, will be greater than the
full scale far field microphones. This is overcome by non-dimensionalising the
microphone distance to the noise source using rmic
Djet
and by making comparisons
using normalized spectra. From the experiments and discussion presented by
Viswanathan (2006b) a microphone distance of at least 35 Djet provides an ac-
ceptable acoustic and geometric far field.
If the flow velocity and viscosity remaining unaltered when using scaled models,
then there is a notable reduction in the Reynolds number, as the nozzle diameter
is reduced. Until recently, the Reynolds number was assumed to have little if
any effect on the noise spectra. However work by Viswanathan (2004a) showed
that by keeping the Mach number and temperature constant and by varying the
Reynolds number (by changing the nozzle diameter) there is an affect on the
noise spectra. Larger nozzles produced higher SPLdB values and had a different
location of the characteristic hump in the noise spectra.
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The boundary layer at the nozzle exit, with a thickness defined by Viswanathan
(2008) to be the distance at which the local velocity reaches 99% of the core,
also varies according to the nozzle geometry. In particular, the boundary layer in
full scale operations is almost always turbulent, however in scale models, it could
be laminar. Although studies of the turbulent or laminar boundary layers and
their thickness has been done, the effects they have on noise is not well under-
stood. However work by Viswanathan & Clark (2004b) shows the thickness of
the boundary layer at the nozzle exit does not influence the radiated noise from
the flow.
Another area which was thought to be influential on the jet noise spectra is
the area between the shear layer and the ambient, known as the shear perime-
ter. Scaled models have shorter perimeters than their corresponding full scale
jets. Viswanathan (2008) investigated the proposition that increasing the shear
perimeter would increase mixing and reduce radiated noise. The shear perimeter
was increased by a factor of two and no effect on the jet noise spectra was ob-
served. With his additional work, Viswanathan (2006c) concluded the difference
in perimeter length between the scaled model and full scale jet, have no impact
on the jet noise spectra.
2.6 Final remarks
The understanding of aeroacoustics since its first conception by Lighthill (1952)
has significantly developed, in terms of the sound source mechanisms, the un-
derlying physics, the flow dynamics and the characteristic properties of sound
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sources in different flow regions. However, with these theoretical, analytical, ex-
perimental and numerical developments, there is still some controversy and lack
of consensus as to the definition of a source mechanism in an unbounded shear
flow. This is particularly hard for experimentalists to account for as the acoustic
fluctuation levels in the small sound source production region of the shear layer
are overshadowed by hydrodynamic fluctuations, making it very difficult to take
acoustic measurements. Numerical methods are subject to the same difficulty
but to a lesser extent.
The coupling of flow dynamics with far field acoustic measurements provides in-
formation on the sound source distribution. The early causality methods used by
Lee & Ribner (1972), Siddon & Rackl (1972), Scharton & White (1972), Seiner &
Reethof (1974) and Juve et al. (1980) were initially used to obtain this informa-
tion. With advances in measurement technology and signal processing techniques,
improvements in the coupling of flow and acoustic measurements have been done
by Guj et al. (2003) and Hileman et al. (2005). Numerical simulations have also
developed our understanding of the sound source distribution.
Overall there have been a number of theoretical developments such as the work
by Goldstein (2003), Goldstein (2005a) and Mankbadi & Liu (1981); a number
of experimental discoveries such as Hileman et al. (2005), Jordan et al. (2005b),
Reba et al. (2006), Tinney et al. (2006) and Chatellier & Fitzpatrick (2005); and
a number of numerical advancements such as Freund (2001), Bogey et al. (2003),
Wei & Freund (2006) and Cabana et al. (2006). The way forward in seeking
and identifying spacial temporal signatures of sound source mechanisms, would
be to have a closer working relationship between theoretical, experimental and
numerical approaches.
CHAPTER 3
Experimental design and equipment
There are a number of different airframe components such as landing gear, high
lift slats and flaps that contribute to the noise produced by an aircraft. During
take off, the most significant noise sources are fan noise and jet engine exhaust
noise.
This chapter describes the experimental equipment used for the co-flow research
project on exhaust noise. Some of these have been designed, manufactured and
engineered at the University of Warwick while other products have been pur-
chased from industry specialists.
3.1 Compressor
A large compressor, Compair Reavell 5000, was used to generate the compressed
airflow needed for the jet rig. This was a two stage compressor which held the
compressed air in a cylindrical canister (1.5 m diameter by 4.5 m height) as shown
in Figure 3.1. The design pressure was 36 bar and design temperature was 50oC.
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(a) Compressor (b) Inlet pipes
Figure 3.1: Compressor and inlet pipes
Compressed airflow was released through a series of control valves into the ane-
choic chamber via four inlet pipes as shown in Figure 3.1. The two large inlet
pipes supplied air to the core and bypass chambers in the jet rig. The two small
pipes passed the airflow into the seeder, which mixed with oil particles before
passing into the core and bypass chambers in the jet rig.
3.2 Anechoic chamber
The anechoic chamber was designed and constructed by the Jet Noise Group at
Warwick. Its length, width, height dimensions of 4.9 m, 3.9 m, 3.3 m was large
enough to house the jet rig and allow the jet flow to fully expand when running
on condition.
The floor, walls and ceiling of the chamber were padded with acoustic foam,
as shown in Figure 3.2, to act as a sound absorbing agent and significantly re-
duce the reflection of sound waves; without which microphone readings of sound
sources would be contaminated and not be accurate. The foam was 22 mm thick
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and was suitably chosen to be effective in its role for absorbing frequencies in the
range 5 kHz to 80 kHz.
An extractor fan was mounted on one of the walls inside the chamber which was
used to purge the room of seeded particles ejected from the nozzles on the jet
rig. The exterior of the fan was padded with acoustic foam and was relatively
distant from the jet rig and microphone placements. It produced low frequency
noise (under 5 kHz) which was slightly above the ambient sound pressure levels of
∼30 dB and therefore posed no interference to aeroacoustic measurements which
exceeded 100 dB.
Figure 3.2: Warwick anechoic chamber
3.3 Seeder
As the compressed airflow is released into the anechoic chamber, two out of four
of the chamber’s inlet pipes pass the airflow to a seeding chamber. This is the
MS10 MicroSeed System by Oxford Lasers Ltd as shown in Figure 3.3. It is a
4.95 litre vessel with a maximum working pressure of 10 bar, maximum working
temperature of 60 ◦C and minimum working temperature of 5 ◦C.
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Figure 3.3: Seeder
In this chamber, the flow is seeded with suitable particulates before being passed
into the main body of the jet rig.
An appropriate choice of seeding particles was made in consideration of Wester-
weel (1997) who stated,
• Particulates that do not interact with each other
• Particulates that do not alter the flow or properties of the fluid
• Particulates that follow the motion of the fluid exactly
Seeding materials commonly used by experimentalists was listed by Kasagi &
Nishino (1991), Meinhart et al. (1999), Melling (1997) and Weitbrecht et al.
(2002) and be seen in consolidated form in Figure 3.4 as provided by Skeen
(2006).
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Used in…
Material ρ (kg/m3)
Typical
dp (μm)1
Refractive
index2
Melting /
Boiling point Gas Lqd
Zirconium oxide (ZrO2) 5890 ≥ 0.7 1.95 Tm = 2715°C  
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) 3970 0.18-100 1.76 Tm = 2054°C  
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) 3500 ≥ 0.1 2.65 Tm = 1775°C  
Chalk (CaCO3) dust 2830 10-50 1.59 Tm = 825°C 
Silica (SiO2) 2650 5 1.46 Tm = 1830°C  
M
in
er
al
s/
O
xi
de
s
Zinc chloride (ZnCl2) smoke pellet 2500 0.5 Tm = 275°C 
Polyamide / Nylon 1060 20-200 1.53 Tm ≈ 180-265°C 
Polystyrene 1050 0.2-1000 1.59+3×10-4i Tm ≈ 190-260°C  
Eliokem Pliolite resin 1020 40-60 
Thermoplastics 1020 6-200 1.54 Tm ≈ 150-400°C 
Po
ly
m
er
s/
Pl
as
tic
s
Polyethylene 960 5 1.52 Tm ≈ 100-130°C 
Glycerol fog 1260 0.1-3 1.47 Tb = 290°C 
Water droplets 1000 50 1.34+2×10-9i Tb = 100°C 
Atomised water fog 1000 20 1.34+2×10-9i Tb = 100°C 
Vegetable oil droplets 970 0.6-5 1.47 Tb = 299°C 
Oil smoke (produced at 190-240°C) 970 0.02-1.6 1.47 Tb = 299°C 
Styrene 900 0.5 1.56 Tb = 145°C 
Acetone 800 1 1.36 Tb = 56°C 
Li
qu
id
s
Blood cells 5 
Glass spheres 2600 0.5 1.51 Tm ≈ 1500°C 
Burnt toast smoke 2000 0.4 1.46+0.015i 
Incense / Tobacco smoke 1200 0.01-0.3 1.43-1.59 
Fluorescent particles 900-1100 60-100 
Pollen 1000 10-100 1.42, k > 0 
Hollow glass balloons 100-1100 10-100 Tm ≈ 1500°C  
Hollow nylon balloon 30 Tm ≈ 180-265°C 
Hollow silica balloons 200-800 40-50 1.70 Tm = 1830°C 
O
th
er
Hydrogen bubbles (H2) 0.09 40-500 1.00 - 
1 Values given are ranges found in the literature, and not necessarily indicate of available sizes.
2 At 532nm, or as close as possible, where a choice given in the literature. Unless shown, values for
complex part k were not found, and can be considered negligible.
Figure 3.4: List of seeding particulates
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The seeding particles should have a low mass density such that their interaction
in the flow is unlikely and their potential for altering the turbulence in the flow
is minimal. For example in the jet experiments by Levy & Lockwood (1981),
1 mm diameter sand particles were found to increase the jets turbulence as the
particles had a relatively large inertia and passed through unaffected by some
of the turbulent regions in the flow. In contrast, excessive amounts of 215 µm
diameter sand was found to reduce the turbulence as they became entrained in
the eddies absorbing some of the turbulence energy in the flow.
For turbulent flows, Melling (1997) proposed Equation 3.1 for calculating the
relative amplitude ηp of a particle associated with an oscillation frequency fp,
η =
(
1 +
(2pifpρpd
2
p)
2
324µ2p
)−0.5
(3.1)
where µp is the viscosity of the flow which for air is 1.8 × 10−5 kgm−1s−1, dp is
the diameter of the particulates and ρp is the density of particulates which in the
case of vegetable oil is 970 kgm−3. By rearranging Equation 3.2, the required
maximum particle size (such that it passively follows the fluids oscillation) can
be calculated from Equation 3.2.
dp =
(324µ2p(η
−2 − 1))0.25
(2pifpρp)0.5
(3.2)
In the case of vegetable oil being used as seeding in air, such that they follow
the oscillations in the flow at a rate of 10 kHz with 99% amplitude accuracy, the
calculated maximum diameter for the particulates is dp = 0.9 µm.
This of course is a theoretical value. In practice it may not be physically possible
to produce particulate sizes smaller than the calculated maximum diameter. The
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main considerations from a practical view point is that the particulates do not
influence flow structures and that they present sufficient brightness to laser sys-
tems by having a refractive index with a high real component and low imaginary
component.
By considering these points, taking material costs into account and in consider-
ation of the particle diameters produced by the Oxford Lasers seeding chamber,
corn vegetable oil of 0.8 µm diameter, density is 970 kgm−3 and refractive index
of 1.47, was considered suitable for seeding the jet flow.
3.4 Jet rig
The experimental jet rig was designed by the Jet Noise Group. It comprises of an
inner and outer stainless steel chamber of which the outer chamber was coated
with anti-corrosive paint. A rod with a bullet tip ran through the length of the
core chamber.
Figure 3.5: Pictures of the jet noise rig at Warwick
As seen in Figure 3.1, the compressed airflow needed for the jet rig, enters the
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anechoic chamber via two large and two small inlet pipes. The two small inlet
pipes pass the airflow through a seeding chamber before joining back with the
large inlet pipes.
Each large pipe then passes the merged airflow to its respective junction box
which further encourages mixing and homogeneity of the flow. One junction box
passes the airflow through five small pipes to the core chamber of the jet rig,
while the other junction box uses its five small outlet pipes to pass the airflow to
the bypass chamber of the jet rig.
The use of the multiple outlet pipes provides a more even distribution of the
airflow as it enters the base of the jet rig as shown in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Inlet pipes for the rig
The airflow then passes through the plenum chamber in the lower body of the
jet rig, up through the restriction section and onwards towards a further calming
chamber which contains an aluminium honeycomb mesh which is used to calm
the flow as can be seen in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Honeycomb mesh and probes
Temperature probes and pressure transducers, also shown in Figure 3.7, were
placed in both the core and bypass chambers to monitor the flow. The tem-
perature probes were Omega type T thermocouples with a range of −200 ◦C to
350 ◦C, which were attached to a 24 bit National Instrument 9211 DAQ system.
The pressure probes were Druck PMP1400 which attached to a National Instru-
ment 6024E system which could measure up to 4 gauge bar above ambient room
pressure. The gauge bar increase of the jet flow on condition was ∼0.5 bar. Mass
flow was not measured.
3.5 Nozzle geometry and jet flow conditions
The budgetary limitations and the space available in the School of Engineering
were important factors in determining the scale of the nozzle. Based on the
available size of the anechoic chamber and the compressor, the Jet Noise Group
approved the in house manufacturing of core and bypass short cowl nozzles (here-
inafter referred to as cowl nozzles) of size Dcr = 9 mm and Dbp = 18 mm. The
dimensions are approximately 1/15th scale of the CoJeN cowl nozzles shown in
Figure 3.8, which themselves were 1/10th scale of Rolls Royce Trent nozzles.
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Figure 3.8: Schematics of the cowl nozzles
Chevron core and bypass nozzles were also manufactured by making copies of
the cowl nozzles and then cutting out the desired number of chevrons.
Bridges & Brown (2004b) tested nine chevron nozzles of varying chevron count,
penetration, length, and chevron symmetry and concluded,
• chevron count is a strong player with good low frequency reductions being
achieved with high chevron count without strong high frequency penalty.
• chevron penetration increases noise at high frequency and lowers it at low
frequency, especially for low chevron counts.
• chevron length is not a major impact on either flow or sound.
• chevron asymmetry slightly reduces the impact of the chevron.
With this in mind, the chevron nozzle geometry was discussed with the project
technician Paul Hackett who advised on what is practically possible to machine.
Twelve chevrons for the core nozzle and twenty four chevrons for the bypass were
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manufactured. The angle of penetration remained at 0 degrees.
The cowl and chevron nozzles were made from brass as it was a readily available
material with high robustness properties and had an acceptable cost of manu-
facturing. Other suitable contenders were stainless steel or an aluminium alloy
which has a greater tensile strength, however for the purposes of a laboratory jet
nozzle, the tensile strength of brass was perfectly acceptable. The other materials
were more expensive and offered little advantage over brass. The machined cowl
and chevron nozzles can be seen in Figure 3.9 with the following abbreviations
for the nozzles: CrCo = Core Cowl, CrCh = Core Chevron, BpCo = Bypass
Cowl, BpCh = Bypass Chevron.
Figure 3.9: (left to right) BpCo, CrCh, CrCo, BpCh
Once machined, the actual chevron length and asymmetry were examined. Pho-
tographs were taken of the core chevron nozzle against a ruler. The nozzle was
rotated so that each tab was photographed. The images were then loaded into
Matlab 2007a to determine the geometry of each chevron tab. The average ge-
ometry with a standard error of the mean and 95% confidence intervals were cal-
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culated using Stata SE v.10. This process was repeated for the bypass chevron.
The results can be seen in Table 3.1 with a typical chevron schematic shown in
Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Schematic of two chevrons
Chevron
geometry
Mean (mm) Standard
Error of the
Mean (mm)
CI lower
bound (mm)
CI upper
bound (mm)
CrCh side a 1.61 0.04 1.52 1.71
CrCh side b 1.69 0.04 1.59 1.80
CrCh side c 2.55 0.03 2.47 2.62
BpCh side a 1.60 0.02 1.56 1.64
BpCh side b 1.69 0.02 1.65 1.74
BpCh side c 2.51 0.03 2.44 2.57
lip thickness 0.07 0.01 0.06 0.09
Table 3.1: Chevron geometry
The results show a slight asymmetry in the average chevron tab (i.e. side b is
slightly longer than side a for both the core and bypass chevrons) which was
caused during machining. Using trigonometry and Heron’s formula for calculat-
ing the area of a triangle, this gives core and bypass values of 1.05 mm and 1.07
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mm for ‘length d’ and 79.26 ◦ and 81.31 ◦ for θab.
When the co-flowing jets were run on condition, cold subsonic flows with a tem-
perature of 20 ◦C exited both nozzles. The core flow had an exit velocity of 240
ms−1, which equates to 0.7 Ma. The bypass flow had an exit velocity of 215
ms−1 or 0.63 Ma. The effective bypass area to core area was a ratio of 3:1.
3.6 Microphones
B&K microphones are renowned for being precision instruments with great over-
all frequency response and excellent clarity. A free field B&K 4939 1/4” condenser
microphone was used in this project with a frequency response of 4 Hz to 100
kHz, sensitivity (defined as the voltage generated in response to a certain pressure
input) of 4 mV/Pa and a dynamic range of 28 dB to 164 dB. The microphone
was calibrated using B&K 4231 Sound Level Calibrator 1 kHz, 94 dB.
Condenser microphones compared with ribbon or dynamic microphones are ideal
for all applications where sound quality is paramount such as professional music
recording and acoustic instrument and measurements. They work on the princi-
ple of capacitance. The microphone has a capacitor with two plates. The front
plate is a light thin metal diaphragm. The thicker back plate is gold plated. As
sound waves enter the microphone, the sound pressure moves the front plate. As
the distance between the front plate and back plate varies according to the sound
pressure, so too does the capacitance, resulting in the generation of a signal pro-
portional to the sound. As there is no coil in place (as there are in dynamic and
ribbon microphones) the diaphragm can be lightweight and of any shape to allow
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for a better frequency response.
The sensitivity of condenser microphones does however vary with frequency and
the angle of the incidence of the acoustic wave. There is a reduced bias error
in the measurements of microphones at normal incidence. Corrections to the
measurement data can be applied but in the case of frequencies less than 10
kHz, the corrections are negligible (∼0.1 dB). Even up to 80 kHz, the applicable
corrections are very small. It is worth noting that different microphones have
different sensitivity levels and subsequently their corrections especially at high
frequencies, may be more significant.
The 1/4” microphone, as can be seen in Figure 3.11, is omnidirectional and at-
tached to a B&K 2670 preamplifier which converts the microphone’s high output
impedance to a low impedance, making it a suitable input for the B&K PULSE
data acquisition system. PULSE also supplies a fixed charge to the externally
polarized microphone.
Figure 3.11: B&K 4939 microphone
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3.7 Data acquisition system
The B&K PULSE 3560-D system is a 24 bit resolution data acquisition system.
It is a multiframe system housing two B&K 3110 modules with two channels each
as shown in Figure 3.12. Its capability can be expanded to house three additional
modules. The modules have a frequency range of 0 to 102.4 kHz (the sampling
frequency is 204.8 kHz) and a full dynamic output range of 7 mV to 7 V. The
typical amplitude precision at 1 kHz with 1 V input is ±0.005 dB and the typical
attenuator linearity at 1 kHz is also ±0.005 dB.
The PULSE system has in built anti-aliasing filters which remove frequency com-
ponents above the Nyquist frequency (half the sampling frequency). This avoids
errors in the frequency domain. Frequency responses are filtered with a 3rd order
Butterworth filter and the frequency accuracy is within 0.0025%.
Figure 3.12: B&K PULSE 3560-D system
At high frequencies, the decibel levels recorded by the microphones were auto-
matically corrected for by PULSE using the Transducer Electronic Data Sheets
(TEDS).
The recorded data was written directly to the pc hard drive allowing more storage
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than memory cards as required with alternative systems such as Nexus systems.
Statistical analysis of the data was done using Matlab 2007b, The MathWorks,
Natick, MA, USA and Stata SE v10.0, StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA.
3.8 Traverse
A light weight motorized traverse from Dantec Dynamics UK, shown in Figure
3.13, was used to align optical and acoustic equipment with the jet rig. During
experiments, the traverse was used to move measurement equipment. It was
controlled using BSA flow software.
Figure 3.13: Motorized traverse
CHAPTER 4
Experimental technique
There are different ways in which the jet noise from the exhaust can be experi-
mentally investigated. This of course depends on considerations such as looking
at a specific region or a more global area of interest in the flow, the experimental
design constraints, the time scales involved in developing a working system and
the budgetary limitations.
This chapter reviews experimental techniques available and the acoustic and op-
tical techniques chosen for this project.
4.1 Acoustic measurement techniques available
4.1.1 Sound intensity mapping
Sound intensity mapping gives direction and magnitude to sound measurements.
To generate this vector an intensity probe (two closely spaced, facing micro-
phones) is used to measure the average pressure change and calculate particle
velocity.
The advantages are that it is easy to use, portable and provides a reasonable res-
olution. However its limitations are that its time consuming to take the measure-
ments, the equipment is very expensive and only works effectively on stationary
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noise sources. For these reasons it is not suitable for the co-axial project.
4.1.2 Beamforming
This is a powerful technique in which microphones in a far field array can be used
to locate sound sources by setting delays in each measurement channel reflecting
the distance from each microphone to the noise source. With this arrangement
all the signals see the same wavefront at the same time, which in effect makes
the array focus on a particular region. By changing the signal delays, the array
can focus on different areas without having to physically move the microphones.
The accuracy of the measurements depends on the array design, measurement
distance and the frequency range of interest.
The advantage of this arrangement is that it is a fast way to acquire data. Once
set up, only one measurement is needed. It also has a long range and can resolve
large objects at a distance making it suitable for full scale testing. However it is
unsuitable for use in the co-axial project. This is because it requires multichannel
measurement. The co-axial project funded four B&K 1/4” microphones which is
not a large enough number to sufficiently acquire accurate noise source locations.
Typical beamforming experiments use in excess of 36 microphones. Secondly,
the performance of the array is heavily dependant on its size and geometry.
With four microphones, the array options are rather limited as illustrated in
Appendix A.7. Another limitation is the microphone spacing requirement which
is frequency dependant. The distance between microphones must be less than
half a wavelength of the sound wave under review. The B&K 1/4” microphones
have a diameter of 6 mm, which means when two microphones are adjacent, there
is a distance of 6 mm between their centers. 6 mm represents half a wavelength
for a frequency of 28.3 kHz. That is, the highest frequency that can be reviewed
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using this technique with these microphones is just over 28 kHz. The frequency
range of interest for this project lies in excess of this, making this technique
unsuitable for this project.
4.1.3 Spatial transformation of sound fields
STSF uses the cross spectra of individual measurement points and a series of
reference microphones to generate a sound field map in a measurement plane.
Near field Acoustic Holography (NAH) algorithms then transform this data into
a model of the sound field from which quantities such as sound pressure levels,
particle velocity and intensity vectors can be derived. The algorithms project
information in planes closer to or further away from the test object. This is an
easy and quick way to gain good documentation of the sound field with good
resolution. However, it only works for stationary sound sources.
For non stationary noise sources, Time Domain Holography (TDH) can be used
to calculate the sound field parameters in a measurement plane by using a mi-
crophone array. Similar to beamforming, a large number of channels are requires
and the microphone spacing is frequency dependent which restricts the range of
interest.
There is another technique called Statistically Optimal Near field Acoustic Holog-
raphy (SONAH) which is a calculation method introduced by B&K that allows
high resolution source mapping to be obtained over a broad frequency range. A
microphone array is still needed in the set up, making this technique along with
NAF and TDH, unsuitable for the co-axial project.
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4.1.4 Acoustic mirror
The acoustic mirror is able to separate and locate dominant noise sources even
with the presence of high background noise. The mirror, which is usually elliptic
in design, has two focal points such that all distances from the far focus to the
near focus via the surface of the mirror are equal. Therefore all sound wave ra-
diating from the far focus that reflects off the mirror surface onto the near focus
point have travelled the same distance. This causes the sound waves at this point
to superimpose which provides an amplification of that sound compared with the
surrounding noise sources. This method has a reasonably good resolution with a
high signal to noise ratio but it is very time consuming as each individual mea-
surement point has to be scanned. This is problematic for full scale testing which
are very expensive to run. There is also the added issue of having a mirror large
enough for the test facility. The mirror diameter is dependent on the wavelengths
under review and the diameter of the jet nozzle.
For small scale laboratory jet flows such as the co-axial jet noise project, where the
actual running of the jet rig is an acceptable expense, time consuming scans from
a budgetary point of view would not be problematic. As the nozzle geometries
are small, an appropriately sized mirror would be affordable to manufacture and
could be housed in the School of Engineering’s anechoic chamber. For all of these
reasons, it was deemed suitable for co-axial jet noise project.
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4.2 Acoustic measurement technique chosen
- Acoustic mirror
4.2.1 Introduction to the acoustic mirror
Acoustic mirrors are instruments governed by principles of reflection. A mirror
schematic can be seen in Figure 4.1. An ellipsoid of revolution is used to create
the mirror of diameter Dm and depth zm with two focus points; a near focus at
a distance fm1 from the centre of the mirror and far focus at a distance fm2. By
positioning the far focus at a point of interest in the jet, the noise generated at
this point can be measured from the gain obtained at the near focus. That is,
sound radiated from the far focus travels towards the surface of the mirror and is
reflected such that it converges at the near focus. By positioning a microphone
at the near focus, sound pressure levels at the far focus can be measured.
Figure 4.1: Acoustic mirror geometry
The gain G0 in sound pressure level received by the microphone placed at the
near focus mnf , can be quantified by,
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G0 = Lm − Lref = 10log
(
Im
Iref
)
(4.1)
where, Lm is the sound pressure level at the near focus microphone, Lref is
the sound pressure level at a reference microphone placed at the same distance
from the point source and Im and Iref are the respective intensities. This was
approximated by Grosche et al. (1997) to Equation 4.2,
G0 ≈ 10log
(
0.5
D4m
λ2wf
2
m1
)
(4.2)
This is a theoretical approximation of the gain. In practice the gain is smaller
mainly due to the microphone at the near focus blocking some of the wavefronts
from the far focus hitting the mirror surface.
Another advantage of using an acoustic mirror is that sound sources can be re-
solved in all directions normal to its axis, which allows greater flexibility over
linear microphone arrays which can only resolve sound sources in one dimension.
In the direction of the mirror axis however, sound sources are hard to resolve (as
shown in Chapter 5).
4.2.2 Design of the acoustic mirror
The acoustic mirror was designed and manufactured in house. It is made from
an aluminium block as shown in Figure 4.2, which was chosen for its affordabil-
ity, machinability and light weight compared to other materials being considered
such as steel. The mirror was designed to be suitable in size and weight for
mounting on a motorized traverse along with potentially two LDA heads. In this
arrangement, the mirror was designed such that it had the same focal point as
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the LDA heads.
Figure 4.2: Acoustic mirror
The mirror size was calculated using the standard cartesian equation for an ellipse
centered about the origin as shown in Equation 4.3,
x2m
a2m
+
y2m
b2m
= 1 (4.3)
where am and bm are constants that outline the major and minor axis respectively
(provided am > bm).
Constant values of am = 0.5 m and bm = 0.4 m were required to appropriately
size the mirror for acoustic suitability, ease of manufacturing, cost of material
and fitting on the traverse system with mounted LDA heads.
The focus positions from the origin (lying on the major axis) is calculated as
±√(a2m− b2m) = ±0.3 m. Therefore, from the centre base of the mirror, the near
focus distance is fm1 = 0.2 m, far focus distance is fm2 = 0.8 m, mirror depth is
zm = 0.1 m and mirror diameter is Dm = 0.456 m with a 0.012 m ring.
The ratio of jet nozzle diameter (bypass) to acoustic mirror diameter is 25.33
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and is reasonably consistent with the work of other researchers, such as Grosche
& Stiewitt (1983) who used 0.06 m diameter nozzle and 1.6 m diameter elliptic
mirror, giving a ratio of 26.67; Viswanathan (2007) used a 0.062 m diameter
nozzle and 1.5 m diameter elliptic mirror, giving a ratio of 24.19.
Drobietz et al. (2008) had a ratio of 9.09 with a 0.22 m diameter nozzle and 2m
diameter elliptic mirror, however this was still deemed sufficient to find a good
spatial resolution of the noise sources.
4.3 Optical measurement techniques available
There are two optical velocity measurement systems predominately used in the
School of Engineering. They are Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser
Doppler Anemometry (LDA) both of which are suitable for jet flow measure-
ments.
4.3.1 Overview of PIV
PIV is a non-intrusive laser optical measurement technique which is used to look
at the flow dynamics of both gaseous and liquid fluids. It has been used in a
number of areas from wind tunnel velocity experiments that test the aerodynam-
ics of objects (cars, aeroplanes etc) to environmental research involving coastal
engineering and tidal modelling.
It is a whole flow field technique that illuminates a cross section of a seeded flow
with a laser light sheet and uses a digital camera to capture each light pulse
as separate image frames. The images are subdivided into interrogation areas
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which are then cross correlated with each other to determine a signal peak. This
represents a common particle displacement. From this, the displacement and ve-
locity can be calculated using sub-pixel interpolation. Repeating this procedure
for all interrogation areas generates velocity vector maps. From this, statistics
regarding the turbulence and the spatial correlations can be derived.
The advantages of PIV are that it can take instantaneous measurements across
the whole flow field. However, its spatial resolution is not as good as LDA and
there are seeding issues that lead to ‘gappy’ data (areas in the flow field where the
velocity information is lost or not apparent) that usually have to be addressed.
4.3.2 Overview of LDA
LDA is a non-intrusive optical measurement technique suitable for making point
measurements in flows. This can be in 1D, 2D or 3D depending on the equip-
ment available. The applications span from testing the aerodynamics of build-
ings/objects/vehicles to combustion research and wave dynamics.
The system works by passing a continuous wave laser through a Bragg cell which
splits the beam into two beams of equal intensity with a frequency shift between
them. Optical fibres pass the beams into a probe which focuses the beams upon
exit to cross, forming a measurement volume. As seeded particles pass through
this volume, they scatter the light. This information is collected by a receiver lens
and focused on a photo-detector. The photo-detector then converts the fluctu-
ating light intensity to an electrical signal which is processed, providing velocity
components of the point measurement.
LDA has high temporal resolution and data compression making it very attractive
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for specific point measurements of a jet flow and does not suffer as extensively
from gappy data as PIV. Its limitation is that the measurement volume is small
which means if a jet flow is scanned, it will be time consuming.
4.4 Optical measurement technique chosen - LDA
From the available equipment and resources at the School of Engineering, both
optical measurement techniques could in theory be used for the jet noise project.
However, in practice access to the PIV equipment was extremely limited as it
was in use by a number of other projects.
The LDA system was readily available and complimented the acoustic mirror
system better than the PIV set up. A grid of the same size and spacing as that
used for the acoustic mirror could be used for LDA measurements. Thus making
the optic and acoustic measurement area consistent.
The configuration of the LDA systems starts with a continuous wave laser that
is passed through an acousto-optic modulator known as a Bragg cell. This is
a glass crystal with an attached vibrating piezo crystal that generates acoustic
waves, typically at 40 MHz. The acousto-optic effect causes the laser beam to
diffract and split with each of the two new beam having equal intensity but with
a frequency shift. The two beams are passed via optical fibres into a probe which
uses a lens to focus the two beam upon exit to form a probe volume or measure-
ment volume as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The LDA system (www.dantecdynamics.com)
At the probe volume, the light intensity is modulated as a result of the inter-
ference between the laser beams. This produces fringes of high and low light
intensity. The fringe spacing df is defined by the laser light wavelength λf and
the angle θf between the beams as shown by Equation 4.4.
df =
λf
2sin(θf/2)
(4.4)
As a particle traverses the fringes, the scattered light fluctuates in intensity with
a frequency fD. That is, the scattered light contains a Doppler shift with a
Doppler frequency fD. The receiver lens collects the scattered light and focuses
this through an interference filter to the photo-detector. The interference filter
removes noisy data such as ambient light and only lets the required wavelength
pass through to the photo-detector.
The photo-detector outputs an electrical signal known as the Doppler burst,
which based on the input of the fluctuating light intensity. This is a sinusoidal
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function that follows a Gaussian envelope reflecting the intensity profile of the
laser beams. The signal processor filters and amplifies the Doppler burst and
derives fD for each particle using a FFT algorithm.
As the fringe spacing df is used to find the distance travelled by a particle and
the Doppler frequency fD provides temporal information, that is time = 1/fD,
the velocity can be calculated using Equation 4.5.
vf = dffD (4.5)
The fringe pattern moves at a constant velocity due to the frequency shift in the
beams caused by the Bragg cell. Without this, the LDA system would not be
able to distinguish between positive and negative flow directions.
CHAPTER 5
Measurement error and preliminary
testing
The measurement error and preliminary testing of the acoustic equipment is
described in this chapter with measures taken to reduce erroneous noise and sub-
sequently improve the accuracy of the acoustic measurements. The configuration
of the LDA is also described.
At the start of the preliminary tests, a discrete tone was observed when the jet
rig was run on condition. This was investigated and resolved, the details of which
can be found in Appendix A.8.
5.1 The acoustic mirror
5.1.1 The acoustic mirror and jet noise
Elliptic mirrors have been used since the 1970’s by researchers such as Grosche
(1973), Viswanathan (2007) and Drobietz et al. (2008) who looked at noise source
location and the distribution of sound by moving the mirror and microphone
assembly in one direction. This technique is essentially used for far field mea-
surements of the sound pressure distribution. As the microphone and mirror
are placed outside of the jet, near field pressure fluctuations are not applicable.
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Tests with spherical mirrors have also been successfully done by Grosche (1968);
Grosche et al. (1977), who concluded that an elliptic mirror provided greater ac-
curacy in measuring sound source intensities.
Waldhauer (1989) also found there is a substantial improvement in the depth
of focus with elliptic mirrors. However, the total sound power measured using
the mirror is dependent on the directional characteristics of the sound source. A
generally accepted assumption for such experimental work, is that sound sources
are emitted spherically.
The theory accompanying acoustic mirrors for determining sound source distri-
butions starts by modelling the mirror surface as rigid and impermeable, that is
a fluid particle’s velocity at the mirror’s surface Sm (in Figure 4.1) is zero.
Figure 5.1: Noise source and the acoustic mirror
For a given monopole source az at the far focus ra (x,y,z=0,0,0) as shown in Figure
5.1, the frequency domain pressure P (rm, ra) measured by the mirror microphone
at the near focus rm, comprises of a direct wave and a reflected wave (via the
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acoustic mirror) as shown in Equation 5.1,
P (rm, ra) = P0(ram) +
∫∫
S
Ps(ras)
∂
∂n
G(rm, rs)dS (5.1)
where |ram| = |rm − ra| and P0(ram) is the direct free field pressure from the
sound source wave.
The reflected wave is accounted for by applying the surface pressure Ps(ras) where
|ras| = |rs− ra|, to the free field spherical far field Greens function G(rm, rs), and
integrating over the mirror surface. Note rs is the position on the surface of the
mirror with an inward pointing normal n. The Green’s function shown in Equa-
tion 5.2 is calculated using the length of the mirror surface to the microphone,
rsm = rm − rs and the variable wave number k, where k = 2pif/c0.
G(rm, rs) =
eik|rsm|
4pi|rsm| (5.2)
Using the Kirchhoff approximation for scattered wave fields and their normal
derivative at the interface, the surface pressure Ps(ras) can be replaced with
2P0(ras). This approximation doesn’t work well at low frequencies. However as
used by Drobietz et al. (2008), a lower threshold of 1 kHz is acceptable for the
approximation. This leads to Equation 5.3,
P (rm, ra) = P0(ram)− 1
2pi
∫∫
S
P0(ras)
ik|rsm| − 1
|rsm|2 e
ik|rsm|cosθrn (5.3)
where θrsm,n is the angle between the normal and vector rsm from the mirror
surface as shown in Figure 5.1.
Direct sound source measurements taken by the acoustic mirror and microphone
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give an implied mapping to the noise source locations. There have been a num-
ber of enhancement techniques proposed each of which claims to provide a ‘truer’
interpretation of the sound source map. Schlinker et al. (1973) compared an in-
tegral transform, a matrix inversion and a relaxation technique and deemed the
relaxation technique to be the most suitable enhancement technique. This is an
iterative method for which an initial condition of source strength distribution per
unit length is used to calculate the mirror and microphone responses. These are
then compared with the actual measured data and the differential determines the
new distribution.
Laufer et al. (1975) used the relaxation technique to correct sound source mea-
surements along the jet axis of a supersonic jet and confirmed the importance
of this technique in providing a more accurate distribution than that of direct
microphone readings. The technique was validated by comparing calculated ra-
diated spectral densities with the spectral densities from an omni-directional
microphone. However, Sen (1996) found the relaxation technique to be a coarse
estimation to his own proposed direct estimation technique, which used a point
spread function (PSF).
The PSF varies with space-frequency and depends on the geometry of the mir-
ror. The source strength per unit length W ′(x, f) is calculated by applying a
normalization factor Ψm to the mirror measured power spectral density Φm, as
shown in Equation 5.4.
W ′(x, f) = ΨmΦm(x, f) (5.4)
Another correction method was proposed by Viswanathan (2007) who used an
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acoustic mirror with radially placed far field microphones. With this method, the
PSF was not determined, but instead a normalization factor was applied to the
raw measurement data such that the calculated far field spectral density agrees
with the measured far field spectral density. As with the relaxation technique,
the far field spectrum is calculated as shown in Equation 5.5,
Φff (f) = ρ0c0
∫ +ω
0
W ′(x, f)
4pir2jm
dx (5.5)
where Φff (f) is the power spectral density at the far field at a given frequency
f , rjm is the distance from a point on the jet axis to the far field microphone, ρ0
is the ambient density of air at normal room temperature and pressure, and c0 is
the speed of sound.
Unlike the LDA system, where the measurement volume is defined and ‘fixed’, the
measurement volume for the acoustic mirror is more like an averaged de-blurring
of a point spread function that varies with frequency. An example showing this
can be seen in Figure 5.2 for 8 kHz. This averaging is subject to abberations.
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Figure 5.2: Elliptic mirror point spread function for 8 kHz, Drobietz et al. (2008)
5.1.2 Abberation due to source not being at the far focus (x 6=0 or
y6=0)
The far focus of the acoustic mirror is modelled on a theoretical basis as a point
source, however in practice, the far focus point is actually more of a region or
slice through which all noise sources radiating sound waves to the surface of the
acoustic mirror, are integrated.
When the noise source is at the far focus, then the sound path length ras + rsm,
is constant for all points on the mirror surface rs. This results in the microphone
recording a high gain in the sound pressure level. However, as the noise source
moves away from the far focus (perpendicular to the mirror axis), the sound path
length is no longer constant; resulting in the microphone recording a drop in sig-
nal due to interference. This reflects the diffraction pattern, which can be plotted
to show the spatial resolution of the microphone with varying source positions.
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The main lobe in a diffraction pattern is the resolution width; the narrower the
resolution width and higher the gain factor, the more detailed the sound source
map will be.
The abberation caused by the noise source being offset from the far focus position
in either the x-axis or y-axis (based on the co-ordinate system shown in Figure
5.5) can be seen using a diffraction pattern. This subsection looks at an example
of a diffraction pattern and the validity of the gain using the acoustic mirror.
The diffraction pattern of an offset source was initially tested by placing a 40
kHz emitting transducer on a manual traverse in the far focus facing the mirror,
with tracks running perpendicular to the mirror axis as shown in Figure 5.3. As
the emitter moved along the traverse track, its position was offset from the far
focus.
Figure 5.3: Initial arrangement for verifying the diffraction pattern
The emitter moved along the traverse track in 1.0 cm increments from -20 cm
to +10 cm and the microphone in the near focus of the mirror, recorded the
signal drop off. The microphone was encased with a small cylindrical block of
acoustic foam to ensure only the reflected sound waves from the mirror surface
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are received by the diaphragm and the interference directly from the sound source
is negligible. The diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Diffraction pattern
The resolution width is relatively narrow with a large gain factor in excess of 15
dB. This validates the mirrors ability in detailing sound source maps, especially
when compared with the work of Nagakura (2006) who also used an acoustic
mirror and looked at similar SPLdB levels. His mirror was validated with a 10
dB gain factor.
Following this, more detailed diffraction patterns were obtained by placing the
emitting transducer just above the bullet tip on the jet rig, with sound emissions
this time directed upwards as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Arrangement for further diffraction pattern tests
The mirror surface was first covered with a large thick block of acoustic foam
to shield the microphone from reflected sound waves and to provide reference
background readings.
The centre of the mirror was aligned with the emitter in the x-axis and positioned
80 cm away in the z-axis. The x,z positions were fixed. Measurements in the
y-axis from -8Dbp to 8Dbp were taken with 1.0 mm increments, with the emitter
first set to 20 kHz and then 40 kHz. This can be seen in Figure 5.6.
The acoustic foam was then removed and the y-axis traverse measurements were
taken again, giving a diffraction pattern as shown in Figure 5.7.
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(a) 20 kHz (b) 40 kHz
Figure 5.6: Reference background readings in the y-axis
(a) 20 kHz (b) 40 kHz
Figure 5.7: Diffraction pattern in the y-axis
Figure 5.7 shows the gain factor (height of the main lobe less height of either sec-
ondary lobes) is again in excess of 15 dB, which reconfirms the mirrors suitability
in detailing sound source maps for jet noise experiments. The low background
measured further highlights the gain achieved by the acoustic mirror.
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5.1.3 Abberation due to source not being at the far focus (z6=0)
The diffraction pattern is frequency dependent, however in the z-axis, it has little
effect. This is because the depth of focus of the acoustic mirror (going through
the jet) has poor resolution as observed by researchers such as Drobietz et al.
(2008) and Sen (1996).
With the experimental arrangement in place as previously done in Figure 5.5 but
this time with x=0 and y=0, measurements in the z-axis from -8Dbp to 8Dbp were
taken with 1.0 mm increments. Again the emitter was first set to 20 kHz and
then 40 kHz the results of which are shown in Figure 5.8.
(a) 20 kHz (b) 40 kHz
Figure 5.8: Diffraction pattern in the z-axis (adjusted for abberation due to
source directivity)
The resolution width spans the entire 16Dbp (-144 mm to +144 mm) line of
measurement without the presence of a secondary lobe. This implies the mirror
has very poor accuracy in the z-axis. Another point to note in Figure 5.8 is
the relatively little change in SPLdB within each graph which further highlights
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poor resolution of sound sources in the z-axis. Sound measurements are therefore
taken by fixing the mirror in the z-axis and traversing it along the x-axis and
y-axis, as done by many researchers such as Drobietz et al. (2008), Viswanathan
(2007) and Fuchs (1978a).
5.1.4 Abberation due to microphone not being at the near focus
A common aberration when using an acoustic mirror system is the misplacement
of the microphone at the near focus. Sen (1996) showed that by offsetting the
microphone at the near focus by 0.5 inches in the y-axis (same axis as in Figure
5.5), the apparent source location shifted by 2.5 inches. Microphone offset in
the z-axis does not cause a shift in the source location due to the insensitivity
of the acoustic mirror in the z-axis (as previously discussed). This aberration is
independent of frequency as the mirror is approximately an equi-phase surface
with respect to the apparent source point and the microphone offset.
5.1.5 Abberation due to source directivity
If a point source has directivity with respect to its acoustic distribution, then
the an abberation can be recorded by the acoustic system. The result would
be an asymmetric point spread function who’s peak is displaced or offset in the
traverse direction (i.e. y-axis). This abberation is frequency dependent as the
source directivity is often frequency dependent.
5.1.6 Abberation due to sound wave passing through shear layer
It was noted by Grosche (1973), that sound waves passing though the velocity
and density gradients in the jet (more profound in the shear layers), are slightly
shifted when radiated to the mirror. This suggests a slight displacement in the
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location of sound sources from the measured distribution. The apparent down-
stream shift of sound source position is described by Grosche & Stiewitt (1983)
and Nagakura (2006) who showed its effect on the maxima of the directivity pat-
terns.
A schematic illustrating the shift is shown in Figure 5.9 where O is the source
position, O′ is the apparent source position detected by the mirror, V is the
jet velocity, ti is the time taken for a ray to reach the interface at I, t0 is the
time taken for a ray at the interface I to reach the mirror at P , c0 is the speed
of sound (assumed constant for the estimation of the downstream shift). The
apparent downstream shift ∆xaxis (or OO
′ = V ti) is approximated by,
∆xaxis = Ma.hm (5.6)
where, hm is the distance between the point source and interface along the di-
rect transmission path to the mirror and Ma is the Mach number. This is an
accepted and documented shift which is independent of frequency as described
by Sen (1996).
For the wavenormal, the total time taken (ti + t0) is proportional to the distance
O′I + IP . When O′I is normal to the interface, then it becomes collinear with
IP (i.e. refraction is close to zero) and therefore O′P becomes approximately
linear as described by Sen (1996).
At 90 degrees to the jet axis, Sen (1996) found roughly equal travel times for the
ray path and the wavenormal path, implying the refraction through the interface
is minimal. This view is also supported by supported by Drobietz et al. (2008)
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who used a mirror at 90 degrees to the jet axis. As the mirror is positioned at
90 degrees in this project, the downstream shift recorded by the mirror will be
minimal.
Figure 5.9: Schematic of downstream shift
5.1.7 Abberation due to multiple sources (limit of resolution)
The spatial resolution of the mirror is limited by the diffraction of sound waves at
the edge of the mirror. The theory of diffraction of waves by a circular aperture
defines the spatial resolution to be dependent on wavelength as shown in Equation
5.7,
sin θres = 1.2
λw
Dm
(5.7)
where λw is the acoustic wavelength, Dm is the acoustic mirror diameter and θres
is the angular resolution angle which describes the first minimum of intensity in
a diffraction pattern. In a diffraction pattern, the distance between the centre of
the diffraction pattern and the point where intensity is reduced by half is referred
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to as the half width w0. Equation 5.8 shows its approximate relationship with
λw, as described by Grosche et al. (1997).
w0 ≈ 0.54λw fm2
Dm
(5.8)
The limit of resolution in an acoustic mirror context is the distance between two
point sources at which the microphone cannot distinguish between them. In the
case of the acoustic mirror, this is dependent on its diameter Dm, the frequency
of the sound source fs, the speed of sound c and the distance from the source to
the centre of the acoustic mirror fm2.
The resolution capability of the mirror can be calculated using the formula for the
limit of resolution, which in this case is given by Fuchs (1978a) and rearranged
as Equation 5.9,
Lres =
1.22cfm2
Dmfs
(5.9)
The change in the limit of resolution with frequency can be seen in Figure 5.10
and is consistent in form with the calculated values produced by Nagakura (2006).
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(a) Linear scale (b) Log10 scale
Figure 5.10: Resolution width
An experiment showing the limit of resolution in effect was conducted using
three emitting transducers set at 30 kHz, each with a diameter of 10 mm (the
diaphragms accounted for just over half of this size). They were placed at the
bullet tip facing upwards as shown in Figure 5.11 and were in series with initially
no space between them such that the total span of the series was 30 mm.
Figure 5.11: Experimental arrangement for testing the limit of resolution using
3 transducers
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Using the acoustic mirror and microphone set up on the traverse with x=0 and
z=0, a diffraction pattern was taken in the y-axis from -2Dbp to 2Dbp in increments
of 1 mm. As can be seen in Figure 5.13 there are no distinct peaks differentiating
the three sound sources.
Figure 5.12: Diffraction pattern at 30 kHz of 3 transducers without spacing
(adjusted for abberation due to source directivity, smoothed using moving average
filter)
The transducers were then separated from centre to centre by 18 mm or 1Dbp,
making the length of the series span 54 mm. Measurements under the same node
positions as before were taken giving the diffraction pattern shown in Figure 5.13.
Figure 5.13: Diffraction pattern at 30 kHz of 3 transducers with spacing (adjusted
for abberation due to source directivity, smoothed using moving average filter)
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Three distinct peaks with a spacing of 1Dbp between them can be seen in Figure
5.13. This highlights the acoustic mirrors ability to resolve sound sources who’s
separation distance (which in this case is 18 mm) is greater than the calculated
limit of resolution (12 mm). When the separation distance is less than the limit
as is the case in Figure 5.13, then it becomes difficult to distinguish between
individual sources.
With regards to the smallest wavelength that is resolvable by the acoustic mirror,
Fuchs (1978a) required the diameter of the mirror to be large compared to the
acoustic wavelength, such that its relationship is defined in Equation 5.10.
Dm
λw
 1 (5.10)
This implies the acoustic mirror will not work for wavelengths less than 0.456 m,
i.e. the frequency limitation for the approach is 745 Hz. The 2D acoustic results
discussed in Chapter 8 were collected with a lower frequency limit of 5 kHz (the
upper limit was 80 kHz), which is within the resolution range of the acoustic
mirror.
5.2 The LDA
5.2.1 Details of the LDA
The LDA system offers high accuracy and high spatial resolution through its
small measurement volume and is ideally suited for determining velocity compo-
nents of a scaled laboratory jet flow.
The Dantec LDA system was used for 2D optical measurements. This comprised
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of a Coherent Innova 70C Argon ion laser, Dantec fibre flow and processing box.
BSA F80 processor and BSA flow software version 4 were used in processing the
data.
The dual head had 45 ◦ rotation to acquire equal data rates for particles entering
the control or measurement volume for both laser beams. The configuration of
the two beams including the measurement volume (dx x dy x dz)mm for beam1
(0.1248 x 0.1244 x 1.684)mm, and for beam2 (0.1183 x 0.1180 x 1.597)mm, can
be seen in Table 5.1. The size of the measurement volume could potentially be
reduced using off axis detection as described by Zhang & Eisele (1995). However
with the current equipment this is difficult to set up.
The seeded oil particles used in the flow (as described in Chapter 3) have a 0.8
µm diameter implying that light is scattered by the Mie scattering mechanism
(Sorensen & Fischback (2000)). Under this theory, the particles have a complex
intensity distribution due to the scattering of the electromagnetic radiation by
the particles.
A schematic showing the position of the LDA head and axis of the traverse in
relation to the jet rig can be seen in Figure 5.14. The 2D LDA results in Chapter
8 were taken using a dy x dx grid size of 4Dbp x 10Dbp (dz=0, positioned at the
bullet tip) which corresponded to a traverse movement of 74 x 180 mm.
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Figure 5.14: LDA and traverse in relation to the jet rig
Beam1 (green) Beam2 (blue)
Wavelength 514.50 nm 488.00 nm
Focal length 500.00 mm 500.00 mm
Beam diameter at exit 1.35 mm 1.35 mm
Expander ratio 1.95 1.95
Beam spacing 38.0 mm 38.0 mm
Frequency shift 40.0 MHz 40.0 MHz
No. of fringes 35 35
Fringe spacing 3.481 nm 3.302 nm
Beam half angle 4.238 4.238
Probe volume dx 0.1248 mm 0.1183 mm
Probe volume dy 0.1244 mm 0.1180 mm
Probe volume dz 1.684 mm 1.597 mm
Table 5.1: LDA system details
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The velocity and turbulence values provided by the BSA software are averaged.
The finite size of the probe or measurement volume is subject to velocity bias.
If the measurement volume of the LDA probe is too large, the velocity and tur-
bulence measurements can be overstated or understated at different regions of
the jet, for example peaks in the turbulence in the shear layer will be overstated.
Velocity bias can be reduced by making the finite size of the LDA probe volume
smaller. However, making the probe volume smaller than the suggested dimen-
sions by the manufacturer is practically difficult. This could be a consideration
for future work, but it would require a consultation with Dantec Dynamics UK.
5.2.2 Refraction
As described by the jet flow experiments of Nogueira et al. (2005), there are a
number of reasons that can cause a change in the refractive index of air. In a jet
flow these are, temperature difference (index reduces as temperature increases),
CO2 concentrations (index increases as CO2 increases), H2O concentrations (in-
dex reduces as H2O increases) and pressure variations (index increases as pressure
increases).
Nogueira noted no difference in pressure between the ambient and jet air condi-
tions. He did however note a change in H2O and CO2 concentrations (∆2.6% in
volume and ∆2.4% in volume respectively) which was attributed to the heating
of the jet.
As the jet is unheated in this project, the temperature difference and subse-
quently the changes in the H2O and CO2 concentrations between the ambient
and jet flow is negligible. The pressure in the ambient air and core and bypass
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jet flows were measured, and the maximum difference found to be 0.235 atm.
In consultation with Robert Jaryczewski, Engineer from Dantec Dynamics UK
however, it was concluded that any refraction or deviation of the LDA beams
would be very minimal.
Potential further work might include the measurement of the deviation of the
LDA beams by means of a camera, focussed onto measurement volume. The
measurement point’s position would be measured with the jet turned on, and
then off.
5.3 Repeatability of measurements
Repeatability of measurements is important in experimental work as it helps as-
certain whether a set of results are a true reflection of the experiment. It also
gives an indication as to the reliability of the measurer and the equipment. Re-
peatability shows the variation in measurements taken by the same observer using
the same experimental set up, measurement procedure under the same conditions
and over the same time interval.
A simple way to show repeatable results as demonstrated by Bridges & Hussain
(1995) and Viswanathan (2006b) is to overlay two plots of measurements. This
is a quick way to visually show their similarity, however to quantify the measure-
ment variability, statistical methods are used.
Using the experimental set up for the principle investigation as detailed in Chap-
ter 8, acoustic measurements were taken along the centre line of the co-flowing
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jets using the core cowl and bypass cowl nozzles. The jets ran on condition with
the acoustic mirror mounted on the traverse. Measurements were taken from
the bullet tip at 0Dbp to 10Dbp downstream with 1 mm spacing generating 180
measurement points. Once the data was collected, the experiment was reset and
the line measurements were taken again. They were respectively labelled sample
A and sample B.
The range of frequencies recorded at each data point was 5 kHz to 80 kHz in steps
of 256 Hz. When overlayed, there was good visual agreement at each frequency
step between the two samples. An example at 10 kHz is shown in Figure 5.15.
The spectra of the two samples is similar with sample B being within the range of
-0.22% to 0.20% of sample A. The maximum difference between the two samples
is 0.22 dB.
Figure 5.15: Overlay of sample A (dash) and sample B (dot)
As the data is not quite normally distributed (confirmed by plots and by us-
ing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality) a suitable non-parametric test is
required. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric test used for re-
peated measures. Under the null hypothesis that there is no difference between
the paired data, it tests to see how acceptable the actual observed median dif-
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ference is compared to the expected median difference of zero. This is expressed
by a probability value or p-value which takes values between 0 and 1. If the
p-value is less than a given critical value (usually 5%) then the observed median
differences are not due to chance and the null hypothesis is rejected. In the case
of Figure 5.15, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at a 95% significance level or 5%
critical level, gave a p-value of 0.54, with typical p-values across the whole data
being 0.42. As this is larger than the 0.05 critical level, the null hypothesis is
accepted supporting repeatability.
Repeatability of the LDA data can be checked under the same process. The ex-
perimental set up for LDA as detailed in the principle investigation in Chapter 8
was used to collect velocity measurements of the centre line of the co-flowing jets
on condition. The measurements were again taken from the bullet tip at 0Dbp to
10Dbp downstream with 1 mm spacing generating 180 measurement points. Two
sets of line measurements were taken.
Under the null hypothesis that the median difference between the paired data is
zero, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test at the 95% significant level gave a p-value of
0.07. As this is above the critical level of 0.05, the null hypothesis is accepted;
there is reasonable agreement between repeated measures.
The lower LDA p-value compared with the acoustic p-value is an expected result
as the measurements taken with the LDA equipment are a lot more accurate and
precise and the control volume is smaller. This makes each measurement more
sensitive to small (random) changes in experimental conditions or location. The
acoustic measurements are averaged over a larger spatial volume, therefore small
misalignments of the traverse during repeated measures can still yield similar
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acoustic results.
5.4 Absorption and reflection of the acoustic foam
Sound waves reflecting off boundaries such as walls, floors and ceilings can corrupt
the acoustics measured by microphones. To minimize this effect, the anechoic
chamber was constructed by padding the walls, floor and ceiling with acoustic
foam sensitive to the frequencies of interest in this project. The foam increased
the sound absorbed by the walls and consequently reduced the reflected sound.
Tests were performed to quantify the effects of absorbtion and reflection of sound
waves using acoustic foam.
5.4.1 Absorption test
A microphone (labelled mic1) was placed on the floor, in the corner of the ane-
choic chamber, 2 m away from the jet nozzle. Both streams were run on condition
and acoustic measurements were recorded. Acoustic foam was then placed in the
same corner of the anechoic chamber such that it housed mic1. The jets were run
on condition and the recordings were taken again. The results for both mic1 with-
out surrounding foam and then with surrounding foam can be seen in Figure 5.16.
These tests were then repeated with mic1 now placed on the floor in the opposite
corner of the anechoic chamber. In this corner, the aluminum radial microphone
frame stood in between mic1 and the jet nozzle. The results can be seen in Figure
5.17.
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Figure 5.16: Absorption test 1
Figure 5.17: Absorption test 2
Both graphs show a significant reduction in the SPLdB levels when mic1 is housed
in acoustic foam. Figure 5.16 shows a more even and significant reduction in the
sound pressure levels as there is no object interference. The reduction spans the
frequency range, with the largest reductions in excess of 25 dB, occurring in the
central frequency range of 40 kHz to 60 kHz. Thus supporting the notion acoustic
foam works very well in absorbing the sound waves.
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5.4.2 Reflection test
A test was performed to observe how well the acoustic foam reduces the reflec-
tion of sound waves. Using Snells Law of equal incident and reflected rays, the
experimental set up was arranged as shown in Figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18: Reflection test 1
A falling ball calibrator (PSQ 101A Castle Associates) was used to generate a
directional tone. A sheet of plywood surrounded by acoustic foam either side,
were held together to act as a thick foam barrier and was used to directly block
the acoustic field between the falling ball calibrator and mic1. This allowed mic1
to record the sound wave from the falling ball calibrator by reflection off the
acoustic foam wall. The difference this barrier makes to the SPLdB can be seen
in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.19: Sound recorded with the barrier and no barrier present
A steel metal plate was then placed at the point of reflection on the foam wall and
the acoustic measurements were recorded again. The difference between these two
results shows the importance of having acoustic foam in reducing sound reflection
and can be seen in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20: Sound reflection from the Acoustic foam wall and steel plate
Both Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20 show a clear reduction in the SPLdB by using
a barrier and by using acoustic foam instead of a more reflective surface. This
reduction is as large as 20 dB in 20 kHz to 40 kHz range.
At high frequencies, there is little change but this is as expected since the falling
ball calibrator doe not operate at these frequencies. The sound pressure level at
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these high frequencies is of the order 20 SPLdB and is comparable to background
static noise.
CHAPTER 6
Asymmetry of the jet
Far field acoustic measurements of jets are often taken by placing microphones
in a desired array such as radial, inline or staged. These measurements are
dependent on the acoustic pressure field which radiates out to the far field. Mi-
crophones placed in the near field are subjected to different conditions, namely
hydrodynamic pressures.
With an inline or staged arrangement in the far field, the microphones at best face
half of the radial axis of the jet flow. This is deemed as sufficient acoustic cover-
age on the assumption that the jet exhibits radial acoustic symmetry. This is an
important assumption when applying acoustic theories to acoustic measurements.
Testing for acoustic symmetry is a vital point for consideration for all aeroacous-
tic jet flows as it helps determine the experimental bias in the flow. That is, it
helps determine the variation in the noise emitted from one side of the axial jet
to another. If the variation is large (i.e. the jet is asymmetric), this would affect
the far field measurements as microphones facing one side of the jet would have
different recordings to microphones facing another side of the jet.
In experiments it is hard to produce a jet that exhibits perfect flow and acoustic
symmetry due to a number of reasons such as manufacturing, material imperfec-
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tions and experimental limitations. This chapter looks at the scaled co-flowing
jet on condition and examines its acoustic asymmetry and flow asymmetry.
6.1 Acoustic asymmetry
6.1.1 Experimental set up
An experiment was conducted using both the core and bypass flows with cowl
nozzles. Four B&K 1/4” microphones were placed in an arrangement about the
axial direction of the jet rig as shown in Figure 6.1. The distance from each
microphone to the tip of the bullet was equated using a swing arm device. Once
the microphones were in position, the swing arm was removed.
The co-flow was run on condition and measurements were recorded by the B&K
PULSE system. The SPLdB was recorded with a reference pressure of 20 µPa.
Each recording comprised of a 10 second burst which was split by the PULSE
system into 5 dat files of 2 second duration each. The acoustics recorded by each
dat file contained 526,336 data points. The time step was dt = 3.81470 µs with
the speed of sound being c≈340 ms−1.
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(a) Side view of the microphone set up
(b) Birds eye view of the microphone set up
(c) Microphone set up
Figure 6.1: Microphone arrangement for the acoustic symmetry experiment
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6.1.2 The raw data
The first 2 second dat file for each of the four microphones was used to see the
raw time series plots, shown in Figure 6.2.
(a) mic1 (b) mic2
(c) mic3 (d) mic4
Figure 6.2: Time series plots for all four microphones
A closer inspection can be viewed in Figure 6.3 where 201 data points were taken
from the middle of the data set (from data point 250,000 to 250,200). The signals
from mic1 and mic2 were superimposed to give an impression of the sample.
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(a) mic1,mic2,mic3,mic4 (b) mic1,mic2
Figure 6.3: Time series plots for 201 data points
mic1 = blue, mic2 = green, mic3 = red, mic4 = magenta
Generally speaking (from a macro point of view), the signals from mic1 and mic2
have a similar shape, indicating there may be some level of correlation between
them. However the raw time series data does contain the pressure readings of all
of the frequencies recorded by the microphones and therefore contains noise. The
time lag between different microphone data sets can be found by firstly filtering
the signal to remove noise and unwanted frequencies, partitioning the data into
smaller samples and then applying the cross correlation technique.
6.1.3 Filtration
A band width filter of 48.0 kHz - 48.5 kHz (arbitrarily chosen from the mid-range
of frequencies) was used to narrow the frequency range for cross correlation of
the samples. The FFT and filtered data sets are shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure
6.5.
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Figure 6.4: FFT of filtered data
Figure 6.5: Time series plot of the filtered data
6.1.4 Suitable sample size
Working in terms of 2n (where n ∈ N) to mange the calculations more effectively,
the first 217 = 131, 072 data points from each dat track was used to draw time
lag statistics. It was smaller and hence less computationally expensive than the
full track while still being sufficiently large enough to compile statistics.
At 48.250 kHz, the period for one wavelength is 2.07253 µs. This accounts for 5.4
dt. Therefore as 6 data points contains a full wavelength, a sample size of 24 = 16
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was chosen. The cross correlation technique was first performed on the sample
from data point 1 to 16 which was denoted as frame 1. A data point shift of 4,
provided the next frame. That is, data point 5 to 21 was frame 2. The discrete
shift or slide was chosen such that it was small enough to capture differences in
the time lags between frames and not be computationally exhausting. This slide
continued for the 131,072 data points, producing 32,765 frames.
6.1.5 The correlation of signals
Cross correlation is a technique used to see the similarity or how well related two
data sets are and is defined by Equation 6.1.
Corr(fv, gv)ma =
N−ma−1∑
na=0
fv,na+mag
∗
v,na (6.1)
where ma, na, N ∈ Z, N >1 and fv, gv are vectors of length N containing the
signal data. The function is used to find the relative time lag between signals.
With the chosen sample size and frame shift, the largest cross correlated time
lags in each frame for each combination of microphone pairs was calculated, the
results of which are plotted in Figure 6.6. For each microphone pair, the most
occurring time lag values appear to be -1, 0 and 1 dt.
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(a) mic1,mic2 (b) mic1,mic3
(c) mic1,mic4 (d) mic2,mic3
(e) mic2,mic4 (f) mic3,mic4
Figure 6.6: Cross correlation of microphones using a sliding window
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A count of time lag values from all of the cross correlated data for all microphone
pairs confirms the observation and can be seen in Figure 6.8 with tabulated results
in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Statistics of the cross correlated mic data
(a) Linear scale (b) Log10 scale
Figure 6.8: Count of time lag values for all mics
The most frequently occurring time lag value is 0, with the majority contained
in the set {−1, 0, 1}, which strongly indicates a low level of acoustic asymmetry.
6.1.6 Sound pressure levels of the data sets
Low levels of acoustic asymmetry is also supported by observing the sound pres-
sure level across the frequency range of the microphones as shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: SPLdB vs Frequency for all mics
All four microphones present a good clean curvature in the graph without the
presence of spikes (such as discrete tones). The sound pressure levels measured
across the frequencies by each microphone are consistent with each other. Further
indicating the presence of acoustic symmetry.
6.2 Flow asymmetry
The work in this section was done in collaboration with Dr Paul Dunkley, School
of Engineering, University of Warwick.
6.2.1 Experimental set up
The jet rig was run on condition with the oil seeded flow exiting both the core
and bypass nozzles. The Dantec 2-dimensional LDA system was used to take flow
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field measurements with the LDA head mounted on the traverse and rotated 45 ◦
to allow higher data rates while running in coincidence. Running in coincidence
was required to provide Reynold’s stress values.
A polar grid was implemented with the radius varying from 0Dbp-1Dbp (0Dbp-
1.5Dbp at 10Dbp downstream) at 1 mm interval with the radial angle set at 15
◦,
giving 456 data points (672 data points at 10Dbp). 10,000 samples were taken at
each point. Cross sectional (y,z) measurements were taken at 1Dbp,2Dbp,3Dbp,4Dbp,5Dbp
and 10Dbp downstream (x-axis). Vertical plane measurements were also taken
from y=-0.8Dbp to y=0.8Dbp and x=1Dbp to x=5Dbp. An average data rate of
8.5 kHz was achieved at 5Dbp downstream with a peak of 19 kHz. An example
of the measurements taken can be seen in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: 3D flow plots
6.2.2 Circle fitting
The raw LDA data was imported into Matlab and matrices of radius vs angle
were produced. For each set of angle profiles a polynomial fit was generated (typ-
ically 6th order). Arbitrary values of velocity were chosen and the corresponding
radii from the polynomial fits were calculated. The radius and angle values for
the velocities were converted back into cartesian coordinates and inputted into
the circle fitting program. The circle fitting code was adapted from the NPL
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Eurometros code which uses a Gauss-Newton non-linear least-squares approach.
The y,z positions of, for example, axial velocity equal to 200 ms−1 are inputted
into the code. A converged circle fit is produced with the center position, radius
and variance information as outputs.
Figure 6.11 shows the result of the centering process for the mean axial velocity
5Dbp downstream. The fitted circles are overlaid onto the polynomial data. The
blue ‘x’ represent the centres of the fitted circles.
Table 6.1 shows the deviation in mm from the central axis at (y,z)=(0,0). The
results show that the centre of the circles for each of the velocity values is less
than 0.11 mm from the central axis. The size of the LDA volume limits measur-
ing the centre more accurately. The results therefore show that for the velocity
values chosen, the fitted circles are slightly non-concentric around the central axis.
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Figure 6.11: Circle fitting mean axial velocity 5 diameters downstream
velocity (ms−1) centre (y,z) (mm)
50 (-0.09, 0.02)
75 (-0.02, 0.03)
100 (-0.05, 0.01)
125 (-0.11, -0.03)
150 (-0.07, -0.03)
175 (0.03, 0.07)
200 (0.10, 0.2)
Table 6.1: Variation in mean axial velocity from the centre (0,0)
The same technique has been completed for RMS squared (Reynolds stress UU)
as shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.12. Two values for y and z appear for each
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Reynolds stress value. The first value corresponds to the circle fit with the a
larger radius.
Figure 6.12: Circle fitting RMS squared 5 diameters downstream
Reynolds stress (m2s−2) centre (y) (mm) centre (z) (mm)
500 -0.10, -0.12 0.005, 0.03
750 -0.04, -0.22 0.01, -0.08
1,000 -0.11, 0.20 0.12, -0.006
1,250 -0.08, 0.20 0.10, 0.13
Table 6.2: Variation in RMS from the centre (0,0)
6.2.3 Contour area
The LDA data in this case is interpolated using nearest neighbour to generate
contours of the parameters: mean velocity, RMS and Reynolds stress. The con-
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tour properties are then analyzed within Matlab supplying area, centre (based
on centre of mass), eccentricity and major and minor axis. In contrast to the
circle fitting method where it is assumed that the jet is circular, the area contour
method does not. The values of major and minor axis and eccentricity provide
details of the shape of the jet and its orientation. The definition of eccentricity
ε is given by Equation 6.2, where ε = 0 is a circle, 0 < ε < 1 is an ellipse and
ε = 1 is a parabola.
ε =
centre of major axis to foci
semi major axis
(6.2)
Figure 6.13 shows the results of the contour plots at 5 diameters downstream
for axial and horizontal velocity and axial and horizontal rms. The contour area
properties have been completed on the axial velocities. Table 6.3 shows the
statistical results for 3Dbp, 4Dbp, 5Dbp and 10Dbp from the axial velocity data.
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Figure 6.13: (Top) Contour plots, (Bottom) Profile plots
Diameter down-
stream
mean centre po-
sition (mm)
mean standard
deviation (mm)
mean eccentric-
ity
3Dbp (0.10, -0.15) (0.17, 0.13) 0.17
4Dbp (-0.01, -0.20) (0.08, 0.09) 0.23
5Dbp (-0.07, -0.25) (0.07, 0.09) 0.24
10Dbp (-0.62, -0.40) (0.13, 0.14) 0.20
Table 6.3: Statistics for 3Dbp-10Dbp contour method from axial mean values
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6.3 Concluding comments
The purpose of this chapter was to look at the acoustic asymmetry and flow
asymmetry of the jet. The acoustic asymmetry of the jet was identified by filter-
ing the broadband signal to a small known bandwidth and then cross correlating
the samples contained in that range. This effectively filtered out noise allowing
greater accuracy in determining the time lags between microphone signals.
A low level of acoustic asymmetry was found with at least 98% of the time lag
values taking the values -1 dt, 0 dt or 1 dt. The low level of acoustic asymmetry
was further supported by plotting the SPLdB against the frequency range for all
four microphones. The line plots were reasonably smooth and overlapped con-
siderably, again supporting minimal acoustic asymmetry.
Low levels of flow asymmetry was also found using circle fitting and contour
mapping. This was supported by the low mean deviations and mean eccentricity
values (from 0.17 to 0.24) indicating slight non-concentricity.
CHAPTER 7
Statistical approach for determining
acoustic asymmetry
The work in this chapter supports existing experimental testing on acoustic asym-
metry by offering an additional technique for validation. An alternative statisti-
cal approach presented, which looks at the statistical distribution of the acoustic
measurements.
This chapter starts by looking at the distributional characteristics of the acous-
tics from the co-axial jet and then fitting known distributions to the empirical
data. The probability distribution function of the acoustic data is found using a
generalized 3 parameter equation. The model is then developed into a 4 param-
eter equation to better capture asymmetry and skewness of the data set. The
statistical distribution of a jet flow can be used in quantifying the acoustic in-
tensity of a noise source and in more practical testing, can be used to investigate
the acoustic symmetry of a jet by comparing the differences in distributions from
a radial array of microphones placed equidistance from the central jet axis.
The importance of this work lies in its statistical approach to exploring properties
of a jet flow by encouraging interdisciplinary techniques.
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7.1 Introduction
The acoustic data measured from the jet rig is an empirical time series data set
recording the acoustic pressure fluctuations in the jet flow. Statistical modelling
of acoustic signals, or more specifically speech signals has been investigated by a
number of researchers including Shin & Chang (2005), and Stacy (1962; 1973).
They attributed the characteristics of their acoustic data to the Gamma Distri-
bution, a known continuous distribution, and used appropriate estimators, such
as Maximum Likelihood Estimate, in solving the distributional function. This is
a popular estimator used by other researchers in the same field such as Wingo
(1987) and Gazor & Zhang (2003).
As the statistical distribution of the acoustic pressure fluctuations in the jet flow
is unknown, the data set must be investigated to find its probability density
function (pdf). This is a significant fundamental property which is required for
performing statistical tests and to understand the statistical characterization of
the flow.
7.2 The data
The experimental set up used to collect acoustic data sets was the same arrange-
ment as the tests for the acoustic asymmetry of the jet. The microphone array
was placed about the axial direction in a square arrangement as shown in Figure
7.1 and Figure 7.2 and both co-flow jets were run on condition. Five successive
tracks (dat files) of 2 second duration each were recorded by the PULSE system,
each containing 526,336 data points, with a time step dt = 3.81470 µs between
points.
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Figure 7.1: Side view of experimental set up
Figure 7.2: Top view of experimental set up
The data recorded by mic1 is reviewed first. Plots of the raw time series data
from track1 (2 second duration) is shown in Figure 7.3.
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(a) full data set, 526,336 data points (b) first 512 data points
Figure 7.3: Time series plots of raw acoustic data from mic1
7.3 Distributions and probability plots
The probability associated with an interval of values is represented by the area
under the curve of a pdf, where the conditions for a function fx(x) to serve as a
pdf are shown in Equation 7.1.
−∞ ≤ x ≤ ∞
fx(x) ≥ 0∫ ∞
−∞
fx(x)dx = 1 (7.1)
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) is a continuous, monotonically in-
creasing function defined by Equation 7.2.
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Fx(x) = P (x ≤ x)
Fx(x) =
∫ x
−∞
fx(t)dt (7.2)
The probability plots of the acoustic data were plotted against a number of known
distributions to see the mutual deviation of one distribution versus the other with
the aim of finding a general fit. This was done by looking at the Probability-
Probability plots (P-P plots).
P-P plots compares the cumulative distribution function of two random variables.
In this case, one random variable is from the empirical acoustic data and the other
is from a selected parametric distribution. P-P plots are used to compare data
sets to see if they come from the same distribution.
They comprise of a scatter plot of the empirical data against a line plot of the
parametric distribution, with the probability values on the y-axis and and the
raw data values on x-axis of the plot. If the scatter plot exhibits linearity, it
comes from the same family of distribution as the line plot data set. The main
advantages of using P-P plots are that the sample sizes do not have to be the
same size and the general shape of the P-P plots are resistant to changes in scale
or location of the data sets used.
For certain distributions such as the Weibull, Rayleigh, and Lognormal, P-P plots
can only be generated if the data is greater than zero. As the pressure values in
the acoustic data set appears to fluctuate about zero, an adjustment needs to be
made for the negative values. There are two options available to make the data
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greater than zero,
a) Split the data into two sets; positive and negative, as done by Malevergne
et al. (2006). Then multiply the negative returns by -1 creating two ‘positive’
data sets.
b) Take the absolute values of full data set, making all of them positive.
Both of these provide very similar information about the distribution of the data
set. If we follow the work of Malevergne et al. (2006), who opted for option a),
then the corresponding P-P plots can be seen in Figure 7.4 to Figure 7.8 (note,
the linear dashed line represents the chosen distribution and the blue crosses rep-
resents the acoustic data).
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Normal distribution: pdf = 1
σ
√
2pi
exp(− (x−µ)2
2σ2
), x, µ ∈ R, σ2 > 0
(a) absolute values of mic1 positive subset (b) absolute values of mic1 negative subset
Figure 7.4: P-P plots using the Normal distribution
Lognormal distribution: pdf = 1
xσ
√
2pi
exp(− (ln(x)−µ)2
2σ2
)
x ∈ [0;∞),−∞ ≤ µ ≤ ∞, σ > 0
(a) absolute values of mic1 positive subset (b) absolute values of mic1 negative subset
Figure 7.5: P-P plots using the Lognormal distribution
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Rayleigh distribution: pdf = x
σ
exp(− x2
2σ2
), x ∈ [0;∞), σ > 0
(a) absolute values of mic1 positive subset (b) absolute values of mic1 negative subset
Figure 7.6: P-P plots using the Rayleigh distribution
Exponential distribution: pdf = λexp(−λx), x ∈ [0;∞), λ > 0
(a) absolute values of mic1 positive subset (b) absolute values of mic1 negative subset
Figure 7.7: P-P plots using the Exponential distribution
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Weibull distribution: pdf = ( k
λ
)(x
λ
)k−1exp(−(x
λ
)k), x ∈ [0;∞), λ > 0, k > 0
(a) absolute values of mic1 positive subset (b) absolute values of mic1 negative subset
Figure 7.8: P-P plots using the Weibull distribution
Figure 7.4 to Figure 7.8 shows there is very little difference within each distri-
bution between its positive (left) and negative (right) data sets. Therefore, to
minimize computational processing, the absolute values of the entire data set are
used for future calculations (option b)).
The plots show the acoustic data set does not exclusively follow any particu-
lar known distribution. However, with its linearity in some graphs, such as the
Rayleigh and Weibull distributions, it does suggest that the mic1 data follows
a family of continuous distributions, implying a generalized formula for distri-
butions would provide a good fit. The pdf of the acoustic data (using different
sample sizes) can be seen later in this chapter in the ’a series’ plots in Figure
7.12 to Figure 7.15.
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7.4 General 3 parameter family of distribution
The Rayleigh distribution is a particular case of the Weibull distribution, which
itself is a particular case of a 2 parameter family of distributions. Malevergne
et al. (2006) used a generalized 3 parameter density function, as shown in Equa-
tion 7.3 where b, c are shape parameters, d is a scale parameter and u is a suitably
chosen known lower threshold.
fu(x|b, c, d) =
 A(b, c, d, u)x
−(b+1)exp[−(x
d
)c] if x ≥ u > 0
0 if x < 0
(7.3)
where −∞ < b <∞, 0 < c <∞, 0 < d <∞
The normalizing constant A(b, c, d, u) is defined by Equation 7.4,
A(b, c, d, u) =
dbc
Γ(− b
c
, (u
d
)c)
(7.4)
where the gamma function (an extension of the factorial function) and the in-
complete gamma function are defined in general by Equation 7.5.
Γ(α) =
∫ ∞
0
tα−1e−tdt
Γ(α, β) =
∫ ∞
β
tα−1e−tdt (7.5)
The lower threshold u only affects the incomplete gamma function in the nor-
malizing constant A. As there is no variation in the lower threshold for this
investigation, the gamma function can be completed by setting u = 0, resulting
in the density function as shown in Equation 7.6.
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fu(x|b, c, d) = d
bc
Γ(− b
c
)
x−(b+1)exp[−(x
d
)c] (7.6)
This is the 3 parameter equation in generalized form for a continuous family of
distributions.
7.5 Solving for the parameters
There are different approaches that can be taken to make inferences about pa-
rameters. Arguably the best known and popular estimate is the Maximum Like-
lihood Estimate (MLE), which finds the optimum parametric fit of a model to
an empirical data set. The likelihood function is defined by Equation 7.7,
L(θi) = Π
nb
i=1f(xi; θi) (7.7)
where θi represents the parameters θ1, θ2, θ3, ..., θm whose value are being esti-
mated and xi is a sample from a population of size nb, with a probability function
f(x; θi).
The MLE of each parameter is found by partially differentiating log(L(θi)) with
respect to each parameter to be estimated, setting all derivatives to zero, and
solving these equations simultaneously. That is, solving Equation 7.8.
∂log(L(θi))
∂θi
= 0 (7.8)
The MLE of the parameters from the 3 parameter density function requires the
differential of the gamma function, which can only be found by using numerical
optimization techniques. For this work, the MLE solver in Matlab was used.
Two other popular alternative optimization approaches are the Least Squares
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(LS) method and the Kullback Liebler (KL) Divergence.
The LS method is a part of regression analysis and derives the parametric esti-
mates by minimizing the sum of residuals using the formula below.
S =
∑
(yi − f(xi|θˆi))2 (7.9)
where, in the pdf case, yi is the observed empirical probably value at xi and
f(xi|θˆi) is the expected probability value (calculated using estimated parame-
ters) at xi.
The KL Divergence measures the divergence D of one probability distribution
with respect to another and is defined by Equation 7.10. In the case of the
acoustic data set, this is the divergence of the observed empirical pdf from the
generalized parametric pdf.
D =
∑
f(xi|θˆi)log(f(xi|θˆi)
yi
) (7.10)
All three optimization approaches are validated on a known case such as the
Weibull distribution and compared with each other.
The Weibull distribution is a particular case of Equation 7.6, the generalized 3
parametric equation, with b = −c, c > 0 and d > 0 (note in this case Γ(1) = 1 ).
This produces Equation 7.11.
fu(x|c, d) = c
dc
xc−1exp[−(x
d
)c] (7.11)
To test the estimators for a known case, the scale and shape parameters were
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arbitrarily chosen to be d = 117 and c = 74 (with b = −74 in the 3 parameter
case). This constituted to an actual known pdf, as shown in Figure 7.9 as a green
dash line.
However, this can not be used for comparing parametric estimates as each ap-
proach would lead to almost the exact values being calculated (namely d = 117
and c = 74); thus providing virtually no information on the their differences.
A simulated empirical distribution is needed to provide some slight differences
from the actual known pdf, so that parametric estimates for each optimization
approach can be compared.
A sample of 5,000 points from the actual known pdf, were used to compute the
probability density estimate of the sample. This simulated an empirical distribu-
tion with known approximate parameters. The MLE, LS and KL estimates were
calculated to fit the simulated empirical distribution. The results can be seen in
Figure 7.9, Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.9: pdf of a Weibull distribution
Figure 7.10: Absolute pdf differences based on the Weibull distribution
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Figure 7.11: Cumulative absolute pdf differences based on the Weibull distribu-
tion
Parameters of the simulated empirical pdf: d˜ ≈ 117, c˜ ≈ 74, b˜ ≈ −74
dˆ cˆ bˆ (|cˆ|+|bˆ|)
2
MLE 116.73 67.94 -77.34 72.64
LS 116.44 62.26 -80.51 71.38
KL 116.28 59.92 -83.15 71.54
Table 7.1: Estimated parametric values
As can be seen from Figure 7.9 and Table 7.1, the optimization approaches all
yield very similar results, verifying their general consistency for parametric esti-
mates. As b and c are dependant shape parameters, their absolute average (which
is of interest in the Weibull case and not general case) is shown for reference in
Table 7.1. From Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 , the MLE provides a marginally
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better parametric estimation (for the majority of the distribution) than the LS
or KL approach.
7.6 Generalized 4 parameter equation
The generalized 3 parameter equation works well in fitting empirical data sets,
using MLE, LS or KL estimates. However, so far the fitting distributions are by
construction unable to capture any skewness of the empirical distribution.
Malevergne found this to be problem when fitting data sets to his 3 parameter
generalized density function Malevergne & Sornette (2005). One set of parame-
ters would fit the tail end of the data and another set would fit the main body,
but none would provide a reasonable fit for the entire set. The main reason for
this was the functions inability to capture asymmetry.
To introduce skewness a further ‘twist’ was applied to the 3 parameter general-
ized density function by multiplying it with (1+axi) where a is the 4th parameter
and is a real number with an absolute value of less than 0.1; xi is the i
th value of
the acoustic pressure fluctuation in the acoustic data set.
As the absolute values of the data set are used (recall option b)), the input data
is shifted to centralize the distribution and aid the capture of symmetry.
The input data now reads as z = |x|+ x˜, where x˜ is a constant calculated directly
as shown in Equation 7.12.
x˜ = d(−(b+ 1))c : f ′(x˜) = 0 (7.12)
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Applying these new inputs and constraints to the generalized 3 parameter equa-
tion, produces a novel 4 parameter density function as shown in Equation 7.13.
f(z|a, b, c, d) = d
bc
Γ(− b
c
)
z−(b+1)exp[−(z
d
)c](1 + ax) (7.13)
This function was applied to samples from the acoustic data set and its paramet-
ric estimates were derived using the LS approach. It was then compared with the
known existing 3 parametric model (non-accountability of skewness), by setting
a = 0 and repeating the process. The pdf of these plots and the empirical distri-
bution are shown in Figure 7.12 to Figure 7.15, with the inferred parameters in
Table 7.2 and Table 7.3.
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(a) pdf
(b) |∆pdf |
(c)
∑ |∆pdf |
Figure 7.12: Distribution plots with sample size = 100 data points
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(a) pdf
(b) |∆pdf |
(c)
∑ |∆pdf |
Figure 7.13: Distribution plots with sample size = 1,000 data points
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(a) pdf
(b) |∆pdf |
(c)
∑ |∆pdf |
Figure 7.14: Distribution plots with sample size = 10,000 data points
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(a) pdf
(b) |∆pdf |
(c)
∑ |∆pdf |
Figure 7.15: Distribution plots with sample size = 100,000 data points
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No. of data points dˆ cˆ bˆ aˆ
100 1.1525 1.1930 -5.3240 0.0374
1,000 3.1786 1.8781 -1.1618 0.0138
10,000 3.9966 2.5040 -1.5773 -0.0057
100,000 5.4554 2.4995 -5.5807 -0.0012
Table 7.2: Inferred parameters for the 4 parameter equation
No. of data points dˆ cˆ bˆ aˆ
100 1.3756 1.1937 -2.8655 0.0000
1,000 3.1363 1.8903 -1.1238 0.0000
10,000 3.4285 2.1070 -1.0945 0.0000
100,000 6.1162 2.5513 -10.6889 0.0000
Table 7.3: Inferred parameters for the 3 parameter equation (a = 0)
Using 10,000 data points, the inferred parameters for the 4 parameter equation
(as shown in Table 7.3) are aˆ=-0.0057, bˆ=-1.5773, cˆ=2.5040 and dˆ=3.9966. A
95% confidence band for each parameter is generated by bootstrapping using
1,000 runs and sampling with replacement for the full size of the data set. This
process is repeated using the data from mic2, mic3 and mic4, giving a set of
four confidence bands for each parameter. There was a good overlap between
the confidence bands, suggesting the inferred parameters from each data set are
statistically similar. This implies a low levels of acoustic asymmetry.
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7.7 Final remarks
The 4 parameter general density function has proved to be successful in fitting
the acoustic data set. It was developed from the 3 parameter general density
function as described Malevergne et al. (2006), with the key differences being,
• its ability to capture asymmetry.
• its general good fit for an entire data set (not just positive and negative
subsets).
• its effectiveness in finding an optimum set of parameters that fit both the
main body of the empirical distribution and its tail.
As can be seen from Figure 7.12 to Figure 7.15, the 4 parameter case offers a
better fit to the empirical data when skewness is present. Skewness can occur
as a natural characteristic of a distribution or by having insufficient data points
when estimating the pdf of an empirical data set.
With a refined distributional fit of the acoustic data, comparisons of the distri-
butions from microphones at different radial positions were made. The inferred
parameter values from each data set have overlapping 95% confidence bands, im-
plying that the data sets are statistically similar and therefore support with a
refined low levels of acoustics asymmetry.
CHAPTER 8
Experimental results and discussion
One of the key areas in investigating jet noise is to look at the sound radiation
and source strength distribution of the jet. The experimental arrangement of an
acoustic mirror and microphone is regarded as one of the most efficient meth-
ods in collecting the distribution of sound and has been used in both industry
and academia. This is because information can be collected in the far focus
of the mirror, with minimal interference from other parts of the jet, allowing a
more localized result to be obtained. This chapter reports on the significant and
important results obtained at Warwick.
8.1 Acoustic investigation
8.1.1 Acoustic experimental arrangement
The acoustic mirror was mounted on the motorized traverse with its far focus
initially positioned at the bullet tip. This was on the geometric centreline of the
jet. An overview of the experimental arrangement can be seen in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Experimental arrangement using the acoustic mirror
The mounting angle of the mirror is fixed on the traverse at 90 ◦ to the jet, to
minimize the expected shear layer refractions (as suggested by Drobietz et al.
(2008)) and to adequately fit with the mounted LDA heads as shown in Figure
8.2.
From preliminary line tests, a measurement grid of size 10Dbp in the x-axis by
3.425Dbp (i.e. 0Dbp±1.7125Dbp) in the y-axis, with 1 mm increments in both axes
provided a good balance between experimental running time and significant data
extraction. A macro was written in ‘Mouse and Key Recorder V6.3’ to automate
the saving of the acquired data after each measurement and moving the traverse
ready for the next measurement. This reduced the time interval between mea-
surements and therefore allowed a larger grid size to be measured in the same
experimental running time. A grid size of 10Dbp in the x-axis by 4Dbp in the
y-axis could now be achieved. Keeping the y-axis start position at −1.7125Dbp
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the grid now extended to 2.2875Dbp. This created a 2D grid of 13,320 points in
the x-y plane.
The mirror was moved to the x,y,z position of (0,−1.7125Dbp,0) with the origin
(0,0,0) being at the bullet tip. This marked the starting position of the measure-
ment grid in the traverse controlling BSA software.
Figure 8.2: Acoustic mirror, near focus microphone and traverse arrangement
The microphone at the near focus of the acoustic mirror was encased in a small
cylindrical block of acoustic foam to remove the interference of direct sound waves
from noise sources in the jet flow that are not in the far focus point. With this
arrangement, the microphone would only measure the sound waves reflected off
the mirror surface, which emanate from the far focus point.
With the jet rig running on condition, acoustic measurements were taken in se-
ries (with respect to the y-axis) for all of the grid points. The motorized traverse
moved the acoustic mirror to each of the 13,320 points in the 10Dbp by 4Dbp grid
and the PULSE system recorded the sound pressure levels for all frequencies at
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each point. PULSE made 2 seconds recordings at each grid point as this was
found to be sufficient in statistically converging the readings. The recordings
used an averaged summation method to output a result in the sound pressure
level.
Measurements for all four nozzle combinations with the co-flowing jets on condi-
tion were recorded. Recall nozzle abbreviations are: CrCo = Core Cowl, CrCh
= Core Chevron, BpCo = Bypass Cowl, BpCh = Bypass Chevron. 2D sound
source maps were created from the empirical data using Matlab. A selection of
results are discussed in this chapter with the complete set of results from 5 kHz
to 80 kHz (in steps of 5 kHz) shown in the Appendix.
8.1.2 Selection of acoustic results
The full set of acoustic results can be seen in the Appendix.
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.3: 2D sound source maps at 5,120 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.4: 2D sound source maps at 20,224 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.5: 2D sound source maps at 35,072 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.6: 2D sound source maps at 65,024 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.7: Radial profile at 5,120 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.8: Radial profile at 20,224 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.9: Radial profile at 35,072 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.10: Radial profile at 65,024 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.11: Downstream profiles at 5,120 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.12: Downstream profiles at 20,224 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.13: Downstream profiles at 35,072 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.14: Downstream profiles at 65,024 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure 8.15: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 10,240 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure 8.16: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 30,208 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure 8.17: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 70,144 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.18: Sound and frequency distribution at y=0 (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) x axis = 0Dbp (b) x axis = 1Dbp
(c) x axis = 2Dbp (d) x axis = 3Dbp
(e) x axis = 4Dbp (f) x axis = 5Dbp
Figure 8.19: Sound and frequency distribution at different axial positions with
y=0 (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) x axis = 6Dbp (b) x axis = 7Dbp
(c) x axis = 8Dbp (d) x axis = 9Dbp
(e) x axis = 10Dbp
Figure 8.20: Continued... Sound and frequency distribution at different axial
positions with y=0 (colour bar in SPLdB)
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8.1.3 Discussion of the acoustic results
The first observation is the effect the chevron nozzles have on the sound source
maps in Figure 8.3 to Figure 8.6. There is little difference when the core chevron
nozzle replaces the core cowl nozzle. More notable differences occur when the
bypass chevron nozzle replaces the bypass cowl nozzle.
At 5 kHz, the dominating sound sources appear to be centred around ∼5Dbp
downstream in the BpCo cases and ∼6Dbp downstream in the BpCh cases. There
is also a reduction in sound intensity of about 1.25 SPLdB. From the literature
review in Chapter 2, we know low frequencies dominate in the fully developed
and transition region of the jet and have the larger SPLdB values compared with
mid and high frequencies.
The radiation of sound at this frequency (0.37 St) appears to be approximately
circular in shape. Due to the mirror’s limit of resolution, it interprets the low fre-
quency noise essentially as a point source with large radiation. As the frequency
approaches 20 kHz (1.5 St), the resolution of the acoustic mirror improves and
the mapping of the sound radiation takes an oval form as can be seen in Figure 8.4.
At around 35 kHz, an interesting result starts to emerge. A dominating sound
source region is observed at the base of the sound source map. This region, in a
physical context, lies just past the bullet tip. The sound observations as shown
in Figure 8.5 represents the noise generated from the shedding of vortices from
the bullet tip to form the bullet wake. The bullet wake is not observed in the
low frequency sound source maps, its radiation lies in the frequencies in excess
of 35 kHz. The presence of the bullet wake affects the general shape of the map,
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changing it from an oval shape at low frequencies to a spear head shape at the
mid-range frequencies (>2.62 St).
Another point of interest is the change in sound pressure levels with different noz-
zles. At frequencies less than 25 kHz, nozzle combinations involving the bypass
cowl (i.e. CrCo, BpCo and CrCh, BpCo) produce greater sound pressure levels,
both in terms of the maximum recorded and the region occupied in the sound
source maps, than their counterpart bypass chevron nozzles. From 25 kHz to
35 kHz, the reverse starts to occur. In Figure 8.5 the central dominating region
in (b)CrCo, BpCh and (d)CrCh, BpCh has higher SPLdB and occupies a larger
region of the map than the nozzles using the bypass cowl. This dominance by the
bypass chevron nozzles continues through to the high frequencies as shown at 65
kHz in Figure 8.6, which also shows an elongation in the central region compared
with the bypass cowl nozzles.
The change in the central regions can also be seen using radial profiles at different
positions downstream. These y-axis measurements going across the jet reveals
the spread of the radiated sound in this axis and emphasize the general shape of
the sound source maps. At 5 kHz as shown in Figure 8.7, the centre of the domi-
nating sound region for (a)CrCo, BpCo and (b)CrCh, BpCo lies at 5Dbp to 6Dbp
downstream, where as for (c)CrCo, BpCh and (d)CrCh, BpCh the centre lies at
6Dbp to 7Dbp. That is, the bypass chevron nozzle has pushed the low frequency
sound region 1Dbp further downstream. All four plots have a slight curve to their
profile, that is the SPLdB at the ends of a line plot are only slightly lower than
the centre of the line plot. This implies there is little variance in the SPLdB
values at the low frequencies in the radial direction.
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At 20 kHz, the centre of the dominating sound region for all nozzle combinations
lies at 3Dbp to 4Dbp downstream. The profiles, as shown in Figure 8.8 have more
curvature than the low frequency plots in Figure 8.7, indicating a significant drop
off in the sound pressure levels at the ends of the line plots compared with the
centre.
Figure 8.8 line plots of (c)CrCo, BpCh and (d)CrCh, BpCh are more closely
clustered than the line plots in (a)CrCo, BpCo and (b)CrCh, BpCo implying
that there is a smaller change in the sound pressure levels downstream with the
bypass chevron nozzle than with the bypass cowl nozzle. The CrCo, BpCh and
CrCh, BpCh line plots also have a narrower width in their profile than the CrCo,
BpCo and CrCh, BpCo line plots which reflects the narrower sound source region
shown in Figure 8.4. These trends continue past 35 kHz as shown in Figure 8.9
and Figure 8.10.
In addition to the radial distribution of sound, the distribution of sound down-
stream can be seen by taking line plots in the axial direction. Figure 8.11 shows
at 5 kHz, there is little difference in the sound pressure levels between axial lines
taken at different radial positions. However as the frequency increases, the line
plots quickly separate as can be seen at 20 kHz in Figure 8.12.
The sound from the bullet wake starts to emerge at 35 kHz and is seen as the
initial peak at 0Dbp to 1Dbp in Figure 8.13. Its presence continues through to
higher frequencies as shown in Figure 8.14. This is more prominent with the
nozzles involving the bypass chevron which could be due to the increased mixing
in the flow induced by the chevrons.
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A comparison of all four nozzle combinations can be seen more clearly by taking,
for example each combinations centreline plot and overlaying it onto a graph.
Examples of these type of plots can be seen in Figure 8.15. In the entire fre-
quency range of 5 kHz to 80 kHz, the peak in SPLdB for all nozzles was found
to occur at about 7.5 kHz to 10 kHz (0.56 St to 0.75 St). At this frequency band
there is a ∼3 dB reduction in the peak of the line plots using the bypass chevron
nozzle instead of the bypass cowl nozzle.
At frequencies less than 25 kHz the sound generated from the bypass cowl noz-
zle has larger SPLdB values than the bypass chevron nozzle. As the frequency
approaches 30 kHz, the line plots start to converge and the SPLdB differences
between them become minimal as shown in Figure 8.16. At ∼30 kHz, there ap-
pears to be cross over where the sound generated by the bypass chevron nozzle
exceeds the bypass cowl nozzle. In Figure 8.16 this occurs at ∼5Dbp for the
(a)Centre line and (b)Centre line + 0.5Dbp plots and at ∼6Dbp for the (c)Centre
line + 1Dbp and (d)Centre line + 1.5Dbp plots. The presence of the cross over
of the axial line plots, where the SPLdB from the bypass chevron nozzle is in
part lower than the bypass cowl nozzle and in part higher, generally continues
until ∼65 kHz. At frequencies higher than this, the line plots using the bypass
chevron nozzle outright exceed the SPLdB values from the bypass cowl nozzle as
shown in Figure 8.17.
The distribution of sound pressure levels and frequency taken on the centre line of
the jet at y=0, can be seen in Figure 8.18. Near the nozzle exit at x=0Dbp, more
noise (higher SPLdB) is radiated from the BpCh plots than the BpCo plots from
about 30 kHz onwards (2.25 St). At lower frequencies the reverse is true. Figure
8.19 and Figure 8.20 provide further details of this occurrence. In these plots,
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CrCo, BpCo and CrCh, BpCo have very similar spectra as do CrCo, BpCh and
CrCh, BpCh. The spectral peaks at 0Dbp to 10Dbp, with respect to the Strouhal
number and frequency, can be seen in Table 8.1.
x/Dbp CrCo, BpCo CrCh, BpCo CrCo, BpCh CrCh, BpCh
0 0.56 (7,424) 0.48 (6,400) 0.42 (5,632) 0.48 (6,400)
1 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.48 (6,400) 0.56 (7,424)
2 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.56 (7,424) 0.56 (7,424)
3 0.73 (9,728) 0.67 (8,960) 0.48 (6,400) 0.73 (9,728)
4 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192)
5 0.67 (8,960) 0.67 (8,960) 0.56 (7,424) 0.61 (8,192)
6 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192)
7 0.61 (8,192) 0.61 (8,192) 0.54 (7,168) 0.61 (8,192)
8 0.48 (6,400) 0.56 (7,424) 0.48 (6,400) 0.48 (6,400)
9 0.48 (6,400) 0.42 (5,632) 0.42 (5,632) 0.48 (6,400)
10 0.42 (5,632) 0.42 (5,632) 0.48 (6,400) 0.42 (5,632)
Table 8.1: Spectral peaks at y=0, Strouhal number (frequency)
The average peak value and standard deviation (s.d.) for each of the nozzle com-
binations are CrCo, BpCo = 0.58(0.09), CrCh, BpCo = 0.57(0.09), CrCo, BpCh
= 0.50(0.06), CrCh, BpCh = 0.56(0.01). The bypass chevron results have a lower
mean Strouhal number and s.d. than the bypass cowl results. This suggests the
frequencies at which the SPLdB peaks downstream is on average lower with the
BpCh nozzle than with the BpCo nozzle. The peak frequencies from the BpCh
nozzle are also more clustered around their mean than those from the BpCo noz-
zle which have greater variation.
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The results from this thesis are now compared with a selection of results from
other authors. A comparison is first made with the results from Drobietz et al.
(2008), who used an acoustic mirror of diameter 0.2 m angled at 90 ◦ to the jet
axis. The jet was a single hot jet running at a high subsonic Mach number. The
temperature and flow velocity were not stated. Efforts were made to obtain this
information from the authors (by email and by telephoning EADS, Germany),
but they have left the company with no forwarding address.
Therefore three different temperature and flow velocity were chosen for the pur-
poses of comparing results. Three sets of conditions or scenarios for Drobietz
data are presented in Table 8.2. The first scenario ‘a)’ matches the temperature
and flow velocity with the co-axial jet conditions at Warwick of 20 ◦ (293 K) and
240 ms−1. Warwick however uses an unheated jet, therefore the second scenario
‘b)’ is arbitrarily chosen to have a temperature of 100 ◦ or 373 K, operating at 0.8
Ma. This gives the speed of sound in air under standard atmospheric conditions
to be 387 ms−1, implying the flow velocity (at 0.8 Ma) is 310 ms−1. The third
scenario ‘c’ has the same temperature and flow velocity as CoJeN, 606 ◦ (880 K)
and 481 ms−1. For each jet condition, the frequencies used by Drobietz and the
corresponding Strouhal numbers can also be seen in Table 8.2.
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Temperature Strouhal Corresponding Corresponding
and number frequency (kHz) frequency (kHz)
velocity for Drobietz for the present data
a) 20◦C, 240 ms−1
0.92 1.0 12.2
1.47 1.6 19.6
2.29 2.5 30.6
4.58 5.0 61.1
b) 100◦C, 310 ms−1
0.71 1.0 9.5
1.13 1.6 15.1
1.77 2.5 23.7
3.55 5.0 47.3
c) 606◦C, 481 ms−1
0.46 1.0 6.1
0.73 1.6 9.8
1.14 2.5 15.2
2.29 5.0 30.5
Table 8.2: Jet condition scenarios for Drobietz data
A comparison of the results from Drobietz and the results presented in this the-
sis, for the lowest and highest Strouhal numbers, for each jet condition can be
seen in Figure 8.21. The actual SPLdB values are not stated by Drobietz but a
grid spacing of 5 SPLdB is given. Therefore the results are shown as separate
subplots. The trends between Drobietz and the present data show good overall
agreement. At the lower Strouhal numbers (plots a), c), e)), Drobietz and the
present results both show the baseline nozzle (i.e. without chevrons) to gener-
ally have higher SPLdB, than the chevron nozzles by about 3 dB from 1Djet to
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8Djet (note, for the present data Djet=Dbp). The difference in SPLdB dramat-
ically drops after this point but the baseline nozzles still have a higher SPLdB.
At the higher Strouhal numbers (plots b), d), f)), the SPLdB for the chevron
nozzles are higher to begin with at 0Djet. However this is soon over taken by the
baseline nozzle at around 0Djet for Drobietz and 1Dbp for present results, before
the chevron nozzles cross back to being the higher SPLdB at around 9Djet for
Drobietz and 6Dbp for present results.
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(a) jet condition=a, St=0.92 (b) jet condition=a, St=4.58
(c) jet condition=b, St=0.71 (d) jet condition=b, St=3.55
(e) jet condition=c, St=0.46 (f) jet condition=c, St=2.29
Figure 8.21: Comparison of Drobietz data with the present data
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Fayard et al. (2008) uses the DLR (Deutsches Zentrum fu¨r Luft−und Raumfahrt
e.V., Germany) experimental data from CoJeN and compares this with the nu-
merical simulations (LES) from ONERA (Office National dEtudes et Recherches
Ae´rospatiales, France). The test conditions using the short cowl geometry are
481 ms−1 and 307 ms−1 for the core and bypass velocity with corresponding tem-
peratures of 880 K and 335 K. The acoustic survey was taken from a line array
following the jet expansion downstream. A comparison of these results against
the work in this thesis can be seen in Figure 8.22. These were not over plotted
as the SPLdB values are not listed by Fayard, however a difference of 20 SPLdB
between tick points was given.
The the peak in spectra from the present data shows a fairly consistent occur-
rence at about ∼0.58 St in all three plots. The peaks from Fayard’s experimental
data develop into a consistent occurrence, starting off at ∼0.20 St near the 0
Djet, then moving to and staying at ∼0.32 St from 3 Djet onwards. The simu-
lated results from Fayard follow a similar trend starting at ∼0.20 St and then
stabilizing to ∼0.10 St.
The change in sound pressure level downstream can be seen in Figure 8.23. While
there is a similar trend in that generally the SPLdB (averaged values) increases
downstream from the bullet tip, peaks in the mid stream region and then starts
to decrease, there is a little difference in location of the peak SPLdB values. In
present data, this occurs at 2.9 Djet, the simulated data shows a peak at 3.3 Djet
and the experimental CoJeN data peaks at 4.7 Djet. Overall, there appears to be
good agreement in the shape of the spectra except under 1 Djet, where Fayard
data noticeably drops by about 20 SPLdB, and the present data stays roughly
within a 5 SPLdB band.
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(a) 0Djet
(b) 3.3Djet
(c) 8Djet
Figure 8.22: Comparison of Fayard data with present data
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Figure 8.23: Overall SPLdB from Fayard and present results
For the same jet conditions as Fayard, Vuillot et al. (2008) compares the far field
spectra from CoJeN for the short cowl case against the simulated acoustic results
using LES. In this case, the microphone is not near the nozzle exit at 90 ◦ to the
jet axis but is in the far field at 90 ◦ to the jet axis. The far field distance is
60Djet. An over plot of Vuillot’s results with the results in this thesis is shown
in Figure 8.24. Both the raw data and adjusted data are plotted. The adjusted
values are derived by firstly removing the gain from the present data to provide
the SPLdB at a known distance (0.8 m or 44.4Dbp) from the centre line of the jet
and then applying an adjustment of 2.6 dB to reflect the scaling of this distance
to the 60Djet (doubling the microphone distance logarithmically scales to a 6 dB
drop in SPLdB).
There is good overall agreement in the spectral shape between Vuillot results and
the present results. The spectral peak in the present unadjusted data occurs at
∼0.58 St. However, this peak has a low kurtosis, such that a range of 0.42-0.78
St contains values within 1 dB of the peak value. The peak value in the adjusted
data occurs at 0.44 St with a peak band of 0.38-0.70 St. In Vuillot’s experimental
CoJeN data the peak is at 0.38 St and at about 0.35 St for the simulated data.
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Figure 8.24: Comparison of Vuillot data and the present data
8.2 LDA investigation
8.2.1 LDA experimental arrangement
The LDA experimental arrangement as shown in Figure 8.25 was similar to the
acoustic mirror experiments (Figure 8.1), except this time a LDA head was
mounted on the traverse instead of the mirror. The dual head projected two
green beams of wavelength 514.5 nm and two blue beams of wavelength 488.0
nm. Figure 8.26 shows the LDA head prior to being rotated by 45 ◦, which en-
sured that the average velocity measured by both beam pairs was approximately
equal. This in turn equalized the error in the measurement of the two components
of velocity. The beams converged above the bullet tip forming a measurement
volume of dx=0.1248 mm, dy=0.1244 mm, dz=1.684 mm and dx=0.1183 mm,
dy=0.1180 mm, dz=1.597 mm respectively.
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Figure 8.25: Experimental arrangement using the LDA
Figure 8.26: LDA system (photo taken before 45 ◦head rotation)
Matching the acoustic mirror experiments, a grid 4Dbp in the y-axis by 10Dbp in
the x-axis with 1 mm spacing was generated (the z plane is fixed at z=0) with the
initial position at the bullet tip registered with the BSA software as grid point
x=0, y=0.
The co-flowing jet was run on condition with seeded oil particulates of 0.8 µm
diameter. Flow measurements were taken sequentially for all 13,320 grid points,
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for all four nozzle combinations, with the central jet regions having a data rate
of ∼20 kHz and validation reading of ∼80% with coincidence. Velocity profiles
of the flow were produced using Matlab.
8.2.2 Selection of LDA results
The full set of LDA results can be seen in the Appendix.
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.27: Axial velocity (colour bar in ms−1)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.28: Axial rms (colour bar in ms−1)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.29: Axial velocity profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.30: Axial rms profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.31: Radial velocity (colour bar in ms−1)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.32: Radial velocity profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.33: Reynolds shear stress UV (colour bar in m2s−2)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure 8.34: Reynolds shear stress UV profile
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(a) mean velocity (b) turbulence intensity
Figure 8.35: Axial velocity and turbulence intensity profiles at y=0
8.2.3 Discussion of the LDA results
The 2D axial velocity and axial rms of the jet on condition is shown in Figure
8.27 and Figure 8.28 and highlights the flow output for all four nozzle combina-
tions. Flow velocities downstream at the fully developed region at around ∼ 6Dbp
appears to be noticeably higher in the CrCh, BpCh case, compared with all other
cases. A check of the axial velocity profile at 0Dbp for all the nozzle combinations
reveals the flow velocities are all close to 240 ms−1 which suggests the higher
velocities observed at ∼ 6Dbp downstream with the CrCh, BpCh, is unlikely to
be due to operating condition error.
The distortions or asymmetry observed in Figure 8.27 could be attributed by the
state and thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle exit. Hussain & Clark
(1977) found using a single subsonic jet, the rate of spreading of the jet, the
centreline decay of the mean velocity and the kinematic and geometric ‘virtual
origin’ was influenced by the laminar or turbulent condition of the initial bound-
ary layer. Under a laminar boundary layer the vortical structures developed in
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the shear layer surrounding the jet, enhanced entrainment and mixing compared
with a turbulent initial boundary layer. Hussain & Zaman (1981), Bradshaw
(1966), Antonia & Zhao (2001) and others have investigated the effects of a
laminar or turbulent boundary layer on the flow dynamics and concluded there
is a correlation between the initial conditions and the jet development. While
the state and thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle exit affects the flow
dynamics, (Viswanathan & Clark, 2004b; Viswanathan, 2008) found it did not
influence the radiated noise. In his work, the state of the boundary layer had no
impact on scaled model engine noise comparisons, which were laminar in scaled
model tests and turbulent in full scale tests.
The nozzle lip thickness is also a source for influencing the boundary layer. Pon-
ton & Seiner (1992) observed that changing the lip thickness affected the flow
dynamics. As the lip thickness was increased from 0.015 to 0.625 nozzle di-
ameters, the momentum thickness changed, inducing more entrainment, mixing
and shear layer disturbance. These affects were supported by Kima & Lee (2007).
The conical contraction of the of jet rig also contributes to the development of
the boundary layer as described by Moore (1977) who compared the boundary
layer thickness from a subsonic jet using two identical nozzles that had different
internal geometries. One nozzle was attached to conical contraction section and
the other was attached to parallel section. The boundary layer upon exit was
thinner in the conical contraction case than in the parallel section case. Simi-
lar to the axial rms plots in Figure 8.30, Moore used turbulence intensity plots
to highlight the difference in the boundary layers which revealed the large area
conical contraction produced a laminar flow, and the parallel section generated
a turbulent flow.
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The axial velocity radial profiles shown in Figure 8.29 show four peaks in each
line plot. These are more distinct for measurements near the nozzle exit at 0Dbp
and 1Dbp. At 2Dbp the peaks start to become less apparent. The two outer peaks
represent the flow velocity exiting the bypass nozzle, the two inner peaks repre-
sent the flow velocity exiting the core nozzle with the dip between them being
due to the presence of the bullet and the inner shear layer.
Radial profiles of the rms can be seen in Figure 8.30. In each plot, the centre
peak represents the bullet wake, the outer peaks outline the presence of the outer
shear layer between flow from the ambient and bypass nozzle and the inner peaks
represent the inner shear layer formed between the flow from the bypass and the
core nozzle. This is weaker than the outer shear layer as velocity difference be-
tween the bypass and core is less than the bypass and ambient flow.
A point to note here is that the plots with a chevron nozzle have a wider shear
layer than ones with a cowl nozzle. That is, the bypass chevron nozzle produces
a wider outer shear layer than the bypass cowl nozzle and to a lesser extent, the
core chevron nozzle does the same for the inner shear layer when compared with
the core cowl nozzle.
A theoretical value for boundary layer thickness at the nozzle exit can be esti-
mated using the Blasius boundary layer equation (as shown in Equation 8.1.
δbl ≈ (νreDjet
Vre
)0.5 (8.1)
With the mean velocity of the core jet Vre = 240 ms
−1, the kinematic viscosity
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of air at standard atmospheric pressure at room temperature νre = 1.45 × 10−5
m2s−1 and the bypass jet diameter of Djet = 0.018 m, the boundary layer δbl is
0.033 mm which is 0.002Djet.
In practice however, the boundary layer is larger due to various factors such as
conical contraction, quality of machining, smoothness of nozzle lip and nozzle lip
thickness. Moore (1977) implied a boundary thickness of ∼ 0.07Djet for the con-
ical section case. Shur et al. (2003) provided an approximation to the boundary
layer thickness of ∼ 0.03Djet by numerical simulation, which is consistent with
Bogey et al. (2009) who found ∼ 0.032Djet by LES and Arakeri et al. (2003)
who proposed ∼ 0.035Djet by experiment. Based on these approximations the
boundary layer thickness at the nozzle exit of the co-axial jet at Warwick can be
expected to be ∼ 0.03Dbp which is 0.54 mm.
Although Figure 8.30 provides a good imprint of the flow dynamics, there is scope
for improvement with the spatial resolution. Under the current grid spacing of
1 mm, the inner shear layer can be completely surpassed in three points in the
y-axis. This means that its displayed peak in the plots is unlikely to be the actual
peak but is more likely to represent the area in which the peak lies. The same
principle applies to the outer shear layer. There is also a velocity bias due to
the finite size of the LDA measurement volume, which means that the velocity
at the peaks in Figure 8.30 for example, is understated and the velocity at the
troughs is over stated. The velocity bias in the measurements can be reduced by
firstly refining the measurement grid spacing (i.e. making it smaller) near the
nozzle exit, which would lead to an improved detection of the boundary layer and
secondly if practical, reducing the finite size of the LDA measurement volume.
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The velocity maps of the radial component as shown in Figure 8.31, indicate
that the central jet flow pushes outwards while ambient flow is entrained. The
difference in the flow entrainment between nozzle combinations can be seen more
clearly in Figure 8.32. The core nozzle appears to be the more influencing factor
in determining the shape of the profile rather than the bypass nozzle. That is,
there is a more notable change in shape in changing from the core cowl nozzle to
the core chevron nozzle than doing the same with the bypass nozzles.
The Reynolds shear stress representing the turbulent fluctuations for all four
nozzle combinations can be seen in Figure 8.33 and Figure 8.34 which shows, as
expected, the more turbulent regions are found downstream peaking at around
5Dbp. The Reynolds shear stress is an important statistic for determining length
scales and is especially useful in numerical simulations and turbulence models
such as the k −  model.
Figure 8.35 shows the mean velocity and the turbulence intensity profiles at the
centre line of the jet (y=0). At 0-3Dbp the mean velocity is higher in the nozzle
combinations with a core cowl nozzle than those with a core chevron nozzle. This
loss in mean velocity could be attributed to vortex shedding off the chevron noz-
zle. From 3Dbp onwards the mean velocity in all nozzle combinations converges
and is very similar. In the turbulence intensity profiles from 0-3.5Dbp the core
chevron nozzle combinations have higher values overall compared with the core
cowl nozzle combinations. The spectra for all nozzle combinations converges from
3.5Dbp onwards. As these results are taken at the centre line of the jet, it shows
there the core chevron nozzle generates more turbulence and less overall mean
velocity in its potential core than that from the core cowl nozzle.
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The results from the present data are compared with a selection of CoJeN re-
sults. Firstly, a comparison of experimental CoJeN data and simulated data from
Fayard et al. (2008) for the flow conditions described in the acoustic discussion
are shown in Figure 8.36. In the mean velocity profile, all three line plots peak
at about 1.8Dbp and then decline downstream. The sharpest decline is the sim-
ulation data followed by the experimental CoJeN data and then the present data.
The mean velocity profiles show the present data has a peak with the lowest
kurtosis, which means that its peak has the largest spread. This spread of high
mean velocity is reflective of the potential core, which implies that the present
data has the longest potential core, followed by the experimental CoJeN data and
the simulation data. As described in Chapter 2 the transition region at the end
of the potential core has comparatively high turbulence, with the fully developed
region containing the peak turbulence. Figure 8.37 shows the peak in turbulence
intensity occurs at about 6.5DBp for the present data, 5DBp for the experimental
CoJeN data and 3.5DBp for the simulation data highlighting the fully developed
region.
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(a) velocity profile (b) turbulent intensity profiles
Figure 8.36: Flow comparisons of Fayard and the present data along the centreline
of the jet
A comparison of the velocity profile and turbulent intensity profile at 0.46Djet
and 3.2Djet downstream (position chosen to match Fayard data) can be seen in
Figure 8.37. There is good overall agreement of results in these plots. In the
velocity profile at 0.46Djet, the present data shows four peaks, two of which are
at ±0.5Djet. This represents the bypass flow velocity which when expressed over
the reference core velocity gives a value of 0.90 (215 ms−1/240 ms−1). The CoJeN
flow conditions as shown by Fayard have a value of 0.64 (307 ms−1/481 ms−1)
which is why the Fayard data shows two small bumps at this value while the
present data shows two peaks at 0.90. At 3.2Djet downstream, the mean velocity
for the three experimental results all show a peak in excess of 0.90, where as the
simulated data peaks at about 0.76. This again supports the notion that the
simulated data has a shorter potential core than the experimental data. In the
turbulence intensity profile at 0.46Djet, there is good agreement with the loca-
tion and intensity of the peaks at ±0.5Djet which are representative of the outer
shear layer. The inner shear layer occurring at about ±0.25Djet is not appar-
ent in the present data. This is most likely due to the 1 mm grid spacing used
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for measurements which was unable to fully capture the relatively small inner
shear layer. Further downstream at 3.2Djet, differences between the turbulence
intensity profiles are emerging. Fayard attributes the differences to experimental
causes including the flow asymmetry of the jet.
(a) velocity profile at 0.46 Djet (b) velocity profile at 3.2 Djet
(c) turbulence intensity profile at 0.46 Djet (d) turbulence intensity profile at 3.2 Djet
Figure 8.37: Velocity and turbulence intensity profile comparisons of Fayard and
the present data
CHAPTER 9
Conclusion and future work
9.1 Conclusion
A scaled laboratory co-axial jet rig was manufactured and engineered at the Uni-
versity of Warwick and housed on site in an anechoic chamber. The co-flowing
nozzles were machined to 1/150th scale of a typical full size engine exhaust giving
a core nozzle diameter of 9 mm and a bypass nozzle diameter of 18 mm. The
co-flow was unheated and on condition ran at 0.7 Ma for core and 0.63 Ma for the
bypass. The short cowl nozzles with a smooth nozzle lip and a chevron lip were
manufactured for both the core and bypass. Acoustic and flow properties were
independently measured for each of the four combinations of smooth/chevron
nozzles for the core and bypass.
A number of considerations were made in using a scaled laboratory jet nozzle
instead of full scale engine. For example, as the nozzle size scales down, the jet
noise frequencies scale up and therefore suitable microphone and data acquisition
system (able to measure high frequencies) was used. Also, the Reynolds number
reduces with the nozzle diameter (if flow velocity and viscosity are unchanged)
which changes the location of the characteristic hump in the noise spectra.
The acoustic measurements were taken using an acoustic mirror (also designed
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and manufactured in house) which was mounted on a motorized traverse. A 1/4”
B&K microphone was placed in the near focus of the mirror with the far focus
inside the jet flow. The mirror was traversed to create a 4Dbp by 10Dbp grid (with
1 mm spacing) measuring noise emissions from the far focus.
Using the smooth core and bypass nozzle as the reference case, the most notable
difference in acoustic spectra occurred when a chevron bypass nozzle was used
instead of the smooth bypass nozzle.
2D sound source maps of the reference case showed at frequencies less than 10
kHz (0.75 St), the dominant noise source lay 5Dbp downstream on the centreline
of the jet. This is consistent with Juve et al. (1980) who found by experiment the
end of the potential core to house the most dominant sound production mecha-
nism and Bogey et al. (2003) who found the same by numerical simulation. This
low frequency peak is attributed by the large scale intermittent structures in this
region of the flow. When the bypass chevron nozzle was used instead of the by-
pass smooth cowl nozzle the noise source lay 1Dbp further downstream. There
was also a reduction in both the SPLdB and the spatial region occupied by the
dominant noise source in the sound source maps. The maximum reduction of 3
dB occurred at 7.5 kHz to 10 kHz (0.56 St to 0.75 St).
At 35 kHz (2.63 St), elevated noise levels from past the bullet tip start to emerge
and remain present until 80 kHz (6.00 St, the limiting range of the study). The
cause of this noise source is thought to be due to vortex shedding from the bullet
tip.
Generally, at frequencies less than 30 kHz (2.25 St), the SPLdB spectra of the
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centre line of the jet from 0Dbp to 10Dbp, is lower using the bypass chevron nozzle
than with the bypass cowl nozzle. This is consistent with the work of Bridges
& Brown (2004b) and Bridges et al. (2003) who also observed a reduction in
low frequency noise using chevron nozzles instead of standard baseline nozzles.
Between 30 kHz and 65 kHz (4.88 St) a transition or overlap of spectra occurs.
From 0Dbp to 5Dbp the bypass cowl nozzle produces higher SPLdB and at 5Dbp
to 10Dbp the bypass chevron produces higher SPLdB. For frequencies above 65
kHz, the bypass chevron nozzle produces higher SPLdB from 0Dbp to 10Dbp.
The present data was compared with the work of other authors. The acoustic
spectra along the centreline of the jet for a number of different Strouhal numbers
was compared with the experimental data from Drobietz et al. (2008) who also
used an acoustic mirror but on a larger scale. The spectra’s showed good agree-
ment. Similarly, the experimental data from Fayard et al. (2008) who used a line
array of microphones along the jet expansion, also showed good overall spectral
agreement but to a lesser extent than Drobietz. Comparisons with data from nu-
merical simulations by Vuillot et al. (2008) also showed good overall agreement
between the LES data and present data (adjusted for the near focus distance and
the gain from the acoustic mirror).
2D LDA measurements were also taken, complimenting the acoustic measure-
ments and providing visualization of the flow dynamics. In the acoustic results,
the most apparent differences from the reference case occurred when the bypass
smooth cowl nozzle was replaced with the bypass chevron nozzle. In the LDA
results, changing the core smooth cowl nozzle to the core chevron nozzle produces
the most differences from the reference case results.
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A comparison of the mean velocity downstream on the centre line of the jet for all
nozzle combinations shows nozzle combinations using the core cowl nozzle have
a similar spectra, as do those using the core chevron nozzle.
At 0-3.5Dbp, the mean velocity is higher with the core cowl nozzle (peak at 2Dbp),
than the core chevron nozzle (peak at 3.5Dbp), which could be largely due to the
development of vortical structures by chevrons that disrupt the mean flow. From
3.5-10Dbp the velocity profile of all nozzle combinations converge and decline.
In the case of turbulent intensities, there is an initial small peak at 0-1Dbp for
all nozzle combinations, most likely attributed by the vortex shedding from the
bullet tip. The turbulence intensities reduce until 4Dbp (the reduction is greater
with the smooth core nozzle) where it starts to increase linearly until 6.5-7Dbp
when the profile peaks. This peak represents the fully developed region. The end
of the potential core was identified at ∼5Dbp for all nozzle combinations using an
arbitrary cut point of 85% of the reference core velocity (240 ms−1).
There is a small presence of flow asymmetry, which could be attributed by the
state and thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle exit as found by Hussain
& Zaman (1981) and Bradshaw (1966) and Antonia & Zhao (2001). There are a
number of factors such as the conical contraction of the jet rig and smoothness
of the nozzle lip that contribute to the development of the boundary layer. The
state of the boundary layer is suggested by Hussain & Zaman (1981), Bradshaw
(1966), Antonia & Zhao (2001) and Moore (1977) to be laminar as the nozzles
are scaled and the flow passes through a conical contraction. Based on the ap-
proximations of other authors and underpinned by the Blasius boundary layer
equation, the boundary layer thickness (outer shear layer) at the nozzle exit is
estimated to be 0.54 mm.
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The shear layers contain vortical structures which enhance entrainment and mix-
ing. It was observed that the bypass chevron nozzle produces a wider outer shear
layer than the bypass cowl nozzle and to a lesser extent, the core chevron nozzle
does the same for the inner shear layer when compared with the core cowl nozzle.
Therefore suggesting the chevron nozzles induce more entrainment and mixing
than the smooth lip nozzles. With regards to the acoustic effects, (Viswanathan
& Clark, 2004b; Viswanathan, 2008) found the development of the boundary
layer did not in influence the radiated noise.
The distribution of sound expressed using 2D sound source maps has contributed
to the field of aeroacoustics by highlighting the spatial proximity of changes in
SPLdB using different nozzle combinations. Previous efforts such as Grosche
et al. (1997) and Drobietz et al. (2008) have used the acoustic mirror to take 1D
line measurements of sound downstream of the jet. The additional information
provided by 2D mapping, helps our understanding of jet noise.
9.2 Future work
The present study can be investigated further by firstly reducing the LDA grid
spacing near the nozzle exit. A refined grid would provide considerable more
information regarding the boundary layer or outer shear layer. At present, the
boundary layer thickness is estimated to be 0.54 mm. The current grid spacing
of 1 mm is too large to gather accurate statistics about this region. A refined
grid with spacing of 0.1 mm or less would provide a much improved estimate of
the boundary layer thickness. With the mean velocity and turbulent intensity
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measurements, the state of the boundary layer could be confirmed (currently
suggested by to be laminar) and the presence of coherent structures (as found
by Crow & Champagne (1971), Brown & Roshko (1974)) could be identified. A
reduction in the LDA measurement volume would improve the accuracy of the
measurements and reduce velocity bias. However, this is difficult to achieve and
may have to require the assistance of Dantec Dynamics.
Large scale structures are known to dominate in the transition and fully devel-
oped region. Coherent structures in the transition region and are described as
having an intermittent volcano effect by Jung et al. (2004), which could be cap-
tured better using PIV instead of LDA. The spatial range of the study (0-10Dbp)
contains the transition region and part of the fully developed region. By extend-
ing the axial range of measurements from 0-10Dbp) to 0-20Dbp), the statistics of
large scale structures could be collected and analyzed. With the extended axial
range, the development and behaviour of streamwise coherent structures could
be investigated.
The LDA arrangement in the present study uses one LDA head to gather statis-
tics of the flow dynamics in 2D. By adding a second LDA head, a 3D system could
be constructed providing an extra dimension of detail. With off axis detection,
the data acquisition rate will reduce but should still be high enough to obtain
velocity rates and statistics for all three components. This would provide more
detailed information on the flow dynamics of the jet.
The LDA could also be used with the acoustic mirror to take simultaneous
acoustic-optical measurements of the jet flow, providing the far focus point of
the mirror coincides with the probe volume of the LDA system, which in theory
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under the current experimental facilities is possible. With mathematical adjust-
ments, the simultaneous measurements would relate noise to the flow dynamics
and structures potentially providing more information to their relationship.
With some adjustments, the jet rig should be capable of generating and sustain-
ing a flow in excess of 1.0 Ma, making it a supersonic flow. However it should
be noted that supersonic flows require extra considerations such as dealing with
the shock cells created in the jet and mach waves that emerge from the jet edge
and dominate over the noise generated by small scale turbulence.
The flow properties could also be changed to simulate a hot jet by supplying the
rig with a lower density gas, such as helium, in a suitable mix. Careful safety
considerations must be made in the storing, use and extraction of the gas. There
is also the potential of using fluid actuators to induce excitation or generate a
swirl in the jet flow.
Finally, the addition of a flight stream would provide a more true reflection of in
flight conditions. This could be achieved by installing a fan and the base of the
jet rig, and upgrading the anechoic chambers extractor fan to deal with the extra
gaseous mass. Based on the work of Grosche & Stiewitt (1983) and Michalke &
Michel (1979), it is expected that the regions of the jet flow will be elongated by
the flight stream.
All of this work could be done with the existing nozzle geometry, or by manu-
facturing additional nozzles for example, using tabs instead of chevrons. There
is significant scope in furthering jet noise research at Warwick.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix
A.1 2D sound source maps
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.1: 2D sound source maps at 5,120 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.2: 2D sound source maps at 10,240 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.3: 2D sound source maps at 15,104 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.4: 2D sound source maps at 20,224 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.5: 2D sound source maps at 25,088 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.6: 2D sound source maps at 30,208 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.7: 2D sound source maps at 35,072 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.8: 2D sound source maps at 40,192 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.9: 2D sound source maps at 45,056 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.10: 2D sound source maps at 50,176 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.11: 2D sound source maps at 55,040 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.12: 2D sound source maps at 60,160 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.13: 2D sound source maps at 65,024 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.14: 2D sound source maps at 70,144 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.15: 2D sound source maps at 75,008 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.16: 2D sound source maps at 80,128 Hz (colour bar in SPLdB)
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A.2 Radial acoustic profile at different positions downstream
of the jet
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.17: Radial profile at 5,120 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.18: Radial profile at 10,240 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.19: Radial profile at 15,104 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.20: Radial profile at 20,224 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.21: Radial profile at 25,088 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.22: Radial profile at 30,208 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.23: Radial profile at 35,072 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.24: Radial profile at 40,192 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.25: Radial profile at 45,056 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.26: Radial profile at 50,176 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.27: Radial profile at 55,040 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.28: Radial profile at 60,160 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.29: Radial profile at 65,024 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.30: Radial profile at 70,144 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.31: Radial profile at 75,008 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.32: Radial profile at 80,128 Hz
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A.3 Downstream acoustic profile of the jet at different ra-
dial (y-axis) positions
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.33: Downstream profiles at 5,120 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.34: Downstream profiles at 10,240 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.35: Downstream profiles at 15,104 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.36: Downstream profiles at 20,224 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.37: Downstream profiles at 25,088 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.38: Downstream profiles at 30,208 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.39: Downstream profiles at 35,072 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.40: Downstream profiles at 40,192 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.41: Downstream profiles at 45,056 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.42: Downstream profiles at 50,176 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.43: Downstream profiles at 55,040 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.44: Downstream profiles at 60,160 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.45: Downstream profiles at 65,024 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.46: Downstream profiles at 70,144 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.47: Downstream profiles at 75,008 Hz
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.48: Downstream profiles at 80,128 Hz
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A.4 Comparison of the downstream acoustic profiles of the
jet with different nozzles, at different radial (y-axis)
positions
(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.49: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 5,120 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.50: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 10,240 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.51: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 15,104 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.52: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 20,224 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.53: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 25,088 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.54: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 30,208 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.55: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 35,072 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.56: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 40,192 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.57: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 45,056 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.58: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 50,176 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.59: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 55,040 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.60: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 60,160 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.61: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 65,024 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.62: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 70,144 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.63: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 75,008 Hz
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(a) Centre line (b) Centre line + 0.5Dbp
(c) Centre line + 1Dbp (d) Centre line + 1.5Dbp
Figure A.64: Downstream acoustic profile of all the nozzles at 80,128 Hz
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A.5 Sound and frequency distribution at y=0
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.65: Sound and frequency distribution at y=0 (colour bar in SPLdB)
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A.6 2D LDA axial and radial component mapping
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.66: Axial velocity (colour bar in ms−1
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.67: Axial rms (colour bar in ms−1)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.68: Axial velocity profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.69: Axial rms profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.70: Radial velocity (colour bar in ms−1)
(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.71: Radial rms (colour bar in ms−1)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.72: Radial velocity profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.73: Radial rms profile
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo (c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.74: Reynolds shear stress UV (colour bar in m2s−1)
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(a) CrCo, BpCo (b) CrCh, BpCo
(c) CrCo, BpCh (d) CrCh, BpCh
Figure A.75: Reynolds shear stress UV profile
A.7 Microphone array arrangement and directivity pattern
The directivity of acoustic sources is an important factor to consider when trying
to understand and locate noise source mechanisms. The appropriate placement
of microphones determines the quality of acoustic measurements. From the array
arrangement, the directivity pattern can be determined which effectively calcu-
lates the spatial sensitivity of a given array. It indicates the arrays susceptibility
to noise contamination in other regions of space.
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As an illustration, four B&K 4939 1/4” condenser microphones with preampli-
fiers were mounted on radial frame (padded with acoustic foam) in the far field.
A number of different far field microphone array arrangements were considered
with a view to observe the differences in the spatial sensitivity between each ar-
rangement and each microphone within an arrangement.
Three different array arrangements of inline, staged and rhombus were used as
shown in Figure A.76. The inline array was a linear array and used microphone
spacing of 8 cm. The staged array had each microphone staggered back from the
preceding one. The vertical microphone spacing was 8 cm. The rhombus array
also had spacing of 8 cm between its vertices where the microphones were placed.
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(a) Inline array
(b) Stage array
(c) Rhombus array
(d) Rhombus array face view
Figure A.76: Microphone arrays
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A speaker emitting a 1 kHz tone was placed on a stand facing the microphone
array. The speaker then moved vertically downwards in discrete steps of 1 mm.
At each position, the microphones measured the sound pressure levels, the results
of which can be seen in Figure A.77.
(a) Inline array (b) Stage array (c) Rhombus array
Figure A.77: Directivity patterns for different arrays
The microphone array arrangement highlight the differences in acoustic reception
by each microphone within each arrangement, which is especially significant in
the case of using beamforming techniques to locate sound source regions. Beam-
forming is a viable technique that could be used in future co-flow experiments,
however it has a microphone spacing requirement of half of the wavelength un-
der consideration. From a practical perspective, this restricts the measurement
interest to the audible range, as a 20 kHz frequency has a wavelength of 17 mm,
making the required microphone spacing 8.5 mm; higher frequencies have an even
smaller microphone spacing requirement.
A.8 Discrete tone and cavity resonance
During the preliminary tests, the jet rig was run on condition and a discrete
tone was observed. Steps were taken to find the cause of this tone and remove it
providing a clean sound profile of the jet.
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A.8.1 Discrete tone
The four B&K 1/4” microphones were calibrated using B&K 4231 Sound Level
Calibrator at 1 kHz and positioned in a radial array as shown in Figure A.78.
The distances from the microphones to the bullet tip in the jet rig are r1 = 100.9
cm, r2 = 104.7 cm, r3 = 107.9 cm and r4 = 110.4 cm.
Figure A.78: Microphone arrangement 4
The core flow and the bypass flow were run together on condition and the micro-
phones recorded the far field sound pressure level measurements. A discrete tone
of 47 kHz was measured by all four microphones. This was a sharp and distinct
peak which was on average 14 dB higher than the sound pressure levels of the
neighbouring frequencies either side of the tone at 45 kHz and 49 kHz. Both the
1st harmonic at 47 kHz and 2nd harmonic (observed at ∼95 kHz) can be seen in
Figure A.79.
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Figure A.79: Far field measurements revealing a discrete tone
The rig was then run with the core flow only and then the bypass only. The
discrete tone appeared only when the core flow was running. That is, the tone
appeared when either the core flow only was on, or when the core and bypass
flow were on (as first observed).
It was first thought that the flow was not being calmed properly by the hon-
eycomb mesh in the top chamber of the rig. Additional honeycomb mesh was
inserted to help reduce any turbulence in the flow in this chamber. Unfortunately
this had no effect when re-tested with the core flow on condition.
By considering the theory of vortex shedding past a cylinder as described by
Kunda & Cohen (2004), shedding frequencies from the temperature and pressure
probes for the core flow was then suspected for causing the tone. The probes
were removed; the holes they passed through in the top chamber were temporar-
ily sealed with modelling clay and the core flow was run on condition. The
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discrete tone was still observed.
Next the vibration of the nozzles were considered. This was investigated to see
if the output of the noise could be localized to a particular part of the nozzle.
The PSV-400-M2 Scanning Vibrometer by Polytec was used to measure the vi-
brations. It was an eye safe Class II He-Ne laser with a power output less than
1 mW. The wavelength was 633 nm with a bandwidth of 1 MHz. It was able to
take high frequency non-contact vibration measurements from a distance of 2 m
from the nozzles.
The surface of the nozzles was scanned and a measurement grid was mapped onto
it providing 317 nodes. Figure A.80 shows this grid and measurements taken at
47.42 kHz (the peak frequency of the discrete tone).
Figure A.80: Grid mapping by the vibrometer
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The vibrometer moved to each node on the scanned grid and measured the vi-
bration response. The results can be seen in Figure A.81 for the peak frequency
of the discrete tone 47.42 kHz and the neighbouring frequencies of 44.74 kHz and
50.00 kHz. Note, each has its own colour bar scale.
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(g) 44.77 kHz (h) 47.42 kHz (i) 50.00 kHz
Figure A.81: Vibrometer results
The neighbouring frequencies have the largest vibrations at the lip of the bypass
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nozzle, where as at 47.42 kHz the largest vibrations are at the lip of the core
nozzle. However, magnitude of the vibrations at 47.42 kHz is six times smaller
than the vibrations at 44.77 kHz and fifteen times smaller than 50.00 kHz. The
largest noise disturbance caused by nozzle vibrations in this frequency region
does not occur at 47.42 kHz, implying the peak frequency of the discrete tone is
not caused by nozzle vibrations.
Another approach to find the source of the discrete tone was taken by reverting
back to microphone measurements. Mic1 was placed in the near field of the jet
in line with the tip of the bullet and the edge of the bypass nozzle as shown
in Figure A.82. Using the bullet tip as a co-ordinate reference point of (0,0,0)
for (x,y,z), mic1 was placed at (0,Dby,0). Measurements were taken by mic1 at
this point, followed by (Dby,Dby,0), (2Dby,Dby,0), (3Dby,Dby,0), (4Dby,Dby,0) and
(5Dby,Dby,0).
Figure A.82: Microphone arrangement 5
The SPLdB of the discrete tone were higher near the nozzle lip at (0,Dby,0) and
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reduced as mic1 moved up to 5Dbp. This gave rise to the idea that the tip of the
bullet may be the cause of the high frequency vortex shedding.
A brass bullet (same dimensions as the original steel bullet) was smoothed over
with a coarse grain and then fine grain sanding paper and the core flow was run
again. The discrete tone was still present. The bullet tip was further smoothed
and as a byproduct was shortened slightly. However, when the jet rig was run on
condition, the discrete tone was still present; a change in curvature of the bullet
tip made virtually no difference.
The original steel bullet was then replaced and the core flow was turned on with
varying levels of velocity. Exit flow speeds of 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200 ms−1
were measured by the Dantec LDA laser system for each of the varying mic1
positions of (0,Dby,0), (Dby,Dby,0), (2Dby,Dby,0), (3Dby,Dby,0), (4Dby,Dby,0) and
(5Dby,Dby,0) giving a total of 36 acoustic readings.
A pattern emerged. As the velocity of the core flow increased from 75 ms−1
a discrete tone of 38 kHz appeared at 125 ms−1. This remained in place until
200 ms−1 when it then ’jumped’ to 47 kHz and continued to hold until the core
flow was running on condition at 240 ms−1. The velocity of the flow was then
decreased from condition with an expectation that the discrete tone of 47 kHz
would jump down to 38 kHz when the flow was at 200 ms−1. However this did
not happen, the jump occurred at 150 ms−1. The tests were repeated and the
same results were observed.
This suggested there was a feedback loop in place which caused the discrete tone
jump to occur at different flow velocity values (depending on if the flow was
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increasing or decreasing). From past laboratory experiences, this suggested the
presence of a cavity. The upper chamber of the jet rig was dismantled and a
small gap between the core nozzle and centre chamber rod to which its screwed
into was found as shown in Figure A.83.
Figure A.83: The location of the cavity
A.8.2 Cavity resonance
As the flow passed over the cavity, the frequency and amplitude of the discrete
tone, varied with the velocity of the flow. In fact as the flow velocity was in-
creased, the frequency of the discrete tone ’jumped’ to a higher frequency. How-
ever when the flow velocity was decreasing, the jumps showed hysteresis; their
downward jump occurred at a lower speed than their upward jump. This can be
seen in Figure A.84 and Figure A.85. This manner of hysteresis was also observed
by Ahuja & Mendoza (1995) in their computational work as described by Howe
(1997) and by experimentalists such as Umeda & Ishii (1999) and Raman et al.
(2002).
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Figure A.84: Discrete tone occurrences 1
Figure A.85: Discrete tone occurrences 2
Cavity resonance has been studied by many researchers focusing on the Mach
number of the flow and the length to depth ratio of the cavity. Plumblee et al.
(1962) first put forward the notion through his observations that cavity reso-
nances produce discrete tones. As the flow passes over the cavity, a turbulent
shear layer forms over the open end region producing a broad band noise source
that drives the cavity resonance. The rectangular cavity responds to the excita-
tion of the broadband by amplifying certain narrow band frequencies.
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However, this was further explored by Rossiter (1966) and Heller et al. (1971) who
found in their experiments that if the boundary layer going across the open region
of the cavity is laminar, then the tones produced by this flow are louder than
the if the boundary layer was turbulent. This was supported by the data from
Krishnamurty (1955). Rossiter also found that if the Strouhal numbers (using the
flow velocity and length of the cavity) are plotted against Mach numbers (range
from 0.4 to 1.2 Ma), the data points produce definitive bands on the graph. He
attributed this to acoustic feedback and confirmed this phenomenon with the
use of shadow graph images. These revealed that vortices were shed periodically
near the upstream lip of the cavity and then travelled downstream along the shear
layer (over the open end region of the cavity). This gave rise to Rossiters model
for the generation of cavity tones; when the convected vortices in the shear layer
reach the downstream end of the cavity, they interact with the wall, creating an
acoustic pulse which propagates back upstream in the cavity itself. When they
reach the upstream wall of the cavity, they then cause the shear layer by the edge
of the cavity wall to separate, resulting in the shedding of new vortices, which
then completes the vortices and acoustic disturbance feedback loop. Based on
this model and his observations, Rossiter derived a semi-empirical formula for
tone frequencies.
fLcav
U∞
=
m− γf
Ma+ 1/κ
(A.1)
where f = frequency of tones, Lcav = length of cavity, U∞ = free stream velocity,
m = integer, Ma = Mach number, κ = ratio of convection velocity of vortices
to free stream velocity, γf = a factor to account for the time lag between the
passage of a vortex and the emission of a sound pulse at the downstream corner
of the cavity.
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Rossiter found by experiment that 1/κ = 1.75 and γf = 0.25 provided a good
data fit. The prediction of discrete frequencies can be found by re-arranging the
above equation.
Significant work has been done on cavity resonance and with notable advances
in understanding the mechanisms involved. Cavities albeit small such as the one
found in the jet rig can cause disproportionately undesirable results such as a
sharp and distinct discrete tone in the acoustic profile of the jet flow. This iter-
ates the importance of precision engineering in experimental arrangements.
The incorrectly manufactured core nozzle was removed and a new core nozzle
was commissioned. When the jet rig was reassembled with this nozzle and run
on condition, no discrete tone was observed in the acoustic profile of the jet.
